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&INTRODUCTION

This guide was developed through the efforts and co- operation of teachers

migrant preschool children. TWo years ago little was available that would

adeq ately supply preschool teachers with a program suitable for disadvantaged

youngst\rs.

A '

,There Is an urgent need to improve the language of the migrant children if

they are to succeed in school. The child must have a solid understanding
-7-

and' usage of the Standard English used in the schoefs. This guide can be

considered uniiueN n that not only ;,4 there an attempt toy develop academic

readlness akils, but there is also an emphasis on oral language' development

as a separate subject as well as incorporated into the other subject areas.

It must be emphasizea that in no way is usage of%thi child's dialect or

cultural idioms to be discouraged.
erpe

This guidde sho ld not be considered complete or final! It has been given a

year of fi testing and subsequentl revised. With the coming year, it is

"
%

the intention o. thel6reschool teachers to elaborate and expand upon the

guide in such areas additional Skill development; suggested activities;

etc., as the teachers graw-innowledge and understanding of the preschool

child.% AI
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SUGGESTED PLANS FOR ThL FIRST. DAY

Good beginnings don't just happen. They are the ,result of tlorough planning.

Carefulplanning.is particularly important duripg the firs weeks of school.

The suggestions which follow offer flexible guidelines for the new teacher.

Experienced teadhers may wish to adaptthem by substituting other activities

which have proved meaningtya.

1. Directions to,students

take nothing for granted
be very specific
spbak slowly and clearly
Wait until everyone is liStening

2. Standards - Class Rules 818

- be consistent and insist on standards
- establish standards before introducing any new activity

review standards frequently - in'the firSt
review standards for each activity every dal

-:- have standards come from the children whenetter possible.
- anticipate problems

wo Weeks briefly

3. Time Allotments

keep discussions brief - a child's
or ten minutes
use a song finger play, poem, etc.
Children become restless

attention span is about five

, as a change of pace where

4. Suggested plans foi the rest of the week

acquaint children with, the school nurse, the home-school
consultant, principal, 'and custodian
review class policies frequently 4

provide opportunities for children to learn ene another's
names

PLANS FOR THE FIRST WEEK

A child's first day in school is the beginning of many-years of sfchool

experiences. What happens to the child during these first days. f school-

can influence his future in school.

2'
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Teacher preparation

1. The teacher, should be- familiar with her own environment:

toilet facilities and play area
- principal's office
- health room
- supply room

audio-visual equipment and decentralized A-V materials, ,

2. The teacher should organize:

storage areas for materials in the room
- children's.centers of interest: library, science, music, art,

home, blocks
- attractive, but simple,bulletin boards
- instructional supplies which will be needed'during the week

, r
- professional reference materials and monographs

3. The teacher should plan:

the first week in detail, including more aceivities than
will probably be necessary
the first month, listing the introduction of new activities,
classwide experiences, literature, and music resources
the first half of the year in general: activities for each
area, field trips, etc.

- determine nutrition and/or rest period

Registration

1. Preplanning

- be familiar with the school's registration rocedure

2.- Registration Day

establish friendly relations with the parent and child
- give particular attention to names - note pronunciation of

child's name
- learn the name that the child wishes to be galled
- discusscWith the parent the way the child will travel to and

from school, the nutrition and.rest program, 'the importance of
marking with the child' name any belonging hemy bring to
school, the time schedu 'for school

3
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'SUGGESTED EXAMPLES OF DAILY SCHEDULES

Example I

9:00'9:10 Arrival

9:10 - 9:2C Group experience
1

9:20 - 10:00 Free play

10:00 - 10:05 Clean-up

10:05 - 10:10 Toilet/and hand-washing time

10:15 - 0:30 Quiet .'time

10:30 - 10:35 Juic and cookie time

10:35 -.11:00 Music activities, instruments, body rhythms,

dramatics, games

11:00 - 11:30' ,-04door play

Dismissal
I

Example II

9-407 12:30 Work activities

Group project 6r choice Of individual activity

Evaluation

Clean-up

10:10 or 1:15 8 'Music - Rhythms

10:30 or 1:35 Lavoratory period
A

Juice
tI

Rest

11:00'or 2:10t\ Outdoor - Indoor playtime

41:20 or 2:25

11:30 or 2:50

Story time.

D amatizations..

Di missal



Example III

8:45 Or 12:30

9:00 or 12:45,

.4

Before school activities

Conversation and greetings

. SCare of wraps

Water p ants, arrangeflowers, feed pets
\r.,

Planning ork

Work activities

Evaluation

Clean-up

10:10 or 1:30 Play period

10:30or 1:45 Lavatory

Juice

Rest

11:00 or 2:05 Rhythms

Mpsic

11:20 or 2.25 Story time

Dramatizations:

11:45 or 2:50 Dismissal

, r

I

p

p

Se

e



Teacher

z

- Aide Teacher Aide.

9:00
to

9:20
Lang.
1st
Blck.

9:20
7-to
9:40

Language Grp.

Distar
Program
Pre Program,

Language Group
H/20
(-for children needing

extra-help in ,English)

Language Group LangUage Group

Peabody - K Level(- Dr. Moorea
Language
Program

9:40
to

10:00

Rhythms and P.E. ActivitiesN.J-

(including)

Motor - visual coordination

Rest Rooms

and

Juice Break

J

Rhythms and-P.E.. Activities

Social Habits

Rest Rooms

. and

Juice Brga

10:00
to ,

10:25
2nd
Lang.
Bick.

Ling. Groups
Peabody
K-Level

Language Group
Dr. Moore Program

Language Group
Distar - Advanced

JR

Language
Group

Intro. English
or Special_

---NRods

A

10:25
to

10:40

Magic or other Activity Music Or Other Activity

f

10:40
to'

10:55

Writing and Alphabetj Writing and Alphabet

1005

11:10

Numbers Group
Recognizing
and Number j

Writing

4

Numbers Group
Recognizing and
Number Writing

Numbers -Group
Ready'for Math
.Concepts

Nurnberg roup
Beginni g
Counters

11:10
ist to

11:45

Art Activities Art Actitiities

4
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ORAL LANGUAGE

DEFINITION: he language program described in this section is designed to

pr yide development in both receptive and'expressive StandArd Engksfi,necessely

fo successful academic learning. Thepr4gram.piovides
o -

necessary skills that will.aenable him to understand and

0

This section provi s sUggestiana, for teaching-Standard

the thild.with the

communicate with others.

EAglish only. It does 'Ai

not,purport:toprovide-suggestiOnsifor teaching other lariguaged such as Spanish

Or Russian. :Standard-English ?isis emphasized since itis die primary language of
0 .

instruction in schools.,

. MAIN ,OBJECTIVES.

s
Receptive t,

w.

To develop 'the ability to understand and follow oral'directiops

. g develop lisienp14'skills '
.

. 4 .

a. , t ress

cevela, basic voiabulary ,

! 2. o dev op ability tOuse phtases:
3. Tosdevelo',Nibility to use sentences

41 To develop 2h.ility to Use sentences
situations, "°.,._

5- To develop per ceptiorrsof p
of each part a it relates the whole

in spontaneous

its and the whole

SECONDARY OBJECTIVES

1: To utilize the native languagefur-the rodu

and 'concepts
,,

language

and the purpoSe

2. To provide reinforcement of-languag titoug

rhymes, poems, songs, and flannel board to

tion otnew materials

the i°,eiof books,
es
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METHODS

A. RecAntivt

-1, Development

a. Ability
b.- Ability
c. Ability.

of listening techniques

to listen' Leo adults

to listen to peer groups
to follow direclions

Expressive

1. Direct teaching of expressive language

a. Expressive language outline
App: I - (Language outline)

b. Parts -"*'
1. To help the child perceive the

to the whole

et

. relationship of parts

2. .To help-the-child develop reasoning abilities
c.A Vocabulaiy for classroom, playgroUhd and home (App. II)
d. -Vocabulaty.to express personal needs (App: II)
e. Vocabulhry ofcourtesy (App. II)

,C.. Conversation Skills

1. Abilityto communicate immediate needs

a.

b.

c.

Logical thinking
Retell or .speak, in segAtential order

emness ideas in complete thoughts

2. Ability to use expressive language...ter share ideas

CPI

\.
nonstructured

language situations such as dramatization, ztory telling, sharing, etc.

D. ' nonverbal Communication Skills

1. Facial Expressions

a. 'to exprebs needs
b. to express experiences of joy, sadn'e'ss (emotions
c. to express ideas through the of gestures

2. Ability to interpret teacher's nonverbal. expressions

attentidh getterV q iet, lidten, come d,. go,

gestures expressing f elings of Others .(kers,

*9

a. To recoghize
tiptoe, etc.'

b. To recognize
teachers)

11
8
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EVALUATION .2

*
The following instruments may be used to Arlaise,the ieacher in asseasinv

i*the-competency level of the child's'langure (Standard Engliih :
. .

1

1

Basic-Concept Inventory - Engelmann
' Northwestern Syntax Screening Test

C.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Siegfried Engelmann

°Louis Lancaster

tar Language. I and JI
SRA.

. - OtiCago, Illinois 00611

Atntroducj.ng Engiish.

HoughtoU Mifflin.
io4on

. ,

Preschool Instructional-Program
4

For Non' - English Speaking Children

Texas.Educational Agency i>

_Austin, Texas Ne

P2abodfilLanguage Develdpmeni kiii

American.Guidance Lice, Inc;_'

Pre - Primacy .

1 °0Publishers. Building 0 it
Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014

ESL Curriculum Materials Y- LeN1 I
Region One 41

Educatign,Service Center
N Edinburg, Texas 78539

NI,

MiOtigan Oral Language ertes ,

1
'

,

Michigan Migrant Primp!. InterdicipIlnary'Projet
3800 Packard Road. . .

Ann Arbor, Mithigan 48104
4

ti
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APPENDIX I

cThp expressive Language Program outlined on the following pagewas taken

from the DistarLanguageI PrograM. If this program is avairable, 4.t 1.07

recommendedethat it be used with children whomeed assia ce.in expressive

language development. If the Distat program is not availab e,the outline

,presented here can'be used in conjunction with other materials suchas

Peabody Language Develo bent Kits or sets of vocabulary pictures.

a



ORAL LANGUAGE

PRE-PROGRAM

I. Full statements - identity statements
2.. Complete Action Statements
3. Complete Statements - Yes
4. Compkete Statements - No,,Not

THE ORALS LANGUAGE PROGRAM
t

.1, Reliiew the basic sentence patterns
-2. Action Statement: ,can
3. ,Polars: long
4. Can using a and an
5. TeUching of new Vocabulary based onprevidUsly learned patterns
6. Prepositions: on
7. Polars: full - not full
8. Pronouns: he
9. Pronouns: she

10., Polars: big
11. Polars: full -Jong
12. Action Statement: cannot
13. Prepositioris: over
14. Review: Action Statements
15. Polars: short
16. Prepositions: on, oVr
17. Review: Action Statements

. 18. Polars; full - empty
19,, Prepositions: ,4n
20. Action Patterns with Prepositions:
21. Reviewf ACtion:Patternss
22. Review: Prepositions: in; 'on, ovgr %

23. Review: Polars: full - empty'
24. Review: Polars: long - short
25. Actiot etatementl stand

(27.Action
Statement: eat

L27. Preposition: under
28. Review: Prepositions: over,'under
29. Polars: Sig - 'little
40.. Action Statement:, cry
31. Action Statement: rsing
32. Action Statement: laugh
33. Polars: loud - not loud
34. Pronouns: she
35. Action Statements: Brush, throw, fook, climb
36. Polars: loud - soft
37. Action Statement' wash,
38. Review: Prepositions: undex,, in, on
32. Prepositions: next 0
40. Review: Preposition : .to, over, under, o n

0

I



41. Polars: tall - not. tall
42. Review: Prepositiohs: next to, in, on, over, under
43. Review: Polars: tall = short
44. Action Statements: sleep, look, sit, fly; drive, drink, jump, swim

445. Preposition: in front f

46. Polars: fat - not fat
,.472 Polars: fat - skinny I.

48. Review: Preposition: n xt to
49. Action Statement : climb
50. 'Action Statement: Wh can..,.
51. Prepositions: In front of, with question patterns
52. Review: Polars: long - short, fat - skinny; tall - short
53. okeview: °next to, in front of
54. Prepositions: in back of
55. Review: Action Statement: Whatoocpn....'
56. Review: Preposition: in back of
57. Polars: hot - not hot
58. Polars: cold - not cold
591 Polars: hot - cold
60. Review: Prepositi:Ons: oVet, next to,,under
61, Polars: smooth - rough
62. Preposition: between
63. Review: -Polars: smooth - rough, &.1 - cold.
64. Review: Action Statements: What can....
65. Review:- Preposition.: between
66. Review: Polars: fat - skinny, full empty
67. Polars: straight - not straight
68. Polars: crooked - not crooked
69. Polars: straight - crodked

.

70. Polars: fast -
.

71: Plurals: are
72.. Plurals: are
73. Polars: heavy-light
74. Review: plurals
75. Polars: wet - dry.
76. Plurals: Using are, as a question
77. If.: Then concept
78. Polars: 91d - young
79. Action Statements: Can go down, ...go'up
80. Review: Polars: soft - hard
81. Categorias: vehicles
82. Polars; light - dark
83. Plurals: with preposition on I

84. Action Statement: Identifying the object and action of,object with
questioq at

85. Reviewiwb P epositions: in front of in back of, over, on, in, etc.'
86., Plurals: ildren

.

A

87. Review: categories
88. Multiple Attributes: using conjunction and
89. Review:# Pron uas: he, she s

t

90. Action Stat ents: lOgical thibking
91. Multiple A t

11.

butes: two attributes .

L

ir

.



42. leviecit:. Pronouns: -tie, she ,--.e

93. 'Review: .Prepositions: oVtr, under, etc:,
94.E Revieig: Categories: vehicies
95. Pronouns: they -5

96. Categories: food % .. , : .

97. Multiple AttribUtes:, two attributes using phrases with dbnj unction
i and A

,

--98. Categories: clothing ,

994 Review: Pronouns:. he, she, they
1 0. Categories: animals . .

1 1. Review:' 'Prepositions: ,to, of, under, over, in,ong in front of,
.

next to.
102. Categbries: plants
103. Review: Multiple attributes: two with conjunction and
104. Review: 'plurals with prepositions .,

105. Multiple Attributes: with question patterns
106. Review: Categories:11`clathink, plants, etc.
0.7., Review: ,pronouns and multiple attributes ,.,

108. Categories: buildings,..ARd houses (

109.- P,roortoua: ,it
.

,.-

110.° Review: Prepositions: in front of, in back of
111. Multiple Attributes: question formsing two atve, rib tes,u
112. Review: Pronouns: a, they .

113. Question Words: wpy.... because...
. 114. Review: Categories': animals '''

''...10,

115. Review: 'Question word..., why

411

114. Categories: furniture
117. Review: Multiple attributes,: as questions;, as statementsm.using

4
..

two attributes
;fr,

118, Pronouns: I ..
. ,

4,

119.6 'Review: Question Word:1 why
.120. Pronouns: my .

v1214 Verbs of the Senses: Smell .,
122. Pronouns: you .

123. Review: Prbnouns: my, you
124. Review: Prepositions - on, under, in, etc.
125. Verbs of the Senses: feel
126. Review: Pronouns: I, my

.
,

..,127. Verb Tensesr present, past
.

128. Pronoun: we ,

129. Verb Tense: is, was V

130. Pronouns :\ our
131. Review: dhtegories: furnit e etc.
132. Review: Verb Tenses: is, was
133. Review: Multiple Attributes
134. Review: ,Prbnouns: 'I, we, our, may, you
135. Pronouns: his; hers
136. If - Then Statements
137.. .Verb Tense: future 4

..

,--7 138. Pronouns: your . -

139. Review: Multiple Attributes

1

13



140., Review: Prepositions
141: Pronouns: their
142. Review: Polars
,143. COmP4ratives: longer - not, longer
144. Events: before, after
145. Review: if - then statements
146. .Pronouns: me
147. Review: Comparative: longer - noelonger
248. Comliatatives: bigger - not bigger
.149. Review: 'Multiple Attributes
150. ,CompsFstives: longer than - taller than

`151. ,Probouns: them
152: Pronouns: us

153. PrOhouns: him, her
154. Review: Comparatives: bigger than,
155, Review: Pronouns: your
156. Superlatives: shortest
157. Location
158. Review: SUperlatives: shortest
159. Superlatives: smallest ,

160. Locations
161. Superlatives: skinniest
162. .Review: Superlatives: skinniest, shortest, longest
163. Same - Different"
164. Review: Comparatives and Superlatives
165. Review: Same and differept
166. Only
167. Review: Only

taller than, smaller than
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ORAL WIGUAGE

PRE - PROGRAM Students from a non - English speaking background should be 's\

checked to see. that theyhave.the foljowing basic'patterns sell established.

Full statements - Identify statements

"This is a 00

2. With the use of the basic identity statement, a basicvocabulary is taught.

3. Complete Action Statements

"This a is ." Ex. This boy is runnina.

a. The child must identify the noun.'

Q. What is this?

A. This is a

, . Identify the act9h.

Q. What is the - doing? Ex. 'What is the 1292 doing?

The is The boy is running.*4,

4. Complete Statements - Yes

Q. Is this a . Ex. Is this a dish?

AS Yes, this is a . Yes, this is a dish.,

5. Complete Statements - N6, Not
.,

Q. Is this a

A.' No, this is not a

. Is this.a dog?

No, this is not a dog.

These above statements should be reviewed,, reinforced and. practiced Under

all'kinds of situations. New vocabulary may also bg incorporated until the

child has a" basic vocabulary from which, to work with along with the_ ability

to use the Words within the context of the above basic statements..
.,, .

/

15
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THE ORAL LANGUAGE PROGRAMt

1. Review the basic sentence patterns
a.

b.

c.

The identity statement This is
The action statement Is this
Statements for yes, no, and not. a,

2. Action StsXement - can
Q. What is e :(noun) (verb)
A. The boy
(the)
Q. Can the (noun) (verb) ?

A:- Yes, the can
(a)

Q. Can al
A. Yes,Yes, a can

? Ex.

r

dtt

What is the .oy doing?
The b is r ning.

Ex. Can the boy run?
Yes, the bo, can tun.

3. Polars: long
a. iThe basic pattern:- "This is long."

After the basic pattern is well established, the child respo4ds to

yes and4no: Yes, this
No, this'

A. Can us in a and an
Q. Is this an
A. -This is,

Q. - Is, this a.

A. This .isi a
?

5. Teaching of pew

Prepositions:

\

\\ Q. Where is t
A. The ,(noun ) is on t

iNolars: full I full
Statement: T

This
(Be sure theylunderstand
teaching it IS not full.)
Q. Is this full?
A. Yes',-hi is full.

vocabulary based

not
is is full,,

s not full.
the statem qty This is full.befOre

is long.
is not long.

Ex. IS this an. airpla'ne?

This is an airplane.

Ex. Is this a bird?
This 'is a bird:'

on nrevioUSly learneVpatt6T10.

Ex. Where is the dish?
The dish is on the

Q. Is'this
A. No, this

Pronouns:
Begin with a familiar identity statement.

Q. What is this?
A. This is a boy.

full?
is not full.

16



. Q. What-is he doing?
A. He, is

(Make certain you have given the students th
in this case is: He is .)

1Q. Polars :. big
Q. What is this?
A. This is a ,

Statement: This is 11E,

Q. 14 this )big? Ex/
A. Yes, this

understands the positive.When the student
negative statement.
Q. Is this big? .

A. No, this is not big.

Revied:
11. Nnitars: full - long

Use same basic patterns: positive

12. Action Statement: cannot

Q. Can (noun) (verb)

A. No, the cannot

Review the pionoun he. '

Q. Can he (verb) ?

A. No; he cannot,: (Verb) Or.Ye , he can,

Ex.

response you want which

Is this house big?
Yes; this house is big.

statement, move into the

hs this, house big? '

No, this house is not big.

siatemencs and negative sta ents.

.

E. Can the boy run?
NO, the boy cannot r

13. Preposition: ovgft
Q. Where ia the Ex. Where iethe shoe?

A. the is over the . The Shoe is over

1. Identify the obje t with a statement.

\AVI

Q, What is this shoe
What is this? )box ; 3

tt2. Teach poSitive Cement: The is over tie

3. /each the negative statement: The is not ogler the

I14. Action Statements
a. The (noun) is

(The or A)
c. (The or A)
d. He

(verb)
can

cannot
. (With

. 15., Polars:-'shOrt
1. Be sure child understands long, tot lon
2. If something is not long, then it is short.

Q . 'is (noun) long?
A. No, the '(noun) is not long.

Teac h the Statement: The is sho

Ex. The boy
A boy ca

me or all of ab

an run.
not run.

ve statements.)
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When child understands the statemen : "The J is short;" inter-
, change the statment with positive d negative questions: "Is the
long? Yes the is long," or " ; the -% id not long. The

is short." 6

Once the pattern of: . "The is short," eventually phase out the
cue, "No, the is not long," s that the statements "Yes, it is
long;" "No, it is short," can be used.

16. Prepositions: op - over
on-
Q. What's the (noun) on?
A. The (noun) is os the
(Have at least three of four objects in whi h the child can practice t4hat
ia °A nd what is over as well as what is no on ana not over.)

over-
Q. at is the , over?
A. e er the

17. Review: Actio' StatLents
Continue to :e basic patterns familiar
a. is (verb)

' b. can o'

c. is not
d.

el He
,cannot -

(use with above statements.)

a

to the ttdent.

18. Polars: full - empty
1.' Review: The ia full.
2. SoMething that is not full is empty.

Q. Is the full? Is this
A. No, this is dotfulL. This

.19: Prepositions: in

Q. Where is the
A. The is in the
After this attern is learned teach.

- Q. Is 'the

A. Y , the is in
o, the is not in

full?
As empty.

Action Patterns.^ th Prepositions: in
Q. Is th noun) (verb) in ,the

,(noun) (verb) in the bed..

21. Review: Action Patterns
Lift; can lift; is lifting; cannot ;Alt'

,22: Review: Prepositions: in on, over

x.. Is the boy eping
in the be'

r----------



4,1

A

23. Review: Polars: full"- mpty
Review with familiar vocabulary,

-

A24. Review :. Polars: long - short

25. Action Statement: stand
teach first: is standing

can stand
cannot'stand

,26. Action Statement: eat

is eating
can eat
cannot eat

27. Preposition:. under
Q. Where is the
A. The - is under the

then move into some new words.

Then teachr,.
Q. Is he
A. Yes, the
A. No, the
Provide different

Under the
is under the
is not under the

situations with the 'use
he childien to choose from as to whether

not over something.

28. Review: Prepositions: over eider

29. Polars: big - littl
Review: This is ,..'

This is not 'big. this little. .4

.6

o

I; t

of three .or more objects for
an object is over something

I

30. Action Statement:
is crying
can cry
cannot c

31. Act on Statement: sing
is singing
can sing
cannot sing

32. Action Statement:. laugh
is laughing -
can laugh
cannot laugh

33.. Polars: loud'- not i
(do not -teach soft



34. Pronouns: she
A. Identify the object:
b. Action statement: Q.

A.

c. Statement with she Q.
A.

This is a girl.
What is the girl:doing?
The girl is
What is she doing?
She is

de sure ,;(3 give the statement: "She is ," to let the student know,
what statement is expected. ;The student should lso learn that the girl
and she are one and the same.
d. Action statement with she: -Q. Is she

A. Yes, she is
and A. No, she is not

35. Action Statements: brush - throw,- look - .climb
If these verbs are not familiar-to the student, teach
Make use of: is

can
.cannot

for each of the verbs. When they are well
variety of questions.

36. Polars: loud - soft
1. Review: is loud.

is not loud.
If it is not loud, then it is soft.
The 'is not loud. The
This is not loud.
Eventually phade out the: This is i1.4

37. Action Statement: wash
is washing
can wash
cannot wash

only one at a time.

44

learned mix them up with a

is soft.
is soft.

loud.

38. Review' Pre.ositio s:'-under in an

a. _Do each prepo on separately
. 7,- --v "Where is the, ,

7,1

0 "Is,the preposi
de a variety of ta

erect preposition. ( ,,,,-

b.,. Then pr
the

using the Aatemento:

the ,?"
is where the etu ent

dr.
.

39. Pre sitions: next to
a: Identify what the ob ct is. What is t
b. Qu Whet is the G14 next to

A. The is ndkt the

40.

tut

Then teach:
Q. Is the next to the '1
A.. Yes, the is n xt to the ..

No, the is not ext to the,

Review: Pre ositions:

4

er under on in a

, .

/ 20
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41. Polars: tall - not tall
Q. Is this tall?

A. Yes, this is tall.
No, this is not tall,. ,

Then teadh tall - 'short when they. understand tall.- not tall.

Q., is t11.s /

A. A°, Jthis is aot tall. This is short.
Eventually p ase out this is not tall.

42. Review: Prepositions: next to, ine, on, over, under. 4

a. Revi each one separately - then interchange to give the student
practice in choosing the correct preposition. i

43. Review/ Polars: tall - short
a. Review each one separately - then interchange.

44. At on Statements: leep, look, sit, fly, drive, drink; 'jump, SWini.

is sleeping ,(

. .

E sleep .

. \.

annot sleep
Be sure that the student understands each of the verbd before mixing

.. them.

position: in front of
WaleRtouching an object, as}c)://What did the boy touch?

A. The boy touched the /!>v n front of the .,

then: ,

- -CZ. Did the boy touch the in front of the
A. Yes, the boy touch the in.lront of the

No, the boy did' t touch the in front o

. Polars: fa - riot fat

Q. This is fat.

A. Ye this is fat.

o' this is' riot fat.

47. olars: fat - skinny. /
Q. Is this fat.- 1
A. No; this is dot fat. This is skinny.
(Be sure to teach this pattern0' /

.//
48. Review: Preposition: next to '

In er prepositions .presented.

v.-- 49. Action. Ste. ewent:

is climblng
can climb
cannot climb

, What can.,... (descriptive of ani;WsractiOns)
,

' 0 -50. Action Statemen
cz, What can 'a ,do? (Use a variety of fimiliar,snimals.), ,,

0 _________ A. --A. can .
.

.



J Then:
Q. What can a
A. A.

not do?
cannot

514pL. Prepositions: In front of with question tierns
Q. Is the in front of the

. A. Yes, the is in front 24,the
No, the is not in front of the

52. Review:' Polars: long - short, fat - skinny, tall - short
a. Use both-is long, is short', is not long, is not short, etc.

53. Review: next to, in front of

54. Prepositions: tin back of
Say: while touching -1 "This is the back of the chair." Touch the back
of the chair. - (Have student then say: "This is the back of th'-chair. ")

Do this with other objects thatIlave backs. Each time it is/rOudhed the
statement should be stated.
'Then:

Q. What is -this?
A. This is the back a chair.

55. Review:. Action St
Use = variety of
Also use what

56. Revie :

Wh t can....
als - bird, cat,

not do?

Use f: %iar obje

57. _go- ars. hot - AA hot
Q. ,State: This

This

in hack of
rom previ

cow, etc.

e

- then present a new obj ct,
A

is hot.
4s no

Q. 'Is t hot?
A. Yes this. is' ho

A. No, this is hot.

58. Polars: - not cold
Use same pattern as no. 57 only with wind

59. Polarsr horCold '-) -...

If sorething<is not hot, then it is cold.

I

--
.60. Review: Prepositions:( over;..next/to, under

'.% Use in a Tariety Of,situations.

2=61. Polars: 'Smooth -. rough- '7,

4. Isadh Smooth, not sOOth,
b. Teach rough, not rdo h.,--
-c. Thin teach: If sing is smoilth t

cold, not cold.



Q.
A.

Is: thiS yotigh?
No, this. is-nOt. rough, this is Smooth-.

Q. Is thit, smooth?
A. No,, this is not smooth. This ' is rough..
...N, . 4,

62. Preposition: between
Q. Where. is the -- ?- e .
A. The is between the t and.the .

(Be certainl"the student is familiar with tle objects being. %med.)
. '- . .. .
Then: ,

Q. *Is the' between the the
,i§.77.Teen tile _' the "A. .Yes, thdi A

No, the is not .bctween the, V k and the

ANI

, ..63. Review: Polars: smooth - rough, 'hot - 'cord
6 11.

64. Review: Action Statements: What can.,....
a. What can a , do?

3 /i 15, A c ` .

/ . (14e '13,3r4' man, wom chair only one.

65. eView: Pre osition: b ween ,"

I

66. Review: full - em t

4 67. Polars: strai. -not strait t .,

State: This , is traight.
This' is not 'straight.ght.

Q. Is this straight?.
A. Yes, this is straight.

Y
, No, thisP iS , not straight.

ti

e-.! 68. Polars: d - dot crooked
Use am pattern 4sn6. 67.

I PoIars: straight.- crooked
/ Use same patterns as ao..61

P lass: fast - slow
a. Tea fast, not fest -,

`b. -Teach slow, not, slow
c. Then tVachl not fe , t

not slow, st
Use same pattern/as no. 61.

71.. Plurals: are
This is a
These are s.
Use a variety of familiar o



72. Plurals; are.
. .

-,Q. Where are the .

A. The .

are (on, in) .

Q. Where is the ?

A. Thi is ,(on, 10 the
(Re certain they understandcthe_plural verb are before mixing it with.
the singular.) $

.

73. .2R14aL'InME.211.4121
7 Teial nb. 60 and 61

74.. Review: Plurals .

Q. What are the doing?
A. The are . .

754 Polars: .wet -. dry. ,.

Teach same as no.s60 and 61".
t .

76. Plurals: Using.ANE as a question .

Q. Are the . . ?

A. Yes7, the are
- A.,,,, No, the

,, are not . .

(Use a-Variety'of examplee.)

77: if- Then concept.
a. Use vocabulary the student is familiar with.

Ex. If the dish is not wet, then it is dry.
tf the car is now slow, then it is fast...

78. Polars: old - Young
Teach same as no. 60 and 61

. 79. Action Statements: Can go down ,.go up
a. Q. Can a (the) go down?

A. Yes, a can go down.
A. No, a cannot go down.

b. Do same for go up.
(Use a variety of examples)

SO. Review: Polars: soft - hard

81. Categories: vehicles
a.. Identip what a vehicle is: somethitg that can take you places.

Ex. Is this a vehicle?'
Yes,-this is a car, but it's also a vehicle.

b. Show many examples and say with each; This is a vehicle.
c. Show examples not vehicles - This is not 'ft vehicle.
d. After both are well learned, mix objects that are and are not vehicles.,
\e. Use a variety of objects that fall within the category of vehicles.

r
82. Polars: light - dark

Use same pattern as no. 60 and 61.

0 ./

24
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83. Plurals: with preposition on
Q. Where are the ? L

A. The s are on the
Use various examples.

684. Action Statement: Identifying the object and action of object with
question what
Q. What is this?
A. This is a
Q. What is the doing?

'A. The is .1

Also use this with plurals.

"85. Review: Prepositions: In front of in back of, over, on, in, etc.

86. Plurals: children ,

f

Ex.

Q. What is this girl doing?
A. This girl is Jumping rope."
Q. What are these choildren doing?
A. These children are jumping rope.
Be certain the student understands one child, more than one child is
children.

87. Review: Categories
a. Positive statements :\ Yes, this is a vehicle.

\
...

Yes, a car is a vehicle.
li: Negative statements: No, this is not a vehicle.. ,..,

.

No, this is not a vehicle(

88. Multiple Attributes: wing conjunction and (use only two attributes)
Ex. Is this dog fat?

/rYes, this dog is fat.
Is this dog wet?
Yes, this dog is wet.

Say: This do -fat and wet.

89 Review: Pronouns: he she
,a. IdQptify a girl can be 6he

This is a girl.
.This girl is (sleeping)
Shg is ()sleeping) .

This is a boy.
This boy is
He is

Provide other experiences using he and she.

90. Action Statements:'. Logical thinking
Q. What is this? (desk)
A. This is a
4. Can a eat?

40

A. No, a cannot eat.
/ 25
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91. Multiple Attributes: two attributes
a. Rake a familiar object and attach two attributes to it'teaching

A' the same as no. 88.

92. Review: Pronouns: he and she

93. Review: Prepositions: over and under, etc.

94. Review: Categories: vehicles

95. Pronouns: they
Ex. "What are these?" (boys)
These are (boys) .

What are the boys doing?
The boys are (playing) . Say it this way: They are (playing).
Be certain the student understands that boys and they refer to the same
thing.

Provide other experiences where the student uses the `word they.

-
96. Categories: food

, a V
a. Identify what food is: food is something you eat.
Q. What is this? (4amhurger)
A. This is a Shambifirger) ,.. .

Say: This food is a (hambuyger) . 1

//
Again - be certain the student understands. that hamburger is food. Use
other kinds of food. ..

97. Multiple attributes: two attributes using phrases wit conjunction Sand
Ex. This girl is wearing a ribbon

/
-

This girl is feeding a doll.

Tpis girl,iswearing a ribbon and feeding a doll.
Ask questions: What is the girl wearing?

What is the girl doing?
f

98. Categories: clothing .-

a. IdentifY what clothing is: Something.you wear.
b. Q. What ia\this? ' f

A. This is (

Q. Can you w r it?
A. Yes. -,, ,

If you can wear it, then is clothing.
This is clothifig.

99. Review: Pronouns: he, she, they

100. Categories: animals /

a. Identify what an animal is: An animal, has four legs.
b. Do same as no. 98. ,f

101. Review: Prepositions: to, of, under,
between
a. do in isolation first
b. do in mixed order

g6

over, in, on, in front Of, next to,



111

1102 . Categories: plants
a. Identify what a plant is:
b.' Proceeed same as no. 98.

Something that grows'inithe ground.

103. Review: Multiple Attributes: two,with conjunction and

104. Review: plurals .with prepositione
Ex. Where are.the girls?

The\cgirlAY are (in front of) the
Use faiiliar plurgls and a variety of prepositions.

Multiple Attributes:-. with question patterns
Ex. Q. Is this bottle tall and full?

A.' Yes, ,this
A. No, this

.105 .

106.

10 it

'108.

is not tall and full.

Review:, Categories: clothing, plants, etc.

Review: pronouns and alltiplejattributes
Ex.' He is tall and fqt.

They are 41 and
She is . and

4,

Categories:- buifdings'and houses

I
Identify what a building and a house is.

. Pr4ceed as no. 98.

109. 449noun:
Q. What
A. This

*

it

is,this? (bieyele)
is a bicycle.

Q. Where
A., It is

is 41?
1

Rev )a,: ereppeitions:" in front of, in back of
Use man varied exatiple

111. Multiple Attribups: question
Q. Is this (nOn) (ed])

'0A. Yes, this is
A. No, this is not

orm using two Attributes'
(adj.) i?

and
and

112. ,RevieW: 'Pronouns: it; they
Use a variety. of statements - both question

113. Question Words: why.... because....
Q. Why id the 'noun verb ?

A. The , ° is because
At this point, the sentence may be somewhat,lengthy again Vepending
-on the,fluency,Pof,the student's delielopiient.

and statement.

/ .27
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114. .Review: Categories: animal's
a

-' A . Q. /What is tthe noun verb
115++\

Review question word: why
..

A. Thedl* 1--.° is--

Q. hlt is the . .

A. Because
He is . Th t s whyhe is

A 0

Don't do both r ponses simultaneously until both have been well
learned separatel .

116. Categories: furniture .

a. Define what furniture is
b. Proceed ns no. 98.

117. Review: Multiple Attributes as questions statements, usin two ,.
attributes

1181 Pronouns:, I
Teacher, do the action and s y: "I am (walking/. ."
Child does the same action wing he same pattern - I am (walking).
Use many different actions all preceded with a stateillent I am

119. Review: Question Word: why
Q. 12yW

A. Because
The questions can provoke thou hts that can get the student to think
and then express why.

Something'you'put in your house.

120. Pronouns:,
T cher says: This is my,

My
A is

Ask: Q. ,Wh9t is this? (pdintasto something on the student familiar' to
him.)

A. This is m. ,

121.\ Verbs of the Senses: smgll

A. Yes,) smells good.

o 0Q. Does '

.

smell good?

A. No, does not smell good.

122. Pronouns: you
Q. POint to a student: "Where are yse?"

,

A. 'I am`
Q. Are 122Mary?St. 4

(A. Yes, 24mt 'pry. NNN
\

Vary these matil the student understands that I and proper name means sathe
Terson.

,P-

d

I

1
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123. Review: Pronouns: my ,you
Q. Whose is this?
A. It ism!
Q. Who are yos?
A. I am

. (Be cextain they understand who.)

124. eview:
1

Prepositions:N:1i under, in, etc.
. .

. 4

125.. (Verbs of the Senses: fe

Pr seed a§ with no. 121./ Use many examples.

Review the(
d my

Review the(two separat ly first, then mix them.

127. Ve Tenses.: resen
is should be tang t with some demonstration.

x. This is ice% (After it is melted you Would
Use many, many dif rent examples/.

128. Pronoun: we
'Demonstration a' ould be used
Q. Where are aU?
\-A. We are
A. We are not
Be certain 'o cue the students with the

129. Verb lens is

correct

Ex. Is e ton dirty? The is
Th= man is not, dirty. The 0

T e man was dirty. d

130. Pronp s:,_our
Ex. /Using pictures: Ourcar.is new (or old).

Our teacher is holding a book, etc.
Use many, many different examples.

131. Review: Categorieal,furniture, etc.

132. Review: Verb Tenses: was

13 Review: Multiple Attributes

say: This was ice.)

response.

G.*

34. Review: Pronouns: I, we out

135. Pronouns: ,his andthers ' 1111'

Do - his first; then the other
Ex. The boy's mouth 4e oppn.

The girl's mopth'is, open.

you

- hers .

His mouth is opett, His-mouth,is not open.
Her mouth is open. 'Her mouth.is not open.

136. If - Thdn Statements
Say: If , _has a
Ex. If Joe''Rtia a Pennr-S, en he has money.

then he has

O



The if-then statements need not be always true or there may not be enough
inforliation tb decide4f-then. Provide examples when the student can't
decide until more informatiowib supplied.

c . /

X137. Verb Tense: future .

,
.Q. Wheels doing?

A. He-is. .

Q. What will ha do when he
7

?

A. He will
Provide many, many examples.

13 /3. Pronouns: your
Q. Where is my *

/
?

A. Your is

39. Review: Multiple Attril'utes
InclUde in some of these review lessons other skills previously taught.

/
..%

40. view: Pre. sitions '

A
-

14341 Pron s: t eir
i

Ex. The children's coats
Their coats are hanging.

Use many, many examples.

are hanging.
,

142. Review; Polars

143.. Comparatives: longer - not longer
Q. Is this line
A. No, this line i of long.
Q. Is this line long?
A. Yes, this line is long.
Say: Point to the longer I$e. This line is longer.,

I

14 . Events: before and after P('

E. First the (girl) put on

14 . Review.
Be certain t
,make decisio

- then statements
child understands

d statements.

. Pronouns: me
. Have someone touch a child.
e or she touched me."

Q. Who touched you?
A. He (or name) touched

14 Review Comparative: longer\- not longer

14:. Comparatives: bigger - not' bigger
Point ,to ad apple - "This apple is b

"This apple iS'n

30

her. (coat) and then she'-

he must have -hdequate information to

gger th this apple."
bigger than this apple."



149. Review; Multifle Attributes

150. Comparatives: longer than T taller than //
Ex. Is this longer than the other

151. Pronouns: them.
Ex. "These are °."

I can touch them.

152. Anouns: "us

"He is (verb) us."

"The us."
Use many examples and'lots of demonstrations.

153.. -Pronouns: him, her
Teach in isolation first, then in mixed order.
Ex. "I tou ed (him or her) ."

/ 154. Review:

. 155,. Heview:
Ex

156. S

U e lines:

aratives; bigger than, taller than, smal

onouns: our
tie - Roux shoe is

157.\ Location:
Ex. "What do you do on a sidewa ?"

Use many locations and ideas.

158. Review; Superlatives: shortest

159. Superla ves: sma e t

160. Locations

"This line is not lenger."
"This line is the shortest line."

Ex. shoe store: "What would you do in a shoe store?"

161. Superlatives: skinniest

162. Review:, Superlatives: skinniest, she test, longer

163. Same - Different
Ex. "This child is smiling and this girl is\smiling."

"They are the same because thevare diff4ent "

164. Review: om arat ves and Su erlatives

.165. Revie0; ame and Different

166* Only
"Only a is in the

167. Review 31

34



ORAL LANGUAGE

Teaching "Parts"
A'

. .
. .

I. ' fattern for teachin&narts
. 1. Present objece'as a, whole. Identify,it.

Ei. Show a (match) or piCture of it:
2. Present each part individually'- identifying parts with children.

Ex. A (match) has a (head). v.
This is the (head).
Is this a (head)? -

No, this is a (stick).,

This'pattern can be followed with the objects taught. The objects will ,

become more complicated with more parts as the lessons progress.

3.
t
Review is 'an
Games - such
help produce
games may be

important factor in teaching parts-- as in all language.
as races in naming parts - or any you may devise.will
the repetitionnecessary for teaching. Missing parts
helpful. \. .g

A list of. suggested
encountered):.

1. '.shovel:

2. cup: .

3. pencil:
4. hammer:
)5. hat:
tr: 'put-se:-

7. wagon:
8.. egg:
9. sandal:
10. pot:
11. table:
12. umbrella:
13. fish:
14. tree:
15. nail:

shoe:
boy:
girl:
man:
turtle:
head/girl
or boy:

22. °flower:
23. torso:
24. head:

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

25. jacket:
,

objectp, and narts,,(some new Vocabulary will be
/-/

%handle - scoop
handle - bowl
eraser- point Rhaft
head - handle - claw
crown - brim - band "\

handle bag -. clasp,'(or zipper)
lhandIe wheels .

. shell - yolk - /

sole47 buckle r,strap
handle-- body - lid
top. - legs

. handle - frame - covering
body -,tail - fins
roots - trunk - branches - leaves
head A shaft - point
heel - sole - top - tongue- laces
head - neck - torso - arms legs
he d - neck - torso - armik- legs

neck:-' torso - arms - legs
1 - neck - head - tail - feet

heap

she

mouth - eyes - nose- ears
roots - stem - leaves - petals;
shoulders - .chest - abdomen
mouth -.eyes - ears - nose - cheeks -
hair

Chin - fotehead

'sleeves front -Abod zipper back

32
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26. arm: '

27. gladses:
28. hand:1
29. pin:
30. leg:

31. shirt:
32. foot:
33. nose:
34. Window:
35. mouth:'
36. coat:

37., eye:
38. pants:
39. broom:
40. glove:
41. car:

42. rake:
43. car (inside):

(do in more
.,than one

, lesson)
44. knife:
45. Toothbrusht
46. jar:
47. belt:
48. ,Chair:

49. lamp:
50 garbage can:
51. boot:
52. spoon:
53. cap:

\54. \exake!

55. \clocks:
56, cabinet:
47. refrigerator:
58. door:,--

59. closet:
60. staircase:
61, airplane:

62. truck

tr

' .

..elbow - upper arm - forearm
frames - lenses - earpieces-
fingers 7-fingernails - thumb - knuckles
head - shaft - point
thigh - calf- knee
collar -.pocket - sleeves - cuffs - bhttons
toes - toenails - heel - arch
bridge - nostrils
(frame -.lock - handle - panes
lips - teeth - g
sleeves - collar uttons - buttonholes - front -
back
lid - lashes - eyebrows - iris.- pupils.
zipper -"legs - waistband - cuffs - pockets
handles - bristles
thumb - fingers - cuff- palm
body - wheels- fender - windows - doors - bumpers
hood - windshield -'grill -Itaillights j; headlights
trunk
handle - prongs
seats - seatbelts - steering wheel - o'ar radio
glove' compartment - speedometer - gas gauge,- rearvietz
mirror - wiper

- palm - back 4!

handle - hOde - point
handle- ristles .

lid - moth - Oeck.,-bodt - label
strap - buckle - prong - loop - holes
seat - back 7 legs

shade = stand - cord .- switch !-:light bulb
body - lid - handless .

Sole - buckles - flap - top
handle - bowl
bill - crawa - button
layers 7:frosting ,

hands -.face - case , .

counter - doors~ - handles -drawers - shelves

S

door - handle - body. - sh

i
lves*.freeaer -- drawer

doorknob - keyhole - hin s - lock
rod - door - she°lves - hook-- light
railing - stairs - posts
wi s -. tail -,- elage - wheels =- indows - turbine's -
prop- lers
,tab - t = ler
a

I



APPENDIX II

`GREETINGS:

Hello. Hi.

Good morning.

How are you?

Fine, thank-you.

CTIONS: N.

leased stand up.

lease'sit down.

arkyou.
(

Good-bye.

4]cuse, me

Pardon me

1.:

Tell me.

Say it..

mer

COMMON CLASSROOM EXPRESSIONS:

May go ro the restroom?

May I get s drink of,wateri

May I have the. colors?

What do yoli want?

What are you doing?

Are you.listening?

What'S'the matter?

dab

May I .have your attention?

Ok at me.

Idliten to me.

'Repeat after me.

Please come HereiL

GO to tire .door.

N
Put your things away.

"



/
MYSELF, MY FAMILY, AND MY FRIENDS

A. Cltent words,:

baby
boy
brother
family
father

Instructional

tome

have,

OUR SCHOOL

A. Content words:

VS11
andald

ba
bell
boy
b

-boo
bOpkshelf
bru h.
lleene

.

friend
grandfather
grandmother
girl
house

activity words:

help
like
-i-ve.

4

it
-cafeteria
car

oardchaff

Childre
role

lavatory

light
line
lunch,

man
milk
money
name
ngise
nur
,0 ice
paint:
psPer
partner

. Numbers:

C)0a.

two
three
four
five

man
mother
name
people
sister

love
see

Clock
closet
color
cut

/ desk
door
eraser
fan

cla flag 4

paste seesaw
pendil shade
pencil sharpener sidewalk
`picture ' L.. Slide
411aX :4

layground
pr al
.rest-r
record
record player
recess

:room
rope
school
scissors

song
Stars_

stick

r"'

.M

-40e-

c

street
Visitor
woman

sic
seven.
eight
nine
tdn

40'

ip es

swi
tableN.
tablet
teadher
teleph

first
-second
th
fourtli
fifth

'

loor
flowers.

fo

fountain
friend
game
girl
hands
janitor
toilet
toilet -paper
top
towel
toy
tray
vase
Wagon-
wall
wastebask
water
window
woman

sixth
seventh
eighth'.
ninth
tenth,

35.N
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C.

black
blue
brown,

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Parts orthe-bbdy'
/

gr? ?n
orange
pink

NNN

_yellow .

Content.words:

ankle eyelashes hips stbmach

back
face.,

feet
knee'

Jac'

teeth
-thumb

body ;2--..! linget(s) A s leg /toe(s)

'chin' fingernail(s) toena I.( )
ears foot Mouth ngu
elbow 'N hair neck:
eye(s) hand' hose
eyebrow (s) heel 'shoulder

'B. finstructionAl

ben
blow-

flii
ss

move

activity words:

\nod
open
raise

Cleanliness and health

A- 'Content words:

t
ai
bendaid
bilth

tathrhom
/ aptub
breakfast

/ br h_

ld .(noun)-

comb

`41

show

-

show

dinner
first aid box.

-- food

handkit iet *
jhice
kle ex:

atoty
u ch/

-

Instructional/activity, words:

bath
bend
reathe
rush

cough

don't
drink,

0

stretch
swing
touch-

twist

me
medicine
milk.,
mitior,
hail file

tiltr#6

"shots"
soap
'toilet 6

flush ,`

grow
relax
rest

36
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__toothbrush
toothpaste
towel.
vegetable(s)
washcloth
gash

sleep
sneeze
.straighten
stretch

/



clean,
comb

Safety .

A. Content words:

,bicycle-
bus cornet

dry
eat

PETS,
y

IMALS,- STeri .BOOK

' A. Conten ',words.

bear
. 4bird

cage
_ 'fish

fleece
fox

goat
horse

*

cat
cifen

.deer

kittep
,lamb
monkey
parakept

. parrot
'paw

-16
. Inatructional activity words:.

441cross - fire .
east ," fire drill

6)

dog
dog house
donkey
Pig

'pony
Puppy
rabbit- _

roostet,
slnake

1.

duck
.,feath-Ar
"fence

sciuirrel
tail
tyre
wo

O

bathe
feed

.play with

-rite ,,
imitate sourids the anima3A__make , -

CLOTH g- WE WEAR

Conte

,c(

t .

'Apr
beaa,c.$)
belt '
bluejearid:
hat
jacket
mitten (s)
pajamas
pents-

party-clothes,

B. Instructional;

4 carry
clean
buckle

bloom.
'boat (S)
button
cap
play cloth
pocket
:purse.
raincoat
rilib on
rubbers

ubb
'clothes
clot`(esline
r4i le 0_

ch 01 4thes
shirt "1:

%64040)-

at
collar
aress
"Zgl.ve(s)

suit
sulttsgo
sweater
swim sutt



'FOODS WE EAT

A. Content words:

bacon
bottle
bread
breakfast
butter
.Can

,candy
cake
cartoh
cereal'_'
cheese'
chocolate,
cookie(s)
cracar4)

%
dinner
egg(s)4
food

B. Instructional

,buy

chew.

cook

OUR.HOUSE - Outside

A.. Content wbrds:

attic
basement
garage
grass
'house
house number.
lawn (mower)

'B. Instructional

cut the grass
eat
have fun,

OUR HOUSE - Inside

Living Room

apple
banana
cintaloupe

`----cherries

grape(s)
grapefruit

ulemon '

C\lime
melon

orange
peach-
pear -,.

'pineapple
strawbdrries
groceries
groCery stork

words:

drink
eats
gather

carport
chimney'
mail
mailbox
roof,
side,

otairs.)

activity words:

keep clean,
knock (on the door)
sleep

ice cream
juice
lunch
meat
milk
milk carton
milkman
milk truck,
money:
penny
nicke?'41
dime
quarter.-
dollar'

'peanut
peanut butter
:pepper.-salt

like to at
pick
sell

door
.driveway
ste0(s)-
trash can
tree
wall,

water hose

take care of ,

water the lawn
trim.the:yard

picklq(s)
sandwich
soup
straw
sugar
vegetables:
beans (red,
cabbage
carrot
corn
lettuce
onion(s)
peas
radish
rice

tomato(es)

slice

flowerbed
flowers
window
yard

green)

'S.

ieN



' A. Content words:

Chair
curtain
floor lamp
living room

Dining°Room

piano
picture(s)
radio
rug

sofa
table
table lamp

. television

vane
visitor
window shade

A. Content words:

bowl. fork napkin spoon
chairs glass pitcher tablecloth
cup
dining table
dishes

knife
meals: ,

breakfast

plate
platter
saucer

teapot

food dinner
lunch

silverware

'snack

supper

B. Ifiatructional activity words:

put
set the table

eat
fill

pasi
4)011.1r:-

Bedroom'.

A. Conitentwords:

-bed
bedroom

chest of drawers
closet

mattress,
mirror

quilt
rocking chair

bedspread clothes pillow sheet
blanket )Erotheshanger pillow case

B. Instructional

get up
go }to bed

get dressed

Bathroom

Content words:

w
bath mat
bathro6,
bathtub
comb

activity words:

,go to sleep

wake up

commode
javatory

mirror

ti

39
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hang up thq clothes', dress
lie on tfie .bed sleep.

04, .
.towel

oilet,paper washcloth
toothbrush. . water_
toothpaste .,



f

Instructional activity words

brush (hair) (teeth)
dry put on
flush rub

(Review parts orthe body

Content Mattis:

cabinet
cleaning powder
coffee,., pot

dish(es)
dishpan

. dish towel

and related action

fire
matches
icebox
-kettle
kitchen
kitchen stool

B. Instructional activity Words

clean
cook

Household items

A. Content words:

broom
clothesline
clothespins'
fan
flashlight

dry the dishes
fix (breakfast)

iron.
ironing board
mop
needle
pail

'B. Instructional 7tivity words:f
clean iron
dust\\ -mend

Credit to:

scrub
turn off
awn on

words.)

kitchen tale
shelf (shelves)
oven
pan
pot
refrigerator

wash

shaker
(salt, pepper)
sink
soak
stove

make.(a cake) wash the
put away dishes

pins
sewing machine
thread
thimble

mop
scrub

Preschool Instructional Program
Pot Non-English Speaking Children
Texas Educational_ Agency,
AuStin, Texas

F

4°.
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washtub .

washing
machine

sew
sweep

N.
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READINESS PROGRAM

DEFINITION:' Reading readiness in the kindergarten refers to the development

of a background of experiences which prepares the child for a formal reading

.

program. *.

/

A good readiness program is characterized by (fl*xitiity, lie the purpose of

the program is to lay the foundatiod upon which later maximum. success in

reading can be, built. This period is a highly structured and specifically

teacher-:planned program. It is not aimed at-removing individual differences

among children, but at seeing that each child has experiences that will lead

to success in learning to read,

At thin stage reading involves' he reception and expression of those concepts

which will enable the child eventually to communicate with the printed word.

Skills in.auditory and visuaLdiscrimination are provided to help the child

decipher the printed, symbol.

Reading readiness involves the development of the whole child - physical,

social, Aental, and,emotional.

MAIN OBJECTIVES

4

1. To provide the necessary background of experiences required for

reading

2. To provide a Wide range of W4py sensory experiences that. will aid

in the development of an awareness of the meaning of words

41
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3. To provide an environment through positive reinforoemant that will

stimulate and maintain the desire to read

s

SECONDARY OBJECTIVES

1. To develop visual and auditory abilities

2. To develop language and articulation skills necessary for resding

3. To develop physical-motor skillh

4. To develop positive emotional habits and emotional stability

*S. To provide,experiences in which each child will attain success

in..beginning reading activities -

6. To iiiovide favorable-situations for the development of positive

attitudes and interests

`METH6DS

o

1. Visual Development.

a. DevelopMeni of left to right sweep an&movetent
b. Observee likenehdes and differences in pictures
c. ObserveS likenesses and differences in symbols (words, letters)
d. Observes and is able to match shapes,:, sizes, colors, buttons; etc.
e. 'Development in observing smaller details in pictures
f. Recognition-of own, name, nsmes,of oihersoiSmes of Objects,

within the room
g.' Devhlop the ability to retognize and name basic colorst

red, blue, green yellows brown, black, white, and orange:
h. Giving letters 'in verbal label'

.

2. Auditory Development'

a. Development of rhythms through music
b. Development of oral.recitation of poems and nursery rhymes
c. Development of auditory discrimidation tbiqugh use,of word

games, riddles, tape recorder, etd.
d. Ability to listen`to others relate a story or event
e. Ability to discriminate amiDidentify letters of the alphabet ''

by name

Ability-to,discriminate and Identify letters of the alphabet
by sound

Ability tordiStinguishbetween sounds, rhymfhg words,
likenesses and difference&in word'endings and beginnings

f.

42
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3. Language DeVelopment

a. Development of-vocabulary through sentences'
b. 'Ability to speak in indreasingly coMpleg'sentencea
c.. Ability to tell a- torY in sequence of time and events
d. Ability to create a simple story - real or imaginative
e. Ability to carry on informal conversation or dialogue

1. with people t J D

'2. with use of telephOne
1. Simple dramatization.
g. Development language eiperiende,:atories

,4. Articulation Development

a. Ability to recognize and produce. sounds (See'cital langua e
program)

b. Ability. to speak 'slathatune cai be clearly understood others -,
c. Ability%to.pioduce aiplear and Correct usage of English

t

5. Mental Development

a. Extend attention sp h
b. Development of the bility'to follow directions ).:

,

c. Develop the ability to recallpast,events'in sequenc s and
\., other memory. skills

$ ,

d Ability to produce imp le wings based on a' Ot9ry.
e. DeVelop the ability to Class and see eenUonallip , to make

.

:1 t

mplegenera testi ns
- ..; t"...

f. Ab ity'to think through and Ina simple problems.
g. Abil ty to answer qu'stions pointe y-and meaningful
h. Abilit to see cause an effeci rela OnShipa

,6. Classroom Environment

,.
Providebealthcbeer environment whete ld is ac epted''
for self

, 110. Maintain a room adequate suppled with pibture bo s, p,ctures,.
\' 1ifelike objects, etc.. %

T

13

c /dave numerous objects labeled,throu'hout room
d. Have large alphabet. letters on disply
e.\ Provide bulletin boards for'art

$work newitems,
f. Provide learning/Centerageared to child's needs

finterests
/

'a

EVALUATION

The evaluation of the pie-school reading readiness program may be done through

o

etc.
and

ff,

individual tests such as the Pre-School'Academic Check List and/or group test such

as the Metropolitan Readiness test or the distrides-adopted readiness test,
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ARITHMETIC READINESS PROGRAM

DEFINITION: A program for the development of initial arithmetic concepts

and language which will provide the child with the necessary skills and

F.

understanding for success in a beginning first grade arithmetic program.

MAIN OBJECTIVES
,

1. To deVelop the concept of processes leading toward abstract thinking
Olt

. To develop time with emphasis on the present, and a development

toward recalling the past and projecting to the future

Or :$

3. To develop an understanding of basic gebmetric shapes and space_
r

relationships
°.

To develop an understanding of basic measurement concepts

' To deVelop a vocabulary related to basicrlath concepts

SECONDARY OBJECTIVES .

f: To"develop concepts

a. The clock
b. The calendar

1

of time as measured
4,

2. To eVelop the, a41.1ity to recogniie geometric shapes by name

3. To develop the ability to count in sequence

4. To develop the ability to recognize number symbols

5. To develop an understandingcof sets and pairs

N\
6. To deitelop the concept of one-to-one correspondence

\
7. To developcthe understanding of the number patterns of base ten

eisteril,,, /
\ ,

8. To dev elop the ability to-count the cardinal numbers in their

-correct orde
'44
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9. To develop the ability to know the position 07 and say cardinal 1,

numbers
4."

10.. To develop the understanding of the concepts of. plus one, minus
b

one in the counting. operation

11. Tpodevelop the basic vocabulary necessary for acquisition. for the

above arithmetic concepts

METH*

1. Tithe - the development of a sense of time

4

a. ;Ability to tell of p5Lst, present, future
b. ..Understanding of today, yesterday, tonight, tomorrow, afternoon,

, 1119tling

c. 4evelop'concept)of a calendar as divided into months, weeks,
. (days.' Include also the names .of thei.days, months, plus each

4 \day has a number attached to it; ' 7

d.' Develop concept of%tOday's plan's, tomorrow's, and yesterday's
\ 'events

e. Develop concept of time as measured by theme clock
'1, Under Lands the hour hand.

) 2. XOnders nds the minute hand
Onderstan s when school begins api,ends

4, 'Understand tive for snack" lunch
5: Recognizes th numbers of a lock---.
6. Develop an unde standing and a ility to-tell time by the

hour and half hOur o'clock

2. Geometric shapes and space reiatibnships - the child acquires a

certain perspective of the world around him beginning with h elf
\\

and where he is in the world. He 'also learns that his-world is

of configuration, shape:and pattern.

a. Can draw circles, squared, rectangles,, triangles
b. Ability to attaa'appropriate iiame to a geometric shape.

Number Operations
6

\a. Ability to Count from l!to 50 or beyond
b. Ability to understand the concept of each number from 1 to 10

such as "one=ness," "two-ness," etc.

45
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c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

k.

. -1.

4. Measurement --the child deaCrIbes the physical woild which he observes

E.

Al Al to name in correct order numbers in relation to child's
addi s telephone numbers,,calendird, cloc1c, birthday
Atiility, to understand and manipulate the concept of one-to-:one
carrespondence

Ability' to recognize and produce sets of 0 to 20 objects
Ability to recognize and produce pairs
Ability to use the cardinal numbers: first - tenth °

Ability ,tct"raanipulate'basic addition and subtraction as plus
one and minus one \
Ability to combine, count,, and separate sets and sub-sets
(for those that have the readiness)
Ability to name the written symbols 1-50
,Ability to know what comesbefoie a number and after -1
through 10
Ability to write symbols, 1-20

ti

by comparison and estimation'

a. Understands concept of containers: jars, boxes, glasses,
pails,*bowia

b. Understands concept
little more

c, Undeistands difference b'etween whole and half
d. Onderstands concept of weight

1. Difference between heavy and'light
2: Able to name objects that are heavy - light .°
Understands height
1. Knows height in terms of feet
2. Understands the concept of weight

'3. Can identify tall and short objects
f. Understands concepts of temperature

1. Is able to name objects that are hot - cold and warm - cool
2. Undeietands the term thermometer as is used in weather

of: full, empty, half full, half empty,

5., Money - the child. knows the use of money as a pay of purchasing

a. Understands how many coins are equivalent'to others
b. Is able to attach correct name to coin

'6. General Vocabulary Development

a. Time:
today
tomorrow,

months
name of each day
school days

yesterday
afternoon
Weeks
name of each month

46

tonight
morning
days , "

week days



4

b. Geometric shapes:
circle,
trianjles

c. Number operations:
number names
cardinal names
sets
pairs
minus one

t
plug' one.

zero.- fifty,
first - tenth
"how mady"'

4111\ EVALUATION

Measurements:
half full
half"emptx
more
lest
whole
little
cup

Money:'

nickel

.

squore
mound

'What comes
In front of
behind
babOve-

'below
many.
few \
some ,

under

A

O

rectangles

next" 'close
next t9
before -
of
less_

"what's'nisaing"
greater than'
more dian

thermometer,
large (er)
small (er)
tall (er)---N

'e, short (er)
\\wide (er
harrow 'er)0 X

penny

big
Round
ebmperature.
cold.

<hot

long(er)

dime

The following instruments may be used to assess pupil growthtNthe arithmetic

area:

-Preachool Academic Checklist

4'reschool Inter-AMerican Test

eacher-made Check List
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YiEFINITION: The science

enable each chil

SCIENCE PROGRAM

program should prevideoppOrtupitiet that will

°

b quedtion

It shou/d,prov&de lea

thit cad. be use

igre, and discoyer.the worldN .

. r
te,,situ4tionhat bill involve broad generalizations

n,the meth 'of probl solving.,

MAIN OiJECTIVES
. 4

1$

1. deface shodld beNincorRp

the,teach.individual has

a. Observe
I.). Explore
c. AExperitent

ati

d. Reason.*
e. Propose explanations
f., Discover
g, conclude
,h.. Question

the world around him and his

rated into

the opportunity t

the kind -rsten class so,

i. 'Classify
1. Generalize

Communicate

environ

2. To develop a beginning science vocabula

,.32 T
A I

,
lang

provide further opportunity for the 4evelo ent of oral

ge and reading skills.

4. lb use science aEra means of d7veloping basiC skills in th areas

of math, readipg, and oral laiiguage.'

SECONDARY OBJECTIVES

1. To provide the opportunity to broaden the child's basic concepts

in the areas of:

a. Living Things
b'., iMatter and. Energy

c. Earth
Universe

2..
N
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a

4-

e

.

,...

. ,-. , METHODS

1. Living things' .1v- To learn that there are many 'kin s of living things
4 , ' /

V /a. .What'is alive .

.

\\,-1) Animals. N.
'-,,$) Animals are tame, some are untame or wild.

..\

b) There'are many different kinds of animals.
° c) Aftimaliocan be descLbed and known by physical

,charaiteristics.
L._

r

d),,,. Animals move, eat, breathe, grow, and protect themselves.

N ,. 2)'. Insects
a) Insects belong to the animal family

'b) The' have unique characteristics.
c) '-There are many different kinds of insects.

3) 1e tiles
4),, F

5) , irds I
) irds belong to the animal'family.

b) There 4re i*tydiffetent kinds.
c) Birds are labeled, by different" p ysical Characteristics.
d) Birds 'are living cl-"e turea that eed food, Protection,

etc.
6) Mammals ,)

a) Zoo animals
b) Domestic animals
c) Caiing for pets
d) Likeness and difference

b. Plants
1) Many different kinds of plants

9 ,
A 2) Big plants, small plants

3) Seeds
a) What do seeds need to grow

4). Parts of plants
5) *14/ays-to start.Olants

a) Cuttings \

bY Seeds
1 c) Bulbs , \

6) Uses of plants
a) -Ornamental -,

N
,.

b) :Clothing
.c), Heat ,

N

2.. To,,take into consideration the kgroundexperiencest interesta, '

attitudes, ttc.

.., r !

0 71, Tit"Nexpose the child to the immediate surmindings and environment fot
. . ,

elplp tions -,

. s:*

49
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4

d) Protection'
e) Food \ 1

f) Medication / 4

1/:.
. .

2. MATTER AND ERGY :lb help children diS/cover that dare is-a vast

variety of matte (materials) in nature. Matter can exist in forms

of a solid, liquid, or a gas.

dt change..

Energy is needed,to make matter'move

a. Senses - See With eyes, hear with ears, feel with taste
with tongue
1) We have five senses that help us to know and,live in the

world;ardund,us.'
2) Each sense has its own characteriqics and functions.

b. Heat 4
I) Heat can, be measured (thermometer)
EneigY,can MakeOthingsvmove
1) Machines'
2% Levers 'N

3)* Scissors, hammers, balances. scales
Magnets and Magnetic Energies
1) Opposite poles - attracts' metals - passes through things

. 2) Magnets can.be used in many different ways.
3) Magnets pick-up some things, but not others.
4) Magnets affect other magnets.
5) Water, sten'

a) Water is important to all living things.
b) 1.It can be found in many places, riversotreams, ocean,

seas, lakes, etc. : d
c) Water has many uses.

e. Sound
1) VibratiOns
2) ,Sound travels - moves water
3) There areemapy different sounds around us
4) Different sounds are made in differenOways
5) We can tell, Without looking, what makes sounds
6) There are loud and soft sounds; high and low sounds

3. EARTH - To'help children understand that.the earth is. made up' of
O

matter,: rocks, water, air.NN
a. Globe is a picture of the earth - 2/3 water
b. Wall maps \ 0. , ....___I 7
c. Earth is madepp, of soli; rocks, water,and air

. ,Rocks' \.
1) Characteristics:7

a) Light and dark
b) Sizes and shapes
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1
c) Weights
.d) SMooth or rough
e) Hard or soft wrifkon paper, etc:
f) Rocks rub:together>-. break down and 01.1 aria sand -

broken with rtFining.
g) Soil is different because formed 'from ;different

.Water. N'
.1) Water wears awa rockb ,- -

2) Evaporates,into a , changes from liqUid,to'kas\
Water evatio tes with heat

'-, Rater evapora es..in:moving air ,

.

5)' r contains.water Vapor - causes rain to fall
6) Water moves ,roc and soil*.. fast water moves faster 1

10 Roots keep water soil .

'? 8) ater freeze4 -,go i o weight - gets heavier~
A ,

9) Ic expands - exerts fo e ,

4. THE VERSE = help .the children erstand the" concept of space

and outer ace and' the relationship of the arth in, the universe,.

A-.,,,-Sp e (all roudd us) , .

b. '''.All t gs are In space
...

-c:. Earth: tr ls-in space .

4: Sun, Maori.; tars.travel invspace
. ,

e. Relativit0,-
, .w.

1) near, thr, h, lawbeld4, above, etc.
2) _thin s 1 .k, di rent perspectively

'`. . Night' an Jay
.

. 1) The s giveSNlight and heat -1 ' '

2)- The sun s far prom the th
3) Night and day,is caused14byle 4 turning o he earth

g. Shadows '

1) Made when something bla'cks'part of the light
. .

1 Shadows shrink or grow
h. Moon.

1) ,Sat lite which orbits around the earth \\
2) %Man's travels to the moon..

-, 1) The moon is seen kit night°?when we move aw4.from the sun
4) <The moon is like a mirrorth reflects the Light of £he sun

1: Graiity, . ht ,
v.,

0

1) Gravity'pulls Objects toward earth
.

'21 It takes energy to thraw things lip becauie ofgravity

;,

e_

n.

SCIENCE VINABULARYr. FoNbwing isJa sugRpsted word list to be included in the
0

-science program. Each area considered. has its Own voc ulary and should be-
..

emphasized prior te ihe teNhini of eachselection.
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hot
cold

thermometer
nd

1 ea th

moo
sta
clou
gas

liquid
solid
livipg
air
animal
,insect,

SEASONAL S GESTIONS FOR
*
SCIENCE.EXPER

1. autumn

magnet
Steam-

ice \c

evaporation
condensation
rain
snow
fog
space
night
day
gravity

TS

Living Things
1) Harvest Time .

2) Food - eating and life
3) Storing for winter
4) People and animals - cooking and

seeds)
5) ChangeS.in plants'and animals

a) Caking for plants for winter
b),Walling leaves,
c), Changing colors
Animals Rreparing.for winte'r
a) Bicds leaving
b) "Nests
c), Changes in fur
d) Caterpillars

b. Earth P
1) Weather.

a) Cooler days
b) Effect on cloihing we wear,
c) Frost b

c. Universe
" 1) Observation of "'bon

a) Dafand night
d. 145.ter and Energy

Heat change - popping popcorn

2. Winter

prepating seeds umpkin

r.

52
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a. Living,ThIngs
1) Animals ,mh

a) Resting ame shelter
b) Protection,
c) Pets'that-need care
d) Bird feeding
e) Hibernation

2) Plants .

a) Need for warmth and light ,/

b) Freezing or risking outside winter bulbs
c) Flowers

b. Earth
irReltidg' and freezing of water, ice,,snow, sleet, fog

c. Universe
-

1-) Short Ws
2) Darkness
3) Awareness of moon and stars

d. Matter and Energy
1) Heat and warmth of sun ow some days

f 2) How buildings are heated
3) Drying and evaporation

e. Light
1) Light and color
2) Prisms'
3) Flashlight
4) Lenses
5) Bubbles

f. Electricity (for ,heit ond light)
1) Clinging elements of static electricity

Spring

a. Living Things,
4.

1) Animals
. --

a) Baby.aftimals
b) Growth Q^ V
c) Homes o

II) Feeding and care
Plants .

a) Planting
b) ,Growth
c) .Changes1 in trees , 'N
d) Plants'
'e) Plowerp ,

f). Buds /

b. Earth - /

,

i
iroOntinued/use of san mud, and water
2) Mekting dfice - lipid .

Universe°

1), Hot sun
2) Longer days

,

1 0
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3) Shade
4) Shadows
5) Stars

d. Matter and Energy
1) Observing heavy machinery
2) Concepts of levers, wheels, pulleys
3) Heat condensation on surfaces:

SUGGESTED SCIENCE-AND SCIENCE RELATED TRIPS

Airport
Apiary
Bakery
Barber shop
Bookbinding shop
bottling company
Bridges
Buildings under. construction
Cereal factory
Chiliken hatchery
-City dump
Clay pit
Creamery
pocics'

Electric line,repairing
Factories
Farms-
Filling station
Fire station
Florist

116.Flour mill
Fruit 'depot

Furniture. factory
Garage (delivery trucks)
Garden store '
Grain elevators
Greenhous
Grocery
Hardware store
High building (view)

_Homes of children
-Hospital
Ice plant
Ice cream plant
Laundry
Lumberyard
Market
Milk wagons

("J

Musemi (art, science's 'and histOry)
Neighborhood house
Nursery iteree)
Park
Pet store
Playground
Private gardens
Policeman's beat
Post office
,Printing plant for
Public gardens
Public library
Publicyaterworks
Radio broadcasting station
Railroad station and yards
Restaurant .

Roadside.,market
Santi pit

Sawmill
,Scholl

Shoe-repairshop
Snack vendor
Steam shovel in operation
Street-repairing
Streettars
Taxi barns
TV station
Tile factory
Toy shop 2

Transfer stables
Truck farm
Vacant lots
Vegetable and fruit shops
Woods
Zoo

a newspaper
,\

\ 54
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RESOURCE MATERIALS
1. Beginning Science, Whitman
2. Kinder erten Scien e Seift and Rather
S. A Creative Guide f r PreschOol Teacher
4. Science Handbook K- x George Katagiri,
5. Helping Young Children, Evelyn GOodeneugh Pitcher

got

55
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EVALUATION 1 /

II
k

I .
e

Evaluating the 'child in science slquld primarily le through teacher observa-

tion and-questioning during science- oriented experiences. Specifically, when

A

a child confronts anew experience, the, teacher should note:
0

Doesthe child observe the change that has taken place and

characteristics of the objects by verbalizing what he sees?

2. Does the child ask questions about what he hai observed?

3. Does the child try to reproduce what he has observed?

4. From his experimentation, does he draw conclusions about why a

particular thing happened?

5. Does the child try to produce a similar experience by using

different bUt related material?

A

Questions,that would help the teacher evaluate science ability:

"What would ppen if 'A"

"Tell me ab ..?"

"How can we find out...?"

Now can you be sure that...?"

"How many...?",

"Where can we find...?"

"What happened...?"

"What do Qu think?"

"H are they alike/differenti".

RESOURCE MATERIAL

Let's Ond7odt - Schneider, Nina

'56
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True book of more science experiments - Podendorf, Illa

True book of science experiments - Podendorf, Illa

Spriagboards to science - Fuller, Elizabeth

Funtime window garden - Cooke, Emogene

Wonderland of plants - Shannon, Terry

How big is big? - Schneider, Herman

Air is all.arbund you - Branley, Franklyn

true book of weather experiments - Pondendorf, Ilia

a



PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

DEFINITION: "The nature and the extent of the motor skills he (the child)

acquires in various determine the degree to which he will succeed in

44

social, educational, and vocational' areas." (Crow, Lester and Crows. Child

Development and Adjustment, New York:)

A rapid physical growth occurs in the child of preschool age, and the physical

education program should be one that will provide various motor activities for

the child that will enable him to explore and discover his.own physical

abilities as well as development of his own feelings orseilf-confidence.'

. .

MAIN OBJECTIVES

1. T ';'develop the child's Motor skills-

2. To develop the chi's coordination

3. To develop an awareness of body parts and physical body functions

4. To develop social skill,
a

5. To teach the proper use of equipment and safety

SECONDARY OBJECTIVES

1. To develop physical coordination of large Rana small muscles

2. To develop the child's ability to throw,' kick, 'roll, catch, etc.

3. To initiate rhythmic and n- rhythmic games and activities for
53

indoor and .outdoor use

4. To develop laterality and directiohality

5. To develop eye-hand coordination skint:

58
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METHODS

c

1. Large Muscle Coordination- This area should include activities

that will develop large muscle coordihation such as:

a. Jumping

in place
jumping jacks
jumping rope
jumping over objects
from a height

b. Running

relays
racing
running in place

c. Bouncing

bouncing a ball
bouncing of body - up:Sown movement

d. Climbing (hand grasp)
4

climbing on, over, and around'objects

Walking
O

walking forward, backward, sideways
.

walking fast and slow
taking large giant steps, baby steps
animate walks.- duck and elephant
follow the leader

f. Skipping

step - hop
left - right
skipping in pairs
skipping around the circle

g. Balancing

tiptoeing
on a chalk line
on a balance boird
on a balance beam
skating movements
shifting center of gravity
bounding
jumping boatd

de
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NNiN
Hopping

up and doWn
forward
land on balls of feet ortoes
use of arms

Stretching

raking
rag doll-
climbing
jack-in-the-box

4%.

1. Other muscUlar activities would also be included in the above
activities:

kickng ' sliding creeping
dancing pushing, pulling drawling
swaying : 'galloping
swinging bending

2. Development of small muscles - This area should include the following:.

a. Catching

b. Bouncing (ball)

Climbing (hand grasp)

d. Folding

e. Cutting

Lacing and tying shoes

g. Stringing beads

h.. Blocks '/

3. Social Skills Physical Education can pro ide an opportunity for the/

development of social skills. The child live in a competitive world
v

and must learn to adjust to its demands. Some of the social

to instill in the child are the following:

a. Self-confidence
'b. Cooperation
c., -Following-direttions

60
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Taking turns
Sharing
Self-control
Winning and losing
Acceptance of rules
Recognition*Of rights (own andbothers)
Honesty
Courtesy

4. Development of laterality and ditrectionality-

a. Laterality - refers to the ideness of the Cody whe a verti 1

line is,drawn at the mid-point between the two sid

1)

2)

3)

Bilateral movem a - a
are used simultareously
Unilateral movements. -
of the bOdy are used si

tivities invhich bot
or arms alternate Wit
he arm and leg on the
ultaneously.

firms or 14e
legs'.

same si

Cross-lateral movements) - alternate .arm and eg moves
simultaneously

b.. Directionality - the child 'is able to move corr ctly in the

qtk

direction indicated by the instructor

1) Right - left
2) Up -.down
3) In front of - behind

5. Games - rhythmic

a.

b.

Finger plays - to music
Nursery rhymes
1) Punthinello
"2) Mulberry Bush
3) Farmer in the Dell

c. Dancing
1) Folk dances
2) Square dances
3) Free expression

d. Singing and acting
e. Jump rope to rhythm
f. Bounce.a,ball to rhyth
g. Body movements in time

1) 'Jumping
2) Hopping,
3) Sliding

ti

or

4) Skip to My Lo
5) London Bridg
6) kTisket a T sket
7) Musical Cha rs

to rhythm
4) Skipping
5) Swaying

- 6) Matchin

61
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6. Games - non-rhythmic

a. Imitation games
1) Rat playing
2) Nursery rhymes
a) Finger games
4) Animation (animals, people, things)

b. Resting games (routines)
1) Listening - hear clues'

. Equipment

a. Indoors
1) \Ropes
2) Balls (large;
3) Records
4) Balance beam
5) Ladders
6) Climbing rope

b. Outdoors
1) Swings
2) Slide--

-Tunnels

7)

small) -8)
9)

10)

11)
12)
13)_

4)

5)

6)

Bean bags.
Jump board
Heavy cars,
Pushing and
Trikes,'_pyne
Blo4a>
Beads

trucks

toye
hing bags

Jungle gyms or other climbing
apparatus- .

Wading pool
Balance board

.

,B. Language words and phrases taught in'a physical education program

a. sit d. in frontof g. Under j. betweenb. stand e. behind h. beside k. touchc. move f.- over i, around 1. corner

Safety and Health

All aspects of the physical education program twill require

some instruction as to safety precautions%

For this reason children should be taught safety standards before

,using any apparatus. The children themselves could help pet up the

safety standards which will help them understand the reasons for
. Qthem and be better able to work and play togeth r safely.

62,
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10. RESOURCE MATERIALS
0

Cherry, Clare. Creative Movement for the Oevelopini Child, Fearon

Publishers, Palo Alto, California, 1968.

.0

Finger Plays, A Merrigold Book.

AnActivit7 Book of Games and Pantomimes, A Golden Book, Golden

Press, New York. 1964.

A. L. Child'Development,An Introduction to the Study of

Grow Harper, 1949,

Hartley, R. and ethers. Understanding Children's Play. Columbia

University Press.

Scott, L. B. Rhyliesii Ping s and Flannel Boards. Webster

Publishing Company. .960.

g



EVALUATION

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT: LARGE MOTOR SKILLS

The tester is concerned with the student's ability or inability to perform
adequately certain large motor'skills according to his 'degree of-physical
maturity.. Therefore, clues, hints and demonstrations on the part of the
testerwould be in order, especially'for the nonanglish speaking student.
Test.Procedure: " (Name) , I want you to (roll your head
around and around)." . , Indicate responses as follows: +(performed
task satisfactorily);'- (did not perform task correctly) on the testsheet.

4

st Fall Winter S ring
1. Rock forward and backward.(child is in sitting

position
2. Roll your head,around and around

3. Roll yourself from side to side (child is in lying
position on floor

4. Sit-Indian .style

5. Rock from side to side (child is in sitting position)

6. Make some deep, knee bends

7. Touch your toes

8. Jump up and down on both feet

9. Jump on alternate feet (jump on one, then the other)

10. Gallop around the chair

skip around the chair

12. -Run around the chair

13. Crawl around the chair

14. Hop around the chair

)-Take a step to the right

6. Take a step to the left

17 Stand in heel, toe position (one foot directly in
front of the other one)

Clap to the. rhythm of the music

19. BounCe in one place on the jump boatd
(to test balance While jumping)

ace.Wri,
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20. March around the room in'time with the music
(to test rhythm)

21. Walk across the balance beam (on widest part)

22... Walk across the balance beam (on narrow part")

23. Do one complete somersatilt,

24. Navigates obstacle course (tester should arrange sol;eN,

course as chairs,=cota, boxes, etc. to crawl up,
through, under, and around)

7.w

'EVALUATION

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT: FINE MOTOR SKILLS

1. Unbotto your shirt button

2. Untie the lafge knot

3. Close y6ur eyes and touch your nose:with y9ur finw

4: Hang from t e bar With both hands

5. String the b adsin tht box) on this thread

6. Buckle and un uCkle.the belt

7. Snap and unsna a'snap

8. Zip up a ztpper and unzip

9. Hook and. unhook hook

.,10. Fold a piece of s uare paper' in half and0ETOnrths

11. Throw the ball and direct the child to catc it

(repeat once if hild missed' on the firs throw)

vk,

12. Bounce the ball

13. Tie one of your shoelaces

\14. Cut a piece of paper. h scissatt.

15. Put pegs in a pegboard

16. Climb up.the ladder

68
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HEALTH. AND' SAFETY PROGRAM

DEFINITION: The health of the child is an important concern of the preschool

program:' It should internalizh healthful living as exhibited'in: knowledge

*
n of his own body, and, how to keep it well and safe; an awareness of his own

'emotions, feelings; an understanding of his own personality traltn; and
40

tina1thful relationships with his own peer group and adult's.

v
MAIN 9 JBECTIVES

r

1. To provide daily learning situations that will promote healthful

attitudes, personal hygiene, etc.

2. To develop an awarenestof personal responsibility for safety

in home, school, street and play

3. To a slat in the prevention of illnesses,.detection of defects and

abno lities and the cortection,of

4.- To p ovide a warm and friendly atmosphere with wftich the child will be

secure in learn14g to cope. with his own and.the'group's successes

and failures.

SECONDARY OBJECTIVES

1. To develop an understanding of petsdhal hygiene

'2. To develop an areness oft,emotions and feelings

3. To develop individual differences and potentials

4. To develop a positive self-image and self- confidence

5.': To develop an awareness of safety in the home, school and

traffic safety

66
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METHODS'

1. Personal Hygiene

a. Develop -habits of cleanliness //
b. Body awareness - human likenesses and differences
c. Know and can identify' external parts
d. Develop,an awareness o; height and weight
e. Develop 'an understanding and need for rest

Rest. period at school ,
2) Sleeping hours at home

V. Develop an awareness of the common communicable diseases
Common cold
a) Precautions to takg to avoid colds and flu
b) Care of colds andflu

2) Develop knowledge-regarding chickenpox, mumps, measles,
ringwOrm

-3) Develop understanding of,reasonsfor immunizations
g.,. Develop healthful eating habits'

1) General knowledge of food
a) How and what food is necessary and helpful

/ b) Food when itcan be harmful
(1) 'Too much of one kind - sweets, starches
(2) Spoiled food

h. Develop good dental health care
1) Teeth checked regularly
2) Defects cared for early
3) Practice and habit formed in brushing of teeth
4). De plop pohitive attitudes toward the'dentist

1. Develo an understanding of weather in terms of proper dress

2.. Safety

4
a. Home safety

I 1) Prevention of accidents that can occur in the home
.
a) Use and misuse of matches
b) Use and- misuse of fire .-

c) Care of Christmas trees and lights.
d) Care of 'electrical cords

) el Awarer(esi of poisonsin home
2) Develop an awareness of police and fire stations in case

of emergency
b,,. School safety ,

-'
A) Develop good habits of behavior in'the classroom that will

.

enable them tomeet daily situations with A little danger
.,, ai "'possible . .

2) Awareness ofsafe whys in using school equipment - indoors;
: . outdoors

v.
,

.. ,

3) Develop healthy attitudes toward fire drills
,4) If a swimming program exists - an understanding' and knowledge

. of safety rule's regarding- swimming
,

s

. ..,

0
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C. Traffic safety
1) Develop a clear understanding 4f bus regulations

a) Crossing the street
b) Depart or enter bus when at a complete halt
c) General conduct while on the bus

2) Develop a recognition and understanding of traffic signs
a) Stop sign
b) Traffic light
c) Lines designate4Jor ,s

d. Personal safety
.

1) Develop a knowledge of names (first and last), address, and
telephone number

2) Develop personal safety in a cautious approach to strangers.,
aCcOting bribes, etc,

3. Mental Health

a. Develop an awareness of emotions
b. D6elop awareness of feelings of others
c. Develop wholesome attitudes toward peer relationships

1) Learn how to ;lake friends
2) Sportsmanship
3) Sharing
4) Acceptance of differences
Develop a positive attitude toward property
1) Personal property and the care of
2) Public property such as.school and communi;,ty and care of
3) Property of others In the classroom

e. Develop ways of handling fears
fa Work to develop a positive self-image

A
g. Develop an acquaintance and positive attitude toward the

principal and other members of the teaching staff

EVALUATION

To determing a child's progress in health, specifically in personal hygiene,

safety and mental healt(the following evaluatioecould he and is an, instru-

ment in measuring progress., Keep in mine that khis particular.evalilation is

based 'on teacher observation and judgment. The items included are in accordance

with the objectives described* the health, program.
A

0
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EVALUATION ..
,

EersonalAygissa'
1. Child can identify external body parts C Yes No
2. Child exhibits habits of cleanliness . Aes No
3. Child kn6Ws that he weighs more and has

emu at end of year Yes No
4. Child practices precautions to avoid colds

and flu ' Yes No
5. Child practices good habits in care Ofcold Yes No
6. Child can name foods that are good for him

and bad for him , Yest No
7.. Child can briish teeth to limit dooFdinations Yes. No
w--

Safety ,,

c,

. 1. Knows use of Matches Yes No
l

2. Knows uses of fire. _ Yes No
.

3. Can ddenelfylipison symbol on household items Yea No
4: Exhibits behavior in class that is safe for

himself and others Yes No
5. Uses school equipment safely ' Yes No
6. Exhibits appropriate behavior during fireldrills Yes No

7. Exhibits safe behavior during swimming program Yes No
, 8. Practices bus safety regulations Yes No,

9. Obeys *affic signs Yes No
10. Knows name, address, phone Yes No
11. Can list reasons why he should,not talk to

strangers Yes No

Mental Health
1. Can identify emotions as exhibited

'facial expressions Yes No
2. Has successfully made friends Yes No

0

3. Exhibits good sportsmanship Yes, No
4. Shares toys, equipment, material , without ,

instruction from teacher Yes No
5. Accepts diffevences in others Yes No
6. Takes good care of his personal roperty; Yes No .

7. Respecta and takes care of schob property Yes No
8. 0 Respects property Of others in c assroom Yes No
9. Begins to handle own fears succe sfully Yes No

10. Exhibits empathy with other Chi' ren's feelings Yes No
U. Can identify various school pers nnel, i.e..

.
.

principal; librarian, etc. - Yes No

RESOURCE MATERIALS
/ .

. .

Practical Project units for Kindergarten - Local.sheriff officer who works in
FOX . school for traffic. safety part.
T. S. Denison and Co., Inc. Al§o safety at School.

Q
321 - 5th Ave., S.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 72
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MUSIC PROGRAM

IEPINITION: A music program for preschool should furnish the child with a

wide variety of musical experiences through which he can fully express and

enjoy himself. It should include singing and games, playing on rhythm

instruments and simple melody instruments, improvising free movemen,

creating rses-and tunes, dancing and listening. It should help him o

,develop one ress the moods and feelings of such music'that is within

the comprehension of preschoo JaInds andemotion-s. Music makes an impinant

contribution to growthibecause Iidren respond physically, emotionally, and
fOr

. 0
N,intgllectually to music. A

MAIN OBJECTIVES

1. To enjoy musicyr owa4'sake

2. To provide creative experience which can lead increased Oveltipment

of self-expression, language skills, and physical coordination

3. TO develop the ability to listen as a means of learniRg

4. To provi4 a variety of musical experiences

and singing

such as dancing, rhythm

SECONDARY OBJECTIVES

1. io disCiminate between soft and loud, fast and slow, high and low; i.e.

opposites,

2. To develop an awareness of patterns and illythus

\
3. To learn to cooperate with others in a purpoSeful way; to subordinate

his wishes to group goals

To overcome fear and timidity among peers



1

5. To implement teaching o basi. \ language concepts such as: g/little,

over/under, in/out, etc.

6. To achieve a correlation, when possible, with other subjea areas

7. To develop appreciation of cultural heritage through songs and dances

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND MATERIALS .

1. sinonA

a. Encourage and provide opportunity far children to.use their singing
,voices

b. Provide songs which einforce correct language usage
c. Present musical pat ern for imitation by child (as Copy Cati or

echo.- as'pol, mi, 'Mary")
d. Songs shodid be s ected to reinforce correct language Usage; i.e.,

"Rabbit ain't got no tail at all" sh6uld not be used.

2.. yips

a. Singing should be primarily for enjoyment
b.-, Overuse of the piano, record player, or other accompaniment,

itrcautioned
C. It is not necessary to be a good singer to enjoy singing
d. Pitchoongs high enough for children to match

3. Moving

a. Response thrOugh free spontaneous movements
b. Include pantomime, inpersonation, dramatization
c. Singing games (see P.E. V,b) t
d. Dancing.- fold dances, square dances, free or creative dances
e. Body movements in time to rhythm (see P.E. V. g)

4. Listening .

a. Develop a foundation for response' in mood of music
b. Learn to identify faiiliar musical instruments
c. Learn to identify musical sounds, pulse of music
d. Establish familiarity with elements of music: melody,

harmony, and rhythm

5, Playing Musical Instruments

a. Use a variety, of rhythm instruments to show different moods
b. Identify difference between rhythm and, melody instruments ,

c. Provide musical expression (creative rhythmic expressiveness)
d. Give children experience in rhythms (i.e., Copy. Cat)

71
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6. Creating

a. Use of scarves, balloons, hoops, balls, and other visual aids to
mplement musical experience

b- ovide creative experience in9melody and verse
Make up Stanzas to songs
Make up melodies

EVALUATION,
SIP

Evaluation of the music program may be judged on the basis of. teacher

subjective observation. The observations should center around the following:

vl. Does the child appear to enitly musical activities?
2. Does the child exkess himself creatively?
3. Does the child show a response when listening to music?
4. Has the child been exposed'to various musical experiences?
5. Does the child hear differences between,soft andloud, fast and slow,

high and low?
6. Does the child show development of rhythmic skill?
7. Does the child understand and follow directions?
8". Does-the child participate` successfully within the groUp?
9: Does th child seem confident'in"participating before hispeers?

Does th child express through music, information acquired in
other o.j:ct areas?



RESOURCE- MATERIALS

Books

Scrapbook of Soradr, Elva S: Daniels (ed:), available from Instructor
Curriculum Materials, Dansville, New York 14437." Price $3.5d.

Play, available from Instructor Curriculum Materials,
14437. Price $3.50.

and Rhythm Bands, Kraivitz and Kerr. Available
. BoX 1267, Galesburg, Illinois 61401. Pride $1.50

Rhythm Band'Sing and
Dansville, New York

'How To teach Rhythms
from Dick Blick, *.O

The Clap,-/Snap and Tap Band, Vandre, available from Dick Blick,
Galesburg,,Illingis 61401. Price $3.98

Songs for the Ndrsery School, Mac Catteney, available fAm Dick Blick
P.O. Box 1267, Galesburg, Illinois 61401. Price $3.95.

Birchard MuSic Series: Volume K, Grentzer and,Hood, 19,9 (Records
available): Volumq,I, Ernst, Grentzer,'and Housewright,* 1962 (Records
available): Summy Birchard Publishing Company, Evanstbn, Illinois.

Box 1267,

My Picture Book of Songs, Dalton, Ashton, and Young. M.A. Donohue and
Company, Chicago, Illinois, 1947.

Makihg Music Your Own, Silver Burdett Company,,Noxristdw4, New Jersey, 1964.

Disc6vering Music Together, Early Childhood, $5.94; cords $6.96 each;
Pictiares $15.75.P.Follett Educational Corporation, /010 W. Washingtono

`Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois '60607.

Records

This Is Music fox Today, Volume K (Records available), Allyn and Bacbn, Inc.,
Ralston Park, BelmOntalifornia. 94002, 1971.

AWords -and Movement and Musical Games, available from Instructor Curriddlum
Materials, Dansville, New York 14437. Price $4.95.

Fun While Learning to Sing (Records and Manual), available from Instructor
Curriculum Materials, Dansville, New York 14437. Price $16.35.

Available from 'Childcraft Education Corporation, P.O. Box 94, Bayonne,
New Jersey 07002.

,.

Birds, Beasts, Bugs and Little Fishes, $4.15.

. Calloand Response - Ella Jehkins, 4645.

The Way Out Record, $3.79.

Let's Play a Musical' Game $1:89

.GOofy's Dance Party :A Disneyland Record, 1959.
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ARTS AND CRAFTS PROGRAM

DEFINITION: Art in the preschool curriculum provides the. teachers with a

tool for furthering the total development of the student. ,4'eables the

'child to clarify and express creatively; ideas and responses; gain aperecia-

tion of himself; and provide tools for emotional and intellectual growth.

MAIN OBJECTIVES

1. , To heighten his awareness and responsiveness.to the rich environment

around him

2. To provide an opportunity to learn how people think and feel

differently abodi the same. things

3. To build in him an air of self-confidence through successful

.experiences

4. To provide an opportunity for, free expression

5. To expose the student to many kinds of materials

SECONDARY OBJECTIVES
4

1. To develop an awareness of size, shap and colors

2. To develop in)felZeftual skills

3. To develop an understanding and respect for pt\perty.

4. To develop a sense of cooperation and sharing

5. To experiment with different art media

6. To develop coordination by developing skills in manip lat

materials

a

7. To achieve a correlation, when possible, with other sub

74
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8/.r To develop in language through sharing thoughts and feelings with

the teacher and other children

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND ACTIVITIES

Drawing - ProVides an opportunity for a child to express himself freely.

It should not be confined to pencils only. Medias suggested here as

well as others you find helpful Should be used.

a. Crayons - This is often misused with young children since the quality

of responswis not as brilliant as paint. gpcourage them to use a

certain degree of pressure from the side, end and wedge of the

crayons.

1) Crayons washed with thin paint
2) Crayons over newspaper and other textured paper

b. Chalk - Comes irk assorted colors and can be used by itself or with

other medias.

-7C:` Finger Painting - can also be 'a form of drawing.

1) Soap paint

2) Sand paint

Painting -

1) Gadget painting - string,, straw blowing, etc.
2) Water colors

2. Clay - A media to'develop free expression as well as fine motor

coordination.

a. aeramic clay
b. Modeling clay
c. ' Salt dough

3. Other Art Activit es

a. Collage -
.paper, seed , assorted scrap objects

75
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b. Papier Mache
piggy banks, pinatas, jewelry

c. Weaving -

construction paper, crepe paper, jersey loops

d. Simple wood construction

4. Arc Appreciation Activities

a. A walk to,observe and talk about beauty in nature. (Surroundings
shapes, colors, sizes, etc.)

b. Collection of objects of various textures to touch, feel, see and
talk ahoUt

5. Appropriate Materials

Crayons
kindergarten chalk
felt tip pens
glue-paste
scissors

-paper (construction-drawing)
tempera paint
brushes
containers

11.

EVALUATION

In general, the child should become aware,of,his awn environment. The

following should assist the teacher in

not the child.views his surroundings in terms of shapes, sizes, colors,

and textures.

mining in general whether or

1. The child show.an aware ess and responsiveness
toward his surrounding nvironment

2. The child respects ideas, and feelingi other
than his"own

3. The child expresses his own feelings creatively
and willingly through various art media

4. The child shows development\pf percep on with
regard to size, shape, and calor

The child has sufficient motor coordination 11
to successfully manipulate and enjoy art materi

6. The child expresses through art, information
acquired in other subject areas 79

76
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CHILD EVALUATION
-p)

This guide has concerned itself primarily with archild's academic

needs,. This does not mean, however, tha social and emotional

development is not intended to be an integral part of the program.

Quite the contrary, how a child feels a out himself and others,.hoW

he relates to others, his peers and teachers must be given serious

attention.

AS an aid to the teacher, the follow ng check-lists are includeC
o

as suggested ways of determining a c ild s social and emotional

development.
7.) 4

O

0
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Chi 19/Name )

Addreas

CHILD EVALUATION
(Social and Emotional Development)

Birthdate

Fithe r ,Occu ation

Mother Occ pation
It>

Members of household

Phone
IIP

d

General. Physical Condition Poor
w.

V

Fair \" Good
ti
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MY COILD-

1. Puts on and takes off his, clothing.

gloves

coat, jacket, or sweater

boots

2. -Fastens his clothirig.

zippers

buttons

ties shoelaces or bows

Lc.
Section

Rarely Often

3. Drinks without spilling.

- from a cup

from .a glass

4. Fills a glass without Opining...-
I

5\ Feeds himself.

with a spoon

with a fork'

with a7knife

`N

6.

,
.

Washes his hands (Ind face. .
,. .0

Not Yet
,,

Needs a Lot
of Help

4-

Needs a Little
Help Needs No Help

7. Goes to th toilet by himself) '''''
,

I : . ,,

...

8. Follows simp directions without
being reminde

Not Yet

-9. Tells what he wants or. needs:

7

4

Not Clearly

84 N

7

Clearly r Very Clearly



MY CHILD \

17`' Fakes turns with other children.

oeimull, Le

N.

Notyet
4

Occasionally Often

\
Usually

2. Asks permission before borrowing
things. ..

-
3. Takes good ca f thingThe uses. ,

4. Remembers rules o es he
plays. /

.
..

6. Finishes a garde even if h ie
losing. . ,

6. Fights or cries when he doesn't
aget his way.

7. Bullies other children.

Usually Often Occasionally SalklO ,

8. Is bullied by other children.

Section C
MY CHILD-

-

i, Jumps.
fl Not Yet 'Just Beginning Well Very Well

2. Skips. . -
, .

f,,

3. H on one foot. L
S

e

G a dove stairs. .

5,. 6alors pict. :-: within dines,
_

6. Builds with bl ks.
4

, .,

N

7." Works a puzzle. .,

8. Plays,,with a ball.

throws it

catches it

a bounces it

I.

Rarely Often
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1. Tells time.
Not Yet Just Beginning Very Well

2. Talks in tences.

3. Tells colors of thi s. .

Not Yet Few

.

)1tany

,

4. Says rhymes, sings so ge. . -

5. Names things whdn I poi b? them.

coif
',,

cloth g
o

. , parts of body

animals

0 " furniture

letters of alphabet

i

. b fr
0,

6.

.
.

Counts.
... i t,

'A 'N

.
.

...

, t

(to 10) (t0 20)

7 Tells "how many." r,

(to 5) (to 10)

So

0
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SeCtion E
MY CHILp

I , Not Available NO Interested Sometimes Very Ot.n
1. Looks,at books. \ ..z..-

' .

2. Likes to listen ,to the r

. , .
radio. , .

phonograph.
o \

television.\ ., ''\ -. .

/

3. Uses

paint.

scissors.

pencil and crayons.

clay.
`, .

paste or glue.

4. Plays on a

jungle- gym or mon ey ba k

swing.

slide.

t Available. Not Interested

4

Needs Hl 1p \-Very Well

Never, Doesn't Remembers Rememters
Been Taken Remember Slightly .Very-Vielt

5. Rememberi riding ,,,

a horse or pony. ° . -

. in a
. .

buS. . . ,.

in a train.
.

in an irplane. \ ,

# 6

in a boat.
...

6. Il.amtgbers going t:
\ - 0su , rmarkt. - ;

. ,

department st . , 4\

7. Remembers taking long trip,.

,
°

14
,

museum. /

concert.

ZOO.

\,

,
,

.

.r taurant. )(

ty
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Sect

Mark' evt., y tpace that tells about your child.

CHILD
Is used to playing

, alone.

with a few children.

with many/children.

2. Lilies to play with children
who are

younger,

same age.

older.

3. Will have tq nursery, school
ox day cdmp beforp kindergarten. 7

4. Can tell who he is.

5.

first name

last name

address

telephone

's first, name.

7: Is ohen,frightened.

o

8. Seems to have a,lot of acCidentilN

tsturt often.

His friends get huit often.

. 9

Notes my Child's Teacher
Please tell us thing else that would be

-helpful in plannin your child's program.

Wets hisopants durt g the-day.--- ..., ,

,,

''''*

W. I-I`as,a physical Ondition that the teacher should linow about.
. ,

/ 4.Please.Explaim :- ..:.,t ..,.

s:3

a
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DEFINITION: Social Studje enhances "a knowledge an' ppreciation of our

inAtional heritage and way o fe.47 use it investigate all,segments.of,

societ y famil y Cchool, community, sta nation, and the .rld. Respect

for, and a growing understanding and appreciate f, the\gmila ties and

differences between people and their cultural backgroun ould be ae\inte-
,

gral part of the program. Not only can social values e learned and become
""

meaningful, but a child can learn citizenship through democratic living

with his peers.

MAIN OBJECTIVES

1. To build foundations for learninAlsocial studies. , 7

2. To-develop the child's understanding of group living from home to
school to he community. ,

3. To help the child.relate his school actvitiea.to home and com-
munity situations. .

\
4. To arouse the child's curiosity aboanpedge, places,-and things'

both near and far .away. ..
- %.

A-.5. To inspire* 'children a respect for their country and pride in
1being an American. ;

-.
6. To increase the child'iiawareness of the.need to follow rules and

regulations for the benefit of the group..
7, TO--re, ecr the dignity, rights, opinions and feelinWok every human

being;-\ ,;.
' 4. ,i.

8. To-denelo a favorable self-concept.Which enables the child'to feel
that his contributions to society are significant.

9. Development of -a knowledge and appreciation of the child's own'cul-
turil heritage (Mexican-American, Russian, American Indian, etc.).

. SECONDARY OBJECTIVES

I., TO-,provide opportunities for developing respect and care for persbnal,
and public' property.

t. .

41'
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2. provide opportunities for problem solving as situations arise
wi thin the child's environment. '

3. To provide an opportunity to broaden a child's basic concepts in
the following areas:

a. seasons agd holidays
b. transportation.
c. home-family
d. cschoOl
e. community helper_
f. current events
g. cultures of people
h. American heritage
i. communication
j. community environment

1) rural
2) city
3) farming
4) local industry

METHODS OF OPERATION

1. Seasons and Holidays,

These events provide an opportunity to teach children Concepts
regarding our country, its history, and the people who contributed
to it with Important events and holidays.

a.

b.

c.

d.

Halloween
Thanksgiving
Christmas
Easter

2. Transportation

ti

'

President's Day
Memorial Day
Mother's Day
children's,hirthdsys

('

kstudy of transportation caUmrovide the/Child with a knoWiedge of
travel, the vehicles of tra
transportation, etc.). Alt

\\ autos\and trucks, relearni
\ostivejanguage is not Eng
such vocabulary. Emphasiz
ships and barges, as well as planes, car

3. Home- Family

Ol, the uses Of such vehicles (deliverng
Ugh children' may know most'partsopf
hay be in order so that children whose
sh may,have the opportunity to learn '--

all modes of transportatiOn--including

trains, and trucks.

9

The Child learns to perceive//the world

, /
/

environment.

90

round him within the-home
* 4
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e child can learn his home address.
The child can learn his. telephone number.

. T40 child should know the members of his .family.
/1) relation hip with family members
'2) changes within the family
3)T family names
The child can learn the kinds Of shelters.

types of homes, apartments, rooming houses
2 rooms and,their uses
The\eh can learn the role of his parents.

The, child understands d learns to live in his worlkas it relates
to sc ol.

a. physical setup ".4..,
,....

1) classroom, builaing4,playgtound
...

2) care and respectof c ssroom, building, playground
.....--) 3) care and respect of mater , and, equipment

found'in the room, building, I--th 2eyground
4) respect for rights and property of of s
51. parks and playgrounds are-public retreat facil as,..._

. b. Mies and regulations ate necessary for the benefteef the group.
es School is made up ofpeople to provide services--teachers, sec-

retariek, cooks, custodians, bus drivers, school nurses, aides,
.44.

llpatrol, etc.
d, Class is made up of children, elcele..at whom is an individual.

5. Community Workers

a. those. who serve
'1) grocer
2) doctor

1

.,3) dentist .

4) shopkeeper
5) milkman
6) mailman

a

6. Current Events.

To teach the child an awareness of what happens in their environment.

a. home events
b. school events
c. community events

7. Cultures of People

O

Although. people come ftom.diffetent places and have different back-
grounds, they,are more alike than they are different. The. environment



he lives in neatly influences the child's opportunities for growth ,

and development and influences, too, his thoughts, values, and
actions. In spite of differences, we depend on people in other 11:

countries who grow or manufacture things we need,,so what happens
to others in the world is important to us in the United States.

8. American Heritage

To provide an awareness of our history in relation to important
perSons and events.

a..,'respect for the flag, Pledge of. Allegiance and its meaning,
patriotic songs

b. awareness of President of the United Stites and his role
c: awareness of famous people and heroes
d. Our country has grown in many ways and has been influenced by

different ethnic groups.

9. Communications
0

To learn that through various'media we are able to learn gire about
our world; to keep close contact with people near and far,'

a. telephone -

b. letterni notes to and from school
c. television and radio
d. newspapers/and magazines

10. Communities

Our world is made up of different communities and
unique characteristia.

a. Rural Community
1) workers
2) -local products they make, and grow/

machinerythey use
b. Cit ommunitY

1) woàer v
2) products they make
3) machinery they use

c. "Farming Community
1) different kinds of farms

a) poultry farms d) dairy farms
b) sheep* farms e) crop farms
c) fruit farms

2) -workers
3) animals
4) local products

92
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1. Vocabulary

family I aunt mail truck-'

parents graildparencs . motorcyCt-

children bat post office

mail devil ,radio

druggis fairy television
.

.

patrol ' goblin siren

house scarecrow smoke
.

trailer - skeleton stewardess

supermarket
4,

witch tank.;

department store angels ticket
.

bakery corals traffic

money gold calf

save ornaments colt

park silver barn

playground baggage creamery

firm banks

Milk fire chief goat
-....

i .P.
r

corn. fire 'engine hen
. *

fruit fire plug. hoe

7)1 vegetables conductor harrow .

4

wheat ladder disk

stop signs
.

plum lamb

garbageman candle machinesc,

pasture preSents orchard

trafficlights gifts berrie

uncle vailbox

93
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MECICAN- AMERICAN HISTORY

Historical Background

of t4 most common questions concerning curriculum changes for minority
st ents is: "Why do they need special materials? Why can't they adapt to
tbe society like everyone else?" After all, 'the children with German names

,don't demand, inclusion of GerMan cultural studies. And neither do the
Irish or the Poles.

The sometimes difficult qUestion to answer is: "Why,do some groups maintain
much of their culture as a minority while others do not?"

In the case, of the'4exican- American, a valid explanation can be found, but
it takes a look backward to find it.

The followingooints attempt to trace some of the reason history has pe-
mitted, and in some cases compelled; the Mexic n culture to remain intact
even while tremendous forces were acting to ge it.

1. Settlement Pattern

In the arid Southwest, the Spanish tended toslettle in cluster-like'
holdings which over the yeas became concentrated strongholds for the
maintenance'of a culture. The and climate and the religious nature of
many settlements were important factors in this pattern.

2. Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo

In 1843, after the war with Mexico, the Southwest became a poagession Of
the United States. At thisQtime all inhabitants who did not move ottt-
within a year'c time automatically became citizens of the United States.
Although full rights as citizens were theoretically guaranteed, no pro-
vision was made for the integration of the Spanish-speiking people'into
the dominant society.

3. Psychological Ties to the Southwest

The Mexicans were in the Southwest first. They were-annexed by conquest,
not by choice. The fact that the border moved- -and they didn't=-did not
lessen their tie to the land. The ,European immigrants", by crossing the
atlantic, made a severe transition from the familiar to the foreign, both
physicallyand psychologically. Ti-contrast, the Mexicans nade no such.
transition.

95.
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4. No Natural Boundaries

There' have been no natural boundaries between the two countries. Even
the Rio Grande, which derves as a boundiry on a map, does not separate,
but tends to draw people together in such an arid area.

5. No Established Local Self-Government
rr

At the time of the conquest of the Southwest, there was almost no local
-7 self-government, and a large majority of the inhabitants could not read

or write. Thiv allowed a rather easy doiiination by the newcomers, as
well as causing them to form an extremely negative opinion of the con-
quered Mexicans. This superior attitude on the part of theAnglos, of
course, caused problems of adjustment between the two cultures.

6. Indians Retarded Exposure

'Many of the Southwest tribes were quite hostile toward both Mexican and
Anglo invaders. Such tribes. as the Apaches, Navajos, UtOS, and Commancles
tended to form a buffer zone between the Southwest and the more eastern
areas of the United States until the 1890's.

7.
P

Physical Violer.ce

Violence along the border between 1908-1925, especially in Texas and
California,-caused Mexicans and Anglos to build up great prejudice-
against one another to the extent that at times mobility between the
group was almost nonexistent.

8. Economic Boom Coincides With Mexican Domestic Turmoil

The economic boom of the first 30 years'of this century created such a -
need for physical,.labor that for all practical purposes the border was
open to Mexicans. Beginning in 1910, domestic turmoil in Mexico, coin-
ciding with the heed for labor, in theUnited States, caused an ,invasion
of the borderlands by more than a million,Mexicans.

9. Dead-end Employment

N Employment of Mexicana has traditionally been offered in concentrated
regions and in limited types of jobs, thereby lessening adaptability
and hence, acculturation. They have been employedies a group (such as
in;agricultural labor, mining, and the railroad) and not as individuals.

, Employers of Mexican labor have consistently pursued a policy of isolating.
Mexican's as a means of holding them to certain limited categories of work. .

10. Folk Culture

Most early Mexican immigrants have corhe to the United States from a folk
culture. This type of society is usually small, isolated, nonliterate,
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III
and quite homogeneous. There are strong ties to the group and little
outside communication. Members of this type of society are not pfepared
for a rapid transition to a society that tends to go against their own
values.

i

11. Language Difference

The.language handicap has, of course, been great. But this difficulty
is emphasized by, the fact that st immigiants were illiterate in
Spanish. The difficulties to 1 rn to read and write in English, as
well as speak it, were almost in urmountable.

12. Religious fiinflict

In some areas of the Southwest, 9specially in strong Protestant areas
such a! Texas, the Mexican's religion caused handicaps.

13. Barrio FormationN
. The formation of the Mekican barrio tends to alienate Mexicans and

reinforce Mexican customs within the Mexican group.

14. Proximity to Mexico

The proximity to Mexico and the ease with which the border is crossed
has served as a reinforcer of Mexican culture, both in actual exposure
to the culture as well as presenting a psychological nearness of the
_Mexican culture.

lk

15. Geographical Unity_of Borderlands

Mexico is not France or Italy or hIgnd. It is geographically a part
of the Southwest. On each side of the border, there is a great con-
centration of people. Essenttally the people are one, just as many
of the border cities are One, even when the names are different on
opposite stides of the border. P

16. Bracero and Green Card Programs

The. program to use impohed labor (the Bracero program) continuing.
betAlen 1942-64, proved important again as a cultural reinforcement
as thoUsands of workers each year found thtr way to the United States.
Mexicans under the Green Card program continue this influence.

Mr. Bud Cockrell
Director, Bilingual Program
Eastern Oregon College
LaGrapde, Oregon
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teMEXICAN-AMERICAN FOLKL RE

Cultural Background

Sometimes it is necessary for teachers to be sensitive to existing cultural
differences among their students to discover' etter teaching techniques for
effectively teaching minority groupa.

The following outline of Me,1.r.iecte traits does nqt005Cessarily reflect
the lifestyle of every Mexican7American child, but will give teachers some
ideas of the religious, social, and cultural h ritage'whith most Mexican-
Americans have.

1. The Family

The Mexican-American family is considered a patriarchial society. The'

closely knit family structure consists of p rents and their offspring,
with bonds extending over more than one gen ration; frequently, other
relatives are iraluded.

410. \
,40°''

Beyond the immediate family, there exists anl.nstitution known as "Com-
padrazgo" or Fodparenthood. The original fun tiOn of this form of
extended family was to provide the godchild w th moral and religious
instruction. '

2. Theme Church

Although the Megican-Americans belong to different churches, most'are
predominantly Catholic.

The Catholic religion, as well as folkWays, is t e core of the Mexican-
American life cycle.

a. Children, are usually named after the saint on whose day they are
born. (Nicknames are frequently used.)

b. After 40 days the child is baptized. 'The godparents buy the baby
a baptismal dress to wear at the ceremony. Th parents provide`a
supper or meal after the baptism.

. First Communion (godparents)

First communion is another sacrament of,the Catholic Church. Again,
the child is taken to the ceremony by a godfather or godmother. The
godparent'ususally buys the child a missal and ro ary. A breakfast
will generally follow the ceremony.

48
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. d. Confirmation is from the as of a few months to 10 years. (new
godfathers)

Confirmation - one of the sad arents of the Catholic Church that
is performed by the Bishop. he child is taken by a godparent
to the ceremony. A girl is to en by a godmother and a boy by a
godrather. Some kind of recep ion is held afterward.

e.. Coining Out Party. - "Quincihrierh

(Madrinas y damas)
'de anillo,.medalla, vela esclava

At fifteen the young women'are presented to society by the parents,
Sending.out announcements of a solemn Mass in their daughter's
honor, followed by a dance.

at

The "Quinciafiera" chooses one or more godmothers. These may be a
godmother who buys her a ring; a necklace, a bracelet, or the veil.
She also has 15 maids of honor and 'their pscorts.'.

f. Marriage

1) Asking for the hand

(la commission)

The husband to be will ask his
munity who knows both parties t
the permission and approval of

2) Boda (wedding)

)Padrinos) (Fiesta)

The groom is responsible for th
other expenses he. is able to of
will usually take care of the r

Again, godparents are chosen fo
may number from two to six. Th
missal, the ,pillows, the "Lazo,
bouquet.

g. Death - Wakeo Velorio is followed

Most Catholics will follow the wake
the house of the deceased or ih ch

arents or someone in the com-
go to the bride's home and ask

he marriage.

cost of the bride's attire and
ord. The parents of the bride
ception.

this ceremony. The godparents
y will furnish a rosary and

' the dance, or the bride's

by a Novena ( Kadrinas and Padrinos)

by a Novena, whiCh is-prayers at '

ch for nine days.



3. Ceremonial Calendar
,z)

Some of the following*Mexicad fiestas and holidays are stidcarried on
by the Mexican-American community.

January 6

January 17

Lent

Dia delos Santo Reyes (Day of the 3 Kings)

In Mexico, on-the eve of January 5, the children place
their shoes outside of their moils to find themithe
next morning surrounded with gifts.

St. Anthony's Day

Animals decorated with ribbons'are taken to church to
be blessed. Mostly celebrated in Mexico. *

Starts on Ash Wednesday of the Catholic calendar. It
is a time of prayer and penance prior to Easter. In
Mexico it id also a time of the-Moat astounding and
intgresting cerenotted such as-the enacting of all the
events that took place which led to the Crucifixion of
Jesus Christ.

Typical food for this season consists of beans,.nopalitos,
dry shrimp paddia. a, and oapirotada (bread pudding).

Th Saturday before Easter Sunday comes the burning of
the Judas. Figures representing Judas, the traitor,
are strung with fire crackers. After all have admired
the papier-mache effigies which come in forms of poli-
tic ns, skeletons, wrestlers, devils, a torch is
touched to Judas.

Some beliefs:
$

a. Holy Week - Sudas (in Mexico)

b. Good Friday - No bashing or washing clothes

c. Sabado de Gloria( Pulling hair or stretching

March 21 Anniveisary of Benito Juare2 Birthday (President of,
Mexico &wing the'Vrench intervention)

May 3 Day of the Holy Cross (the construction worker's and ,

udder's holiday is an importantofiesta for Mexicans).

May 5 A national holiday comnemoratini?the battle of Puebla
where the Mexican army defeated,the invading French.

3.00
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June 17 Corpus Christi

A religious feast day dedicated to t }oly Eucharist.

It is tradition in most citills and to in:Mexico to
take an offering of flowers and fruits tq church.
Usually, this is 'done by small children who are
dressectup it Indian costumes anth,china poblana
ensembles.. The typical figure for the'day is a
little straw mule wtich.carries miniature crates
containing miniature mazaRan fruit or clay dishes.
(Michoacan - mock markets)

September 15-16 Independedce Day .

On:the night of the 15th, all Mexico yells to declare
independence., This yell has bepn going or for 161 years,
ever sincethe first yell launched a revol tion againstIN04
Spanish colonial government and Won Mexico. freedom.

.,

November 1-:2

r

December 12

I

Dead Men's May

Ws i,commonbelief in/Mexico that on the night of All
Saints and All Souls, the-dead come back to pay A social
and family call.

On the last night of October, youCget'a table in the
form of an altar. This.altar is fortbildren and .so
you put, along with .,taples like sweet bread and baked

. pumpkin, toys such as sugar bones that rattle, fun-
real processions that move gaily, etc. In the 'morning,
the live children have their party with Whatever the
"little dead ones" have left.

On All Saints Eve, the next night, the altar-table-is ---
set fbr adult ghosts ;a good dubstantial supper which
later'takes a fine feast for the %embers of the family

A ,

stall alive.

Patronesti of the Americas, theivery Indian looking
Virgin of Guadalupe is asmuch)a-part of Mexico as
she is also for the Mexican-American in theNnited
,States.. (Las Mananitas)

101
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December 16-24 Las Posadas

Dec ember 23

December 24

From the 16th through the 24th, there are parties'or
re-enactments of tVes:medievaI carol-singers' custom
of "asking for lodiing," which depicts the journey, ,

of Mary and Joseph to Bethlehem and their search forlodgings,
Night of the Radishes

J

(State of Oaxaca)- Stalls are bedecked with-g esque
and humorous men and animals fashioned from 'adishes
all weird and laughable.

Christmas Elie is celebrated with a lataqOupper-end
'Misa de WU," or midnight Mass.

gtlicia Valdez
Teacher: Bilingual Program
Eastern OregonCollege
LaGrande,, Oregon
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.MEXICAN-OMBRICAN FOODS

Activities

When theSpanish'ambassadors of Cortez first visi(ed the court of the Aztec
emperor Montezuma-in 1519, they were greeted with lavish gifts of precious
metals and banquets of exquisite concoctions new to them. Who is to pay
whether the Spiards lusted more for the gold or, the good dinners of that

4 land whichwis now Mexico?

Historians
,

may weiglithe pros and cons of their"conquest, but epituri ani
know. the results were favoi!able. Tie IOW of Mexico today - -a blend of
\Indian,'Spaniak,-,andOther acquisitive or peaceful culturespresaves the
virtues of all; ,

41

The Indians, both Mayan and Aztec ; 'cultivated corn;, beans, and chiles hun-
dreds of years before ,the Spanish dame. Many familiar dishes, such as

o Tamales, were berg mad then,.
0 '0 . 2 . .

The Spaniards were.natu ally intrigued bYthe many foods grown by the Aztecs,
who were highly advanced in horticulture: Among theSe were foods now impor-
tant to -'the modern world tomatoes, avacados, sheet and white potatoes,
peanuts, squash, pineappl ,, papayas, and vanilla. A few kinds Of beans and

47

chiles were already known in the Orient, and broad beans were grown in
MediterraAean area, but those in'MAXico were all new'to the Spanish.

\ -f' , .
'

The ships thatOturned to,Europe were laden with seeds and cuttings, which
flobrAshed in:various climates., SoMe of the foods were qui4kly accepted and
others, such as the tomato, ere resisted as poisonous lor a time. But now
all these things are grown t rOughout the world."

C .

N,
° Another-strange food which particularly attracted the;SpAnish'was mixed with

water to make a beverage--chodolate. Cocoa had special;significance to the
Azteds. The beans were used as currency, The drink ma royal and'religious
status- -only men of high rank were allowed to sip it. Chocolate became pop-
ular throughout Europe after the Spanish discovered that sugarinade the bitter
Agtec potion much more latable and delicious.

.Staffs of Life \ .

'Although many foods and ways of preparing them bave teen introduced over the
centuries,,the corn, beans, and Chiles grown by the-Aztecs are still the
staffs of. Meg/can life. .

*

'Corn was so important to the Indians that they bbili temples and held festi-
vals to honor Centeoto, goddess.ofeartkind maize. Today most Mexicans are
as dependent on'corn sa Orientals Are onriCe. The. fresh grain is used ima

.



variety of dishes. Ground dried cornAmasa) is,the basis for breads, nUmer-c
lows prepared dishes, and a beverage, Aikole. Even,the husks are used as
wrappers for Tamales.

Beaqs may be served in some form at every meal.. A bubbli pot of them is
omnipredent in the,MexiCan kitchen. They are served where'potatoes would
be served in the United States. 'Mashedas refried beans (Frijoles Refritos),
they not only are 4erved as,a starchy accompaniment, but also are treated as .

a sauce, to fill or top many dishes.

In the bustling open-air markets o evalent even in a modern Mexico, fresh
ptoduce is heaped high in a mad col ful, aromatic array.

MaAy fruits, vegetables, and herbs are familiar to American tourists. Among
the well-known vegetables may be tiny orange carro,ts, spinach, chard, lettuce,
beets, iArAichokes, celery, watercress, parsley, and both sweet and white
potatoes. Recognizable fruits are oranges,, grapefruit, tangerines, pome-
granates, and limes, which are used much more than lemons.

Tortilla-Making

When the ancient Mexicans'invented tdrtillas--their flat, round, unleavened
bread--they invented the most versatile bread of all, a bread that can be-
stacked, rolled, folded, torn, cut, and crumbled; a bread that tastes good
soft and hot, crisply fried, or toasted; h bread that can be shaped with the
hands and easily baked on an improvised griddle over any'source of heat, that e
keeps well, and that can be reheated later.

,

What they invented even substitutes for eating utensils when used as a scoop;
or replaces a plate when laid in the palm ofthe hand and filled with food.

4

The tortilla is a food bqrn out of the necessities of priditive people. The
first ones were made'of the native corp, dried to tceep.until the next crop
came in. The kernels were simmered in water with lime until partially soft
(this is called mixtamal), then laboriously ground by hand on a stone mortar
called a metate. The moist meal, called masa, was patted into a thin pancake
and baked on a comal (a clay griddle).

When the Spaniards introduced wheat flour, cooks quickly turned that into
4 tortillas, too, although they did not become, as widefy'used and now are .

more a specialty of the northern .part of'the country. AD

The corn tortilla made most places in modern Mexico is little different from
that tee Mexican Indians made hundredd of years ago. A few sophisticated'
cooks may add refinement's which work small improvements in certain dishes.
However, in the market places,tbread is. still bide the4 old way. There you

)
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Will see women working huge white mounds of masa, which
until the dough has just the rfght.feel. Thep they slap
cakes and bake them on the *spot. 1 .'

The slap-slap sounds of many:tortilla-makers at work and
cooking corn aregsensual experiences. Of the real Mexico
long remember.
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HOW TO MAKE TORTILLAS

Corn Tortillas
(Tortilla de Maiz)

2 cups Msa Harina (dehydrated masa flour)
1-1/3 cups warn water

°

Mix masa flour with warm water until dough holds together weal.
(Do not substitute regular corn meal for Maze Harina.) Using
both hands, shape dough into a smooth ball. Divide dough into
12 equal-sized pieces, then roll each into a ball.

l

Tortilla Press Method ofShaping

Place a square of waxed paper on bottom of tortilla press; -place 1 ball of
.6" dough on the paper, slightly off center t rd. the edge farthest from the

handle. Flatten it slightly with the palm your hand. Cover with a.second
square of waxed paper. Lower top half of press (being careful not to wrinkle
the,paper), and press down firmly on lever until the tortilla measures about
6 inches i$ diameter'. Stack paper-covered dough and cook accordihg to follow-

ing inaructions. -

Rolling Pin:Method of Shaping 0

Use two cloths which have been dipped in,water and wrung dry. Flatten with
light, even strokes until, the cake ii about 6 inches in diameter...Carefully
pull back cloths, trim tortilla to a round shape if necessary, and sandwIch
it between two squares of-waxed paper. Roll out all the dough balls simi-
larly. Cook accordingto'instructions.

Cooking Instructions

'.,Peel off top piece of waxed paper carefully. ''Invert the,tortilla, paper side
up, ollio a preheated, ungreased, medium -hot middle or into a heavy frying
pin milk medium-114h heat. As the tortilla becomes warm, you will-be able
to peel off the regaining paper.

Bake, turning frequently, until the tortilla looks dry and.Asjightly-flecked
with brown.specks (it should be soft), 1-1/2 to 2 minutes.

gervtortillas immediately while still varm, or:cool and wrap airtight.
Store. airtight packages in, refrigerator or-freezer. To serve, reheat or fiy
by method, described later. Makes one dozen,
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Flour Tortillas
(Tortillas de Harina)

2 cups unsifted flour 1/4 cup lard
1 teaspoon salt 1/2 cup lukewarm water
1 teaspoon baking powder

.

Put flour in:mixing bowl, sprinkle'Wiih salt and baking powder,
stir to mix. With pastry blender or two knives, cut inlard
until particles are fine. Add water gradually; toss with a...fOrk
to make a stiff dough. 'Form into a ball and knead thoroughly
until smooth and flecked with air bubbles on a lightly floured
board.

At this point you can grease the surface of tOe dough, cover
tightly and refrigeratt for as long 'as-2ir houis before using.
Ifyou do this, the dough will be,easier to handle. Let the
dough return to room temperate before you being to roll it
out. Divide the dough into ,balls for large, thin tortillaa,
or 11 balls for regular- zed,*7-inch tortillas. For large, .

thin.tortillas, roll thin as possible on a lightly floured
board. (Or °trete and pat with floured-hands until thin.)
For regular-sited tortillas, roll between sheets of waxed' .,

paper,to.8-inch diameter, adding more flour as needid, and-
trimming ragged edges. Tortillas will shrink to 7 inches
when cooked. c

p Drop onto a very hot ungreased griddle. Bake'until heckled
on one side (about 2O ?seconds). Lift edgeswith spatula, turn,
:and bake on second' side.

. .

To serve at oVe, fold hot, limp tortilla around pieces of
°butter. To.cUol tortilla1, wrap airtight,,and refrigerate or
.freeze. To serve later, reheat or fry by methods described
later.

To.Preheat and Softceorn or Flour Tortillas on an Ungreased Surface

\

Fresh tortillas are already soft in a sense, but when heated they become even
more tender and flexible. If tortillas are dry and a little hard, dip your
hand in water and rub it lightly onto surfaces of the bread before heating.
Be sure not to heat them longer than necessary to soften and warm thoroughly,
or they will become hard and brittle.

Place tortillas sb they do not overlap on a medium -hot griddle or in a heavy
frying pan over medium -high heat. Turn frequently until soft and hot, about c'
10.seconds.

1.07."
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Put immediately into la tightly covered dish, or put into a foil packet and
seal it, and hold in a 200-degree oven until alb tortillas are heated.

To Soften Corn or Flour Tortillas by Frying

Heat about 1/4,inch of salad oil, shortening, or lard in a frying pan over
medium-high heat. Quickly turn one or two to *tillas at a time in oil; they
soften almost immediately. Do not allow them to become crisp. Drain on
paper towels.

To Crisp-Fry Whole Corn or Flour TortSallas

Heat 1 inch.of salad oil, shortening, or lard in a frying pan to 350-375
degrees. Fry one tortilla at a time, using a spatula,to turn frequently
or to hold it under the fat until it crisps, puffs slightly, and browns
sliihtly'(about 1 minute or less). Drain on paper towels.

To Crisp-Fry-.Corn Tortilla Chips (Called Tostadas or Tostaditas)

Cut tortilla into pie-shaped wedges (4ths, 6ths, or 8ths). Heatabout one
inch of salad oil at a time, turning occasionally: until crisp and lightly
browned, about 1 minut or less. Drain on paper towels; sprinkle lightly
with salt,tif desired. Store airtight.

Tostadas

4 whole corn tortillas, c sp-fried
3/4 - 1 cup hot refried ans
1/2 cup shredded jack cheese
1/2 to 3/4 cup shredded or thinly sliced chicken, turkey, pork,

or ground beef (cooked with onion and enchilada faauce added)
1 - 2 cups shedded -lettuce
Avocado slices or Guacamole
Red Chile Sauce

For each tostado, spread a fried with 3-4 tablespoons hot
refried beans; sprinkle with about 2 tablespoons cheese, cover
with about 2 to 3 tablespoons meat, top with about 1/4 to 1/2 cup
shredded lettuce, and garnish with avocado slices or 3 tablespoons
Guacamole. Serve with sauce.
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41. Chilaquiles

6 corn tortillas
3 tablespoons salad oil or butter
1/2 cup diced,onion
1/4 cup chopped canned California greenailes
1/2 teaspoon salt
6 eggs,

1 cup shredded jack cheese or medium -sharp Cheddar cheese
Red Chile Sauce

Cut the tortillas into strips about 3/8-inch wide. Fry-Cvermedim
heat in hot salad oi.or butter,stirring until crisp. Add the
diced onion, chopped-chiles,' salt, and eggs, and mix. well. Cook
stirring, until eggs are partially set. Sprinkle with shredded
cheese and continue cooking,, stirring, until eggs are_.nonked as
you like. Top each serving with sauce. Serves 4.

.

The casserole dishes of'varying ingredients called Chilaquiles 'are leftover
specials, designee to use up tortillas that are not fresh enough for other
purposes. "The tortillas are cut into strips or torn into small pieces and
fried in oil until crisp. The pieces are combined with many kinds'of fooda
and stir-cooked or bakz!.

Of course, at this point the fried tortillas are no longer crisp, but they
have acquired a firm, meaty qualitt something like chicken. Because it offers
the satisfaction of meat with mer scraps of leftover bread,Chilaquiles is
sometimes called "Poor Man's Dish:"

Enchiladas,

Basic Steps
o

Frying the Tortillas - Dip each tortilla into-medium-hot, shallow or deep fat.
(Salad oil or shortening can be used, but Mexicans. believe that lard gives the
best results0 Fry over medium heat just a fhw seconds, until-it begins to
blister and becomes limp--do not fry until firm or Crisp. ,Remove with tongs
or a pancake timer.

\

Saucing the Tortillas - As soon aa'you take the tortilla out of the hot fat,
dip leinto the heated sauce. your recipe specifies. A cake pair just.larger
than the tortilla is ideal for holding sauce.

a

Filling and shpping the Endhiladas -= Lay the sauce dipped. out on a board cid*
pan. Spoon the rygired amount af filling, warm ox cold, in the center.

j"
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Enchiltdad maybe made inthrJe forms.. For rolled ones, turn the tortilla
over the fill , roll, and place with the flap pointing down in a baking
pan or on i.hea proof serving plate. Pour additional sauce over the panful
of Enchiladas, 'enough to make a shallow layer of sauce in the bottom of the
pan and to moisten the tortillas so they will not dry o in the cooking
process.

.

.
.

For the folded 10,nd, just turn the tortilla over the filling to make a half-,-
moon shape and arange neatly, slightly overlapping. Also pour additional
sauce over these., -

To make a "stack,napread the filling evenly over each tortilla and stack them
in layers, spooningadditiona/ sauce between and on top of each layer. When
youserve, cut theatack into wedges.)

4,..

( e.

Chicken Enchiladas

Cheese is the flirting for the tortillas; chicken legs dre simmered
in a chile 'sauce until tender, and served on top. If you wish,
you can cook the chicken ahead and refrigerate it in the,sance.

6-8 whole4hroiler7fryer chicken leg and thighs
salt
2' tablespoons salad, oil

.

1 small finely chopped onion
10-ounce can Mexican red chile'. ance
'1/4 cup water
12 corn tortillas
oil for frying tortillas
3/4 cup grated Romano cheese
2 cups shredded jack cheese
whole radishes, cucumber slices, an lime wedges for garnitill

Sprinkle chicken pieces lightly with salt. Heat 2 tablespoong oil in a wide,
frying -pan over medium-high heat and brown chicken well on all Addl
outon, red chile sauce, and water, stirring to blend. _Cover pan and simmer
gently for about 30 minutes, orkintil the Chicken is tender.- (Chicken and,
sauce may be rerigerated at this point..) Remove thicken from sauce'and*
keep warm.

Fry tortillas in, oil and dip into heated sauce (in which chiCken was co2ked)
according to Basic Enchilada Steps: ttack tortillas as you.go (they tear
easily).
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Mix Romano and jack cheese; spoon 2 generous tablespoons of cheese down cen-
ter of each tortilla and fold in half over filling. Arrange Enchiladas,
overlapping, on a heatproof serving platter or baking dish and plaCe chicken
along side or on top. Spool i on remaining chicken sauce and siminkle with
balance of the cheese. Bake covered in a 350-d6gree oven for 15 minutes
to heat through: Garnish if sired.

16 corn tortillas
oil for frying tortillas
about 2-1/2 cups Mexican red chile sauce
3 cups ground beef filling (ground beef cooked in onion and

simmered for 10 minutes in Enchilada sauce)
3/4 cup chopped onion
1-1/2-cups shredded sharp, Cheddar cheese'
2 cups sour cream

a'
1

Pry tortillas in oil and dip into heated sauce according to Basic Enchilada
Steps. V'

Spoon about 3 tablespoons ground beef filling down the center4of each tortilla,
and sprinkle with about 2 teaspoons onion. Roll tortilla around filling and
place, flap side down, in an ungreased shallow casserole. Place filled
Enchiladas side by side.

Rolled 'Beef Enchiladas

Pour enough sauce over the Enchiladas to moisten entire surface of the casse-
role. 'Sprinkle with chedse. Bake uncovered in a 350-degree oven for 15-20
minutes, or just until hot throughout. Serve 'vith,obaled dour cream as a .

topping. K

-7
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TWELFTH NIGHT PARTY,'
Nts, For_ l2 People

Twelfth Lght, or the Day of the Three Kings, January 6, is when Mexican
children traditionally put out'their to receive Christmas gifts from
0e,Pissing; Magi. You may want to ads, t some of the customs observed on
this holiday for Christmas celebrations

One of the most charming Twelfth Night customs has to do with the Three
Kings Brea , a fruit-stddded yeast bread traditionally served on this day.
A tiny do or a large, dry lima bean is baked into Three Kings Bread, and
whoever inds it in his piece is king or queen for the evening. However, he
also has the responsibility of giving another party.for everyone present; to
avoid doing so, recipients of the "prize" have been known to swallow it. To
assure a party in the future, use a doll or lima bean too large to be gulped
down. The party is given on February 2, a religious holiday called El Dia de
la Candelaria.

Three, Kingi Bread

(pace de 1e Reyes)

packages yeast, acti4e,dry, or compressed.
'1 cup warm water (lukewarm for compressed yeast)'
5 ups unsifted regular all-purpose flour
1/' cup instant non-fat dill. milk
1 c p (1/2 lb.) soft butter or margarine
1/2 cup sugar
1 te spoon salt
3 egg
butte
1/2 cua each raisins and chopped walnuts
1/4 cup chopped candied cherries
1 table -goon each grated orange and lemon peel
3 tables oons light or whipping cream
2 cupi sated powdered sugar
1/2 teasp on vanilla
Candied f its and nuts for garnish

,

beat well a
Dissolve yeast

place about 30 m

warm water. Add 1-1/4 cups unsifted flour and the,dry milk;
odenapooni 2 to 3 minutes. Cover and leave in a warm

utes.

Meanwhile, in a-se
and salt. Beat in
about 3 minutes. Gra

t 1

arate bowl, m the butter or targar a with the sugar
he eggs, o t a time, add to first ure; heat 4gain

lly stir in 3-3/4 cups unsifted flour:



Turn out dough on'a lightly floured board and knead until smooth ad elastic
(about 8 minutes); place in a buttered bowl. Turn once -.to bring th buttered
side up; cover and allow to rise in a warm place until,pearly doubl in bulk,
about 1-1/2 hours.

Combine raisinsi walnuts,_ candied cherries, orange and lemon peel. Pat dough
out to about_a_10-inch round on a floured board, top with the fruit-nut,mix-'

. ture, and fold up edges of dough and knead in the fruit'and nuts until evenly
distributed.

Divide dough in half; form each half into a long roll (about 20 inches); join

)1
ends of each ro 1 to form the rings and place each on a greased baking sheet.
.Cover and allo to rise about 30 minutes. Cvl baked loaves; cut out a small
-triangle from the top of one and insert a tiny doll (see note following);
replace wedge. -

.

Glaze with a mixture of the cream, powdered sugar, id vanilla. Decorate with
"jewels" of candied fruits and nuts, left whole or slited attractively. Makes
2 ring-shaped loaves.

Note: In Mexico .a tiny china doll is usually baked right in the loaf. How}
ever, you may have trouble finding a china doll small eno gh and have to
settle for a plastic one which would, of course, melt dur ng the baking.
Therefore, the preceding method of inserting the doll is commended. The
sugar.glaze will completely disguise where you have hidden it:

A lima bean:niay be baked in pleloaf, but it could be hazardous to the t eth
of whoeyer might bite into4t. The doll'is the safer choice.

.4%

° Bunuelos are also a traditional Christmas time sweet. In Oaxaca, they are
feattiVqd in a curious celebration. All year long vendors save cracked or

1

irreblar pottery.- On Christmas Eve they gather in the city square and sell
Bunuelos, serNMd on the pottery. CustoMers eat the pastries on the spot, then

.break the dishes much as people in other countries delight in smashing wine
glasses on special occasions. By midnight the square is ,heaped with broken
crockery.

In general, these crisp pastries are su -glazed and eaten as a mid-afternoon
sweet.

Fried Sweet Puffs
Bunuelos

3-1/3 cups regular al1W-purpose flour
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon baking powder
1-1/2 tablespoons.sugar
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1/4 cup (1/8 lb.) butter or margarine
2 eggs
1/2 cup milk
Sdlad oil for deep fryingJ
Sugar or glazed, coatings

Sift flour, measure, then sift again with salt, baking powder, and sugar in
a bowl. Add butter and rub into flour with your fingertips until mixture
is like coarse meal. Beat eggs lightly with milk, then pour into flour
mixture andstir until. dough forms a solid mass. rn dough out onto board,
and knead lightly for 2 minutes, or until smooth. t dough into balls the
size of marbles and let stand 15 minutes.

.Rollbeach ball on a lightly floured board into a ve y thin pancake 4 inches
in diameter. Cut a hole in center with a thimble. After you roll out

1

the
circles of dough, place them in a layer on waxed pa er until you are ready
to cook. .w \V,

Fry in hOt deep fat (375 °) uRtil puffed. and golden br wn, about 30 seconds on
each _aide-. Drain on papertowels. Use one or both of the tollowing coatings.
Makes 6 doben.

Sugar-coated Bunuelos - Mix 1 cup granulated sugar and 1 easpoon cinnamon in
a paper bag. Reheat Bunuelos in a 250-degree oven for .5 mutes, then shake
gently, one .at a time, iri bag to coat with cinnamon-sugar xture.

Along with your Three Kinks Bread and BunUelos, you might like to add an
assortment of fresh fruit and cheeses. Rot cider is an excellent complement
to the celebration.

_

A custom which might be incorporated into your party is the breaking of' a
pinata. These are gaily colored, thin-walled caly pats, which are filled
with andy and toys. The pinata is hung from a beam 'or tree branch so that
blip folded children can take turns swinging,at it with a stick. When it
fin lyibreaks, the contents spill to the ground and the children rushto
gather them up. Pinatas can be purchased in import stores.

/
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Mexican Sbngs,

EL HUMO
(Melodic - -My Bennie LieAJver the Ocean)

El humo de mi chimene,
muy claro y,lejos se ve.
El viprito soplando lo llevo
en pubes se hace la -e -e -e -e.

PES CADITO
Clementine)

Pescadito, pescadito
en el_agua subesi.tu:
Si yo juego con'tigo
al bajar escribe -u -u -u.

L DONDE ESTA ?
(Miieica: Brother John)

LIDOnde ester el
LIDOnde eti. el

estoy:
lAciur estoy:
L C6mo ester usted ?
Muy bien, gracias.
Sientese, sientese.

HAPPY, BIRTHDAY TO YOU

Fell; cumpleailos a usted.
Feliz curnpleafios a usted.
Feliz cumpleafios a (non re .
Feliz c inpleatios a us
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THE GOBLIN IN THE DARK.
(Tune:' Farmer in the Dell)

The goblin in the dark
The goblin in the dark
Hi ho on Halloween
The goblin in the dark. ,

The goblin takes a witch
The goblin takes a witch
Ii ho on Halloween

The goblin takes a witch.

The witch takes" a cat
The witch takes a cat
Hi ho on Halloween
The witch takes a cat.

The cat takes a rat
The cat takes a rat
Hi ho on Halloween
The cat takes a rat.

The rat takes a bat
The rat takes a bat
Hi ho on Halloween
The rat takes a bat.

The bat takes a ghost
The bat takes a ghost
Hi ho on Halloween
The bat takes a ghost.

The ghost says boo
'Th ghost says _boo

ho on Halloween
he ghost says boo.

They all screamed and screete iaci 4,

They all scre4.ed and screetchecf
Hi ho on HallcAreen
They all scr/amed and screetched.

'

El duende en lo obscuro
El duende en to obscure
Jai-ja en Halloween
El duende en lo obscurd:

El duende s,e lleva a una bruja
El duende se lleva a una bruja
Jai-ljo en Halloween
El duende se lleva a una bruja.

La bruja set lleva a un ggo
La bruja se lleva a un gato
Jai-jo en Halloween
La bruja se Jleva: a. un gato.

, \
El gato se lleva a un ratiin
El gat°, se lleva a un ratOn
Jai-jo en Halloween
El gato se lleva a tin ra.t6n.

El rattin se lleva a un murcielago
El ratiin se lleva a un murcielago
Jai-jo en Halloween
El*rattin'se lleva a un'murcielago.

4 .
El murcielago se lleva a un fantasma.
El murcielago se lleva a un fantasma
Jai-jo en Halloween .>

El murcielago se lleva a un fantasma.

,E1 fantasia dice Bu
El fantasma dice
Jai-jo en Hallovieen
El fantasma.dice-Bii.

Todos gritan y chillan
odos gritan y chillan
i-jo en Halloween

odos gritan y chillan.

--Contributed bys Alic a Rodriguez
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CANTOS ,1
(to the tune of "The Bear WentlOver

Estos son rims Zapat9s,
estos son mis ,zapatos,
estos son mis zapatos,
tra, la , la, la, la.

Este es mi sombrero,,
este es n;ti sombrero,
este es mi sombrero,
tra, la, la, la, la.

sta es m3 faldita.,,
esta
esta e
tra, la

i faldita,
mi faldita.,
la, la, lb.

'Esta 'es mi blusa, etc.

Este es mi vestido, etc.

Estos son pantalones, etc.

Estaes mi camisa, etc'.

Estos son calcetines, etc.

I
VOCAB(JLA10S G_

riHapp{Bi.rthday tip You")

El raton is a mouse;
El gato is a cat;
La casa is a souse;
El sombrero is a hat.

El pollito is a chicken;
La gallina is a hen;
El l'aptz is a pencil;
La. pluma is a pen.

2)1

the

0,)

Mountain")

(sefialar los zapatos)

(sdirialar los sc'rubreros de p pel).

(las ni'fias serialan las faldas)

(las m.na,s sefialan las bluaas)

(las nifias se/Ulan los'vealidos)

(los nifias serialan,los pantalones)

(los nifios seriala.n lag camisas)

(sefialar los calcetines)

(versia musical.de Graciela i.Niebuh

El perro is,a dog;
La rana is a frog;.
La pelota is a ball;
Happy birthday to you all.
(Fe lfz ,xumpleario s )
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SPANISH CHRIS rmAs SONGS

VENID, FIELES TODOS
(00Come All Ye Faithful)

Venid, fieles todos
A Bele'n marchemps1
Gozosos, triunfantes

- llenos de ainor.

Cristo ha nacido
to grist° el Rey Divino

:Gam:
Venid, adoremos, venid adoremos,
Venid adoremos a nuestro Senor.

Venid fieles todos
En Beret) veremos
Al nifio divino, al sNifio Jasis

Paz, en la tierra,
Gloria en las alturas.

(Repitan el,,Coro.)

,

NOCHE pE PAS
(Silent Night)

'Noche de paz, noehe d'e amor,
4Todo dnerme en derrectr

Entre lOs astros que esparcen su littz"
Brilla anunciando al Nino Jes-ils,
Brilla laestrella de paz,
Brilla la, estrella de paz.

Noche de paz, noche 8e amor!
Oye -hurnikler er tie epa s to r ,

Cocos delestes que anuncian salud
Gracia ya'glorias en gran plenitud

nuestro buen Redentor,
Por'nuestro buen Redentor.

Noche de paz, no ,che de amor
,.

Ved que bello resplandoraltLuce en el rostro d "fio Jestis
En el pesebre, del muri ola.).uz,,
Astro de eterno'fulgorit ''
Astro de eterno fulgor.

A
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:. ,Let' s play,
Lett 's
Let's play,
Let's play.

1r- gr-
ali

cr I

L'.100BY L011-
(StIlg

I stick mV.right hand ire,
I take. rightfrhand-cut,
I shake my hand like this, like this,,
And turn myself around. '

Let's play, etc.

stick my left hand in!
I take my leftkand out,
I- Shake my h44ilike this, li
And lora myself round.

Let's play, etc;

I stick my right fooein,
take my right foot out,

I shakcAny foot like9'this, like this,-
*nd turn myself around.

thig,

.

Let's play, etc.

I stick my left io'ot in.,,
take ,my left foot nut,

I shake my'foot like this, 'like this,,
And Curti myself around.

Let' s play, etc.
P

I stick my headiin,
',take my head out,-

'.1 shake my head like this, li ke this,
And turn myself around.

,

Let' s..play,', etc.
nyw

I stick all my body in,
I take, aU lily body out.
I shatee my body like thit, 'like this,,
And turn myself around.

4.1,9
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Vamos a jugars...
Vamos a jugar,
l'arri,os a jugar,
Vamos a juga.r.'

Meto la mano derecha,
S.a."co.,91a mano derecha,
Saudo la mano), asi: asi:
Y. salmi alre edor.

Vamos, a jugar, etc. r
1.

6

,, % .1 ..',-.

Meto 1 mano izquie4.da..-
.! :.Saco"14, mano izquiOrda, .

Sacudo la rria-226, asi, e asi t-4
Ne ..

salto alredeltr.
.

Vamos a jugar,, etc. ,

Ovteto el pie dei.echo`
Saco el pie dereclio,
Sacudo el pie, asi:
Y salto alrededor.

0 0

4.
Vamos a jugar,, etc.

Metq el pi.e izquie do-,
Saco el pie.izcluier o,
Sacudo el pie,, s..si; a.si:
Y salto a edox.

1

Vamos a jugar, etc.

Meto la cabeza,
SacO la' cabeza,
Sacudo la cabeza,. asi:asi;

salto-alrededor.

Vamos a jugar, etc.

e,

Meto todo ek cuerpo,
Saco todo el cuerpo,
Sazudo el,cuerpo, asi.; asi;
Y salto alrededor,

to 4

c



Let's pray, etc. Va.mo4 a. jugar, et,..

Other parts of the body may be included:

I stick my nose in, etc. Meto la nariz, etc.
I stick my right eye in, etc. r Meto el ojo derecho, eta.

r



EL PITITO

0

pa 7 pa fue al mere, ca
.

11

day me

,
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tra - jo mi

Pi

Pi ti to. Pi - pi - pi,

Ha - ce

F

n\ ri Pi ti - to.

Pi - pdi

CA

Ha - pi ti -
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EL BARQUITO

Ha - bia una vet un bar, un

los

4111 1110

bar - co chi - qui - ti - to. Ha bia una

v

- - -0-
vet un bar, un bar ;- ca chi - qui ti to.,

. ,

Ha - bia una vet un

F

bar, un

4111

bar - co chi - qui - ti - to,

C

M Que
g.

no, PO

di - a que no po - di a, que t no po -
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qui.- to, que

Cl

no po - di - a que no po

di a na ve gar.
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MATARILE

1/

tQue quiere Us - ted?
Quie - ro sal tar,

ta
- ta

.0\
ri - le,

ri - le,

- le,

ri . le, ri - le.

ri le.'

9

Quo quiere Us - 'ted?
Quie - ró sal - tai, Ma - ta -

Ma - ta -

-ri - le, , ri - le,

ri - ler ri -

14

,, 4



LOS POLLITOS
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Cuan - tie - nen ham

C

-1110-

do tie - nen fri - o. 1.4 ga y 11i - na
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bus cal° , el

Leis da

Gri
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iz 9* el tr1 - go.
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les - bus - Nmi go. .
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PATITO PATITO

; Pa' 2- ti - Pa - ti - to

GI

co - for ca-t,

fe,

C

Por que an-das tan tris - te qui sie - ra sa-
1

ber,

GI

Per - di mi pa - ti - ta co - for de

fe y por es - o

C

estoy tris- te y tria.te es tar-

Tu pa - ta vi, gEn don- - por

Dios? Ech - ada en un

127
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qui cor rien - de voy, q'ue sa-

ber por que tan

a'

a

I

- gra - to de mi - Eke). - jo.

128
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Spanish Lyrics

Patito patito color de cafe
Porque andas tan triste quisiera saber
Perdi a mi patita color de cafe

,Y por eso estoy triste y'triste estare.

Tu pata yo vi, en donde por Dios
Echada en un nido no lejos de aqui'
,,Corriendo ya voy, que quiero saber
Porque tan ingrata de mi se alejo.

English translation (not lyrics)

Little duck, little brown duck.
Why areyou so sad, I should like to know
Duck answers: "I lost my little mate who is
Also brown and for this reason I am sad."

I saw your little brown duck
Oh where for goodness sake
She was sitting in a nest, not too
I'm going to ra'and see why she

Jrwasso ungrat ul so"as to run away from me.

far from here

A

129



'LAS MANANITAS

Es - tas

Cl

son las man - a

A

ni \ tas
I

I

que can-

a.

ta - /4.51 Rey Da - vid

/

'las mu. = cha ,l -Chas bo

ni - tam 'se las can - ta

r
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Spanish Lyrics

Estas son las-Maiianitas que cantaba el ReyDavid
Y las Muchachas bonitas se las contaba asi

Despierta bien despierta
Mira que ya amanecio
Ya los pajaritos cantan
La luna ya se metio

English tr- slation (not lyrics)

These 44e th little,mo ning li es ich King David sang
And Is° they were sung e pretty little girls

ke up ake up /

ook see thtt it is morning (the sun is up)
The ds are already singing and
The/ oon has'already gone down.

Ift

ti

-C3

406 ,
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Translation:

Monday and Tuesday.

a
Wednesday and Thursday.

Friday andSafUrday.
N

Sunday: the week.
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The Meals

1; 'What happens, what happens, what happens at 8 ol.clock?

^ I eat breakfdst when it is 8 o'clock.

2. What happens-, what happenay-what happens at X2 o'clock?

I eat lunch when it is 12 o'clock.

3. What happens, what happens, what happens at 4 o'clock?

I eat a snack

4. What happens,

I eat dinner

when, ii is4 ecftick.

what happens, what happens at 7 o'clock?

(supper) when it is 7 o'clock.

Besides'teaching the meals, this song uses the two idiomatic ways of

expredsing time: "a las dos" - at 2 o'clock; "son las dos" it is

2 ovAtick.

6

v
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LOS MISES DEL AtO

111-

Pri - me - ro e

C

-410

ne - ro,
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The. Months Of The Year

First January, then February,

0 March, April, May, and June.

July, August, September, .

1

October, November, December

The months of the year.

The months are not capitalized in Spanish, Since classes usually

start in September, February is a good time to teach this song. The

classes have learned September, October, November, Decemberoand January

in the normal course of their lessons and will now easily learn the

°other months.

a

o

136

139
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P,13A I,q PELOTA

A'l

la Pd lo - ta a La de - re - cha,

a la / iz - quier - da,

Arl
0

1) 1CeiR:

1111i

la de re - cha,

la iz quier - da,
a la de' - re - cha.

a la iz - quier

noL

VA

rem iswow

fin de

que la tie - ne al

mi can - tar fue- ra es-

ta de es -, tel jue go,

tie - ne ,que sen - tar

137
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Pass The` all

All:

Pass the ball to the rigft, to the right, to the right.
left, left,

Teacher:

4

The child who has itatIthe end of my song is out of this game,

All:

And has to sit down.

This is an action song. The children stand in a circle passing the

ball as directed.(right or left). The Child who.is holding the ball

when the class sings "--sa" (sentarse) leaves the circle and sits down.

tztThe game continues until one child, the winnok, is left.
/

Explain the "el-nino" in this case refers-to boy or girl. if

141;
4

138

"44 t
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Bb.

EL PRESENTS

F1

b

Yo ha - blo; tu ' ha - blas. Us-:

Yo co - mo; tu co - mes. Us=

L__ttiri YP VI. - VO; to VI.0 ..- 1,,S. Us-

4.1

ted, el e lla ha bla. No-
ted, el e - lla co me. No-
ted, el e - lla vi ye. No- °

1,

FI
SO

C

SO

tros!

tros
tros/

a/ IOC

ha - bla
Co - me
vi - vi

y
y
y

ha - blan, el
co - men, el

vi - - el

pre
pre
pre

139

142
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/The Present,

1. I speak.

4ou speak.

You, he, she speak' (S).

We speak.

They speak, - 'the present 'tense.

2. I, eat

Q

*You ea .

You, h she eat (s) .

3. I live;

*You live.

You, he, she live (s).

We live.

T ey live, go the pr4sent tense::

*Pm familiar form.

9



EN CLASE
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a - -no; Dos los cua- der-,;nos:
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Ires, tresi,,, la- pi- ces; cua - .tro

F

ma'es tro:
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cin co, cin co,

FF

yo

el 4re ;
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A

Seis, los cre-

nes; Sie - sie- te,. -
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ne - te; -cho, el

A J.4J c1.1 r
li - bro; Nue- ye, nue - ye, el pu - pi - tre: Diez, los -
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In The Class

One, one - the pupil

Two, the n tebooks;

Three, thre - `pencils;

Four, - the teache;;

Five, five, - the clock;

Six, - the crayons; ,

, -

Seven, seven, - cabinet;

)

the boOk;

Nine, nine, /the desk;

Ten, - t* papers.

O

11.

',This song is more successful if igug tafterthe children have

learned numbers &Le through ten. They a joy-rhyming classroom objects

with the bens, and at the same time a e reinforcing their vocabulary

in both a eas.

142
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Suggested Bibliography of Children's Books (
^

Marie Hall and Labastida, Ar ora. NINE DAYS TG)CHkISTMAS,
A STORY OF MEXICO. Afking. c1959. m

MEXICO

In this story of an affectionate Mexican family,,a little girl's
holiday festivities (including the osada and pinata) are vividly
portrayed. Realistic picture of mo ern urban Mexican family

Frasuer, James. POSADAS, A CHRIS S STORY.
Northland Press.° 1963

.

i t k
Striking and bright, illustrations enhance this picture ba41;
story of the New Mexican observance of Christmas with,the
luininarios.

'

if..4!
. /,

,
,/

i

Garrett, Helen: ANGELO THE NUGHTY'ONE.
Illus. by Leo oliti.
Viking. c194

long a favorite with syMpithetic young,AmeriC s, this irs
the story of the amusing reform of a. small xican hoy who
did not like to take baths.

Hader, Berta and El4r. THE STORY OF PANCHO AND THE
BULL WITH THE BROOKED TAIL. MacMillan c1942

Politi, Leo. JUANITA.- Scribner. c1948 .. MEXICAN-
AMERICAN

A birthday party and a.charming old Easter custom, the CALIFORNIA
blessing of the nimals'on Olvera' Street, are beautifully OLVERA ST.
portrayed.'

Politi,'Leo. THE MISSION BELL. MEXICANS IN
Scribner. v1953 CALIFORNIA

ICAN-

AMERItAty
NEW MEXICO

MEXICO

MEXICO

"Inspiring" describes this picture-story book about Father
Junispero Serra, foUnder of the California missions, and his

-Indian friends.

Martin, Patricia Miles. TRINA'S BOXCAR MEXICAN-
Abingdon Pregs. c1967 AMERICANS

(Wyoming)

A little Mexican girl living in a boxcar with her railroading
fcmf ily in 'homing faces a dilemma in trying to speak.English.

hoes migrant-immigrant theme. (Spanish glossary included)

143

146

it



O

Parish, Helene Ran.d. 0 LADY OF GUADALUPE
Ittik ng. el 55.

t

A qimple1elling'bf the G adaluP'e leidrawith 4ean.Charlot's
primitive illustiations t compliment the text.

Phillips, Eula Mark. pio. THE BOY WITH THE
.... G OD NAME. Follett. c1957

i

.',

0 Chucho and his small hrofh r have livelyedventurep as they

4ravel to-the town where their relativesive. En route,
hey meet-people who carry on the ancient Indian craft of
xico. ,,'

. .

a.

MEXICO -

\ 4,-

,MEXco

I -

0

144

147
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Barnett, Ifat iet and Betty Barlow,,Hola Vamossa i antar singyand Learn

r '

Spanish) Pgnn: hawnee Press The-,
/ .,

Boatright Hudson, and Maxwell, And VOrns on the Toads, Pallas, Texas,
4._ SoutTIOrnMethodiai University Ptess, J.959.°

4-- .

Fortes, ,Jack 0; Mexican- Americans, A Handbook for Edycator, Berkley:,
Far West Laboratory fa? Education Research and,Development, 1966.

Hudson, Williams M., The Healer
Dallas, Texas, Southern Met odist Unlvdtsity Pr s, 1966.

Maidoff, ,11)les, A Fiesta of Folk Songs,.New Yor G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1967.

f4Los Olmos and Other can Lore

Paz, Elena, Favorite Spanish Folksongs, New ork: Oak Publications,r1967.

Rivera, Feliciano, A Mexican-Ameriean So
Dorado Distributors, 1970. .
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Artifacts of Mexico Kit
Center for the Study of
Indian Education

. P.O. Box 329
Toppenisb, WA 98948,

Tal of Mexico, London: William Clowes and Sens,

'KIT

Migrant and
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Sunset Mexican Cookbook

SVE - Picture Paints

Chadren's Songs of Mexico
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10515 Burlap Blvd.
North Hollywood, CA

V

The'Colorful Folklore of Mexico
FtP - 2015
Hefferrian's
Box '5309

San Antonio, TX .78201
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1

. Add A Word
4 p

1. Purpose: To develoetquence

B.

ORAL LANGUAGE

'1

o
2. Choose a subject such as your rpom at school,-furniture, foOd, A

clothing, toys, etc!. The teacher says a sentence, and each childtakes a turnrepeating the sentence and then addd a word.

3. Example:,

ITelacher)'),"I went to. the store and bought a.dress."

(1st 4hild) "I went -to a the store and bodght a ,diest And a shirt.!'

(2nd Child) "I went to the Store and bought a dress, shirt,, anti
hap."

*(3rd Child) "I wen ''to the store and bought a dress Elitist, hat
Jo - i

,
and so ks." t*

CreatiVe Stories
.

a

/0

1.-A Purpose: 2o ham Children express"their own ideas

2. Show ,the children a picture with several
tell what hekees in one,Or two sentences. As the
ask them to tell

. story about the picture.

. Where Has M Little'Dog tone?
ty

I"1., Purpose: learning names of children in the Class:

7.0

)
a

and impressions.,,

Have each child
children.progres

0

04,

,

2. Verse

Oh where,; oh where his in little-,-(Nfg gone
Oh where, oh where can he-=be?-
With his ears cut short and.hiiTtail'Cut
Oh where, oh where can he be?'

,

Teacher chooses one childto be master. .''The master hides his eyes.The teacher then chooses one or TOre.children
to'hide,,,depending on

ciOldreelf.faMiliaiity.with each other: The song is continued_.
4,

1 0Vers12:

Oh when I lOoked he Was always ar
"Ofewhpre, oh where can he be?
.But now he is'Iost,ind cannot be found
Oh where, oh where can he,be? 8

c

11

15'0. .
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The master looks around and names the children who are missing
from the group at the end df thesecond verse.

D. The Fish Game

;1. Purpose: To develop basic vocabulary.

2.: Pasta pictures of objects on fish cut ouefiom construction paperor tagboard. Put a large paper clip on the end. Make a fishing
pole and hook a magnet on the end of the line. The children take
turns catching a fish and identifying the objects "caught" with
the fish, using complete sentence patterns.

E. Prepositions

ro

1. Provide practice in using prepositions.

2. In, On, Under; and.Between
r
Have small groups of children seated at a table. On the table
have two small boxes, several crayons, and pencils.

a. In: Demonstrate tc.the children by putting tie crayon in the
box. Have the 'children repeat after you, "The crayon is%
the box." Have the children repeat, the pattern two or three
times, Have the children ask one another, "Where is the-
crayon?" The other child answers, "The crayon is in the
box." Next, have each dhild put the crayon in the box.
Pass the box around until each child has put the crayon
in the box.

t. On and Under: Demonstrate to the children by taking the, box
and placing it on or under the tablt. Have the children

. repeat after you, "The box is on the table," or "The box
is under the table." Have the Children repeat the pattern
two or three times. For a variety the children may ask
one another "Where is the box?" The other child responds,\
"The box is on the table," or "The box is under the table."
Next have each child put the box under or on the table.

c. Between: Demonstrate to the children by putting a crayon between.
two boxes. Follow the same procedures as in' the other three
prepositions. t

I3. Acting out position words

Arrange chairs td a circle and pretend they are houses. Have the
children sitting in their houses "sleeping" (heads bowed).

2

15.1.
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The tItchat calls out:

a. Time to ot up, the sun'is out.

b. Stretch; now stand in front of tha house.
S

c. Stand in back of the houSe.

d. Stand by the side of the house.

e. Ciawl under the house.

f. Stand on the house.

4g. Stretch; now reach for the sky.

h. Pretend it is raining.

i. Get off the house.

j. Go ih the house and'dry yourself.

4. After the children have sts knowledge of each position word, this
3-5 minute session.before lunch is Rppropriate. When the children
are waiting to be served, the teacher can instruct them to:

a. Hold your spoon over your head.

b. Hold your spoon under your chin.

c. Hold your spoon between your eyes.

d. Hold your spoon in back of-your'milk.

e: Hold your spo013/in front of your milk. gm.

f. Hold your spoon on ygdr milk.

F. Teaching Sequential Expression

1. Purpose:* ,Develop ability to tell a story in sequence.

2. Use flannel board cut-out to tell a story.

3 Have a discussion to extend the interpretation of, a story.

HaVe the children retell the story using the flannel board cut-
outs or have them dramatize the story by role acting.

ti

152,



G. Teaching Names

1. Purpose: To provide practice in-learning names of students.

2. Form a train by having, first child call out his name five times,
then everyone shouts "toot-toot." The second child does the same
and so forth until all the children have given their names.

H.' Charts

a

Purpose: To develop discrimination in pictures that are jncomplete.

a. What is missing?
0111.

Have chart with two pictures; one, with some part missing (milk
carton with and without straw). "What is missing?" The child-
ren should be able to respond, "Thp straw is missing." This
may be done with a variety of picthres that get increasingly
more sophisticated and will require more skill in 'discrimination.

b. What is different?

Have charts with four cubes and one triangle. Ask the children
"What is different?" The children should be able to respond in
complete statements and say something to the effect that "The
triangle is different."

c. Follow a similar procedure for items that are the same. Various
shapes, numbers, alphabet letters,vpictures, or words may be
used in this activity..

I. Police Game

1 Purpose: To develop discrimination and listening skills and give,
practice in description.

2. One child is to play the role of the policeman. His sent from the
room. While he is gone, the class decides who'is to be "lost" and
who plays `the role of the mother. The mother stands up and the
policeman is called in. The following dialogue ensues:

Mother: "Policeman, policeman, find my child."

Polieeman: "Is it a boy or a girl?"

Mother: "It is a boy: It is not a girl."

Policeman: "What color is his shirt ? "{ "What color Ys his hair?"

4



The mother tries to describe the child Without looking at him. The
policeman tries to identify the child by simple descri tion. Some
healthy attitudes about police could also be developed here-.

J. Name Tree

/1. Purpose: To learn to recognize and read names.

2. Cut out a large tree and secure it to a bulletin board. Each day
the child pins his name tag on the tree (the tag can be varied in
some fashion each month). The tags are counted and the attendance
can be'recorded on the board.

K. Simon Says

`1. Purpose: To develop listening skAls.

2. Begin as Simon and give commands: "Simon says, thumbs up, thumbs
down." The children follow the directions that Simon gives. If
you give a command without:saying "Simon "says- - -," the children
are not to follow the command. When they haVe mastered the game,
they may take turns replacing you as Simon.

L. The Vocabulary Rice

1. Purpose: To provide practice in usage of complete sentences. -

2. This activity has many variatJons. It can involve either an airplane,
train, car, horse, or foot race. A large piece of tagboard is placpd
flat on a table. *The pupils sit around the table. The tagboard has
as many lanes drawn on it as there are players. Each laile is marked
into equal sections or moves. At one end of the board is an appro-
priate goal such as a hangar or a train station. Each pupil moves
a figure like an airplane, car, or villateveY. The leader has a box
of small mounted pictures. In turn, each pupil identifies the pic-
tured item in a langtage,Tattern, and if correct, moves his figure
ahead one space. If the child is unable to identify the picture,
he doesn't move his figure. The vocabulary being-identified can
be any vocabulary with which the children are familiar. The pupil
who reaches the goal first is the winner.

3. If your pupils are capable, add another rule to the game. For example,
, The pupil can move an additional apace if he can use the pictured item

in another language pattern after he identifies it. In vocabulary
games, thehnext pupil always identifies the picture when a pupil fails
As soon as possible, the failing pupil should hear the name of the
item he did not know.

1541
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M. Picture Dominoes

N
,. Purpose: To give practice' in identifying objects.

2. Prepare cards, 'each having two different pictures on it, one
end. Cards are made so that one of the pictures is also on ano ero
card. Pictures should be simple with a minimum of detail. The
group sits around the table, each pupil having several cards. The
leader places one of his cards on the table and says, "Who'haa a

?", naming one of the pictures. Another pupil replies,
"I have a ." He places his picture touching the end of
the matching card on the table. He then asks the question, naming
the other 1picture on his card. The first pupil' who places all of
his cards on the table or has the fewest remaining cards wins the
game.

N. The Mailbox Game

1. Purpose: To provide practice in naming pictures.

2. Prepare a replica of a mailbox from tagboard or other cardboard and
provide it with a large slit. Attach a paper bag behind the slit.
The leader says, "I am the mailman." He gives each pupil several
pictures which have been glued onto envelopes. The leader says,11

, what are you mailing?" The named pupil replies,
"I am mailing a ," and names one of his Oictures. If he
is correct, he drops the picture into the mailbox. tThe mailman con-
tinues to ask pupils the question.. He may choose another child to
be mailman when all the envelopes are "mailed."

0. The Clothes Game r '

1. Purpose: To develop words describing clothes suitable for different
kinds of weather and different occasions.

2.
t o large paper dolls are on the table, a boy and a girl. Each
p pil has a pile of paper clothing and related articles. The pupil-
leader holds up a picture representing the weather, a place to go,
or something to do. Articles of clothing which could be worn by
the boy or the girl on that occasion are selected by each pupil:
from his pile. The pupil says an appropriate language pattern such
as, "It is raining. ,I have the girl's raincoat." He then places
the item on or near the appropriate doll. The pupils check each
other's pile of clothing to make sure that the dolls have all the 1,411.proper clothing.

3. This, idea may be used with color practice, too. The children have
colored dresses, sweaters:socks, shirts, pants,., or coats. The
leader holds up a color square,ThAll the pupils who have clothing
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of that color identify the item by saying, "I have a (coleor)(noUn),"
and then places the item on the appropriate doll. Have enough items
in each color to dresseach doll completely.

Picking the Suitcase

1. rpose: To provide reinforcement for vocabulary development.

Of2. Necea ry materials: Two suitcases or reasonable substitutes, a
toy ste ing wheel, a toy automobile horn, articles of clothing,
toys, or o her objects which might be packed in a suitcase,Aand
pictures-of eople going on a trip.

3. Separptesthehoy and the girls into two groups. Have a suitcase
for each soup: S: , "We are going on a trip," and have the child-
ren repeht.31 severa times. Show the pupils pictures of people
taking a tr. Give ea child an object or an article of clothing.
Have each one identify hi object by asking, "What do you. ave?" He
replies, "I have as " In turn, each child places his object
in the suitcase saying, "I am tting the in the suitcase."
(Use either bag or suitcase, or another word, depending upon /Ocal

'usage.) When all the children have placed their objects into the
Suitcases, direct one child to be the leader. Line the children up
into two rows. The leader becomes the driver on an imaginary trip
around the ,room. The driver holds the steering wheel,'and his partner
may hold a'horn. The next two pairs of pupils behind the leader carry
the suitcases as the class walks a winding path around the room, pre-
tending to go on a,trip. When they return to the starting place, each
child helps to unpack the suitcases by taking an'artidle froth them
and saying, "I am taking the from the suitcase./'

Q. Musical Chairs

1. Purpose: To use and practice color words.

2. In this game, pieces of paper in a variety of colors are tapes on the
front of each chair back. All the children except one are seated.
The extra child calls a color. The children sitting on the chairs
with that color stand and start skipping around the chairs in time
with the music. The extra child then calls another color and con-
tinues until all the children are out of their chairs. (The-extra
child must note which colors remain to be called and may need prompt-,ing.) One chair is removed and when the music ptops, children rush
to-find,seats. The child who did not find a. seat then becomes the
neW caller. The last child Who has a seat is the winner. The child-2
ren who failed to find seats become spectators after they have called
the colors.

1
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3. This game could be used with different categories of picture cards

in place of the colors. For example,!tape pictures of animals,
food, or clothing to the chairs.

R. Sorting Buttons

1. Purpose: To give practice in color words.

2. Have a large box of colored buttons. Give each pupil a pile of the
buttons. Place a row of small boxes to which a colored square has
been glued down the center of the table.' The children sit around
the table and- sort their buttons into the, right box. When they have,
finished, inspect each box. If the wrong color-button is in the box,\
the pupils identify the color and indicate in Which box it belongs.

t

The children can do the sorting independently.

S. Matching Circles

1. Purpose: To give practice in color words.

2. Large circles colored in each of the nine colors are tacked or taped4
to the chalkboard or chalk rail. Each large circle has a small box
attached beneath it, perhaps to,the,chalk rail. The pupil:fere
divided into two teams. A large box contains an assortment of
smaller colored circles. The loader holds the box, and the pupils
forming the two teams take turns in selecting a small circle. Each
pupil says a language pattern and matches the small circle to the
large circle, putting the small token into the correct box. If the
pupil says the correct language pattern and puts the circle in the
right boxt the team gets a point. A pupil keeps the score on the
chalkboard by making a mark for each point.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
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FOLK DANCING:

Folk dances not only help, to promote rhythm, coordination and agility, they

also can develop poise and pleasing social attitudes.

Folk dances should be an integral parrof the elementary schkol program. In

the primary grades, 30-40 percent of the physical education program should,

be devoted to rhythms and creative movements.

Hints for Teaching Rhythmic Activities

1. Know the activity.

2. Position the children in the forMation called for in/the dance; e.g.,double circle, boy on the inside.

3. Allow the children to hear the music prior to learning the d nce
patterns.

4. Demonstrate the steps involved for the first part of the routine.

.1

5. Teach the first part of the dance without the mpsic; then, with themusic.

6. Demonstrate the steps involved for the second part.

tl

7. Teach the secondpart of the dance without the music; then, with themusic.

8. Combine both parts with the music.

9. Stress participation over perfection.

10. Have opportunities so that all children will have different partners
for any particular dance.,

11. - Provide individual assistance as time permits.

12. Avoid spend too much,time on one dance.

\13. Attempt to create a permissive atmosphere whereby children feel free to
express their own ideas and movements.

160
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A. Shoemaker s Dance

Double circle; partners facing each other; boys
on the inside with their backs toward the center.

"Wind, wind, wind the thread
And wind, wind, wind the thread
And pull, and pull, and
Tap, tap, tap."

1.

2.

3.

Forma

4 Lyric:

Direct

ion:

ons:

Meas res 1-2: Hold arms about chest high, clench fists, and roll
fists over one another three times oneway and
reverse three more times.

Mess e 3: With fists still clenched, jerk both/elbows back-
ward twice.

Mee ure. 4: Clap hands three times.

Mea ures,5-8: 'Repeat Measures 1-4.

Me sures.9-16: Join hands with partner and skip around the circle.

B. Looby fLoo

1. ormation: A single circle of boys and gir s hold hands and
during each chorus .they walk cl ckwise.

2. Lyric:, "Here we go looby loo,
Here we go looby light,
Here we go looby loo,
All on a Saturday night."

3. Directions: On the verses the children merely follow the
directions of the teacher or leader as indicated
by the verse:

ti

"I put my right heed in,
I take my Tight and out,
I give my hand a/shake, shake, shake,
And turn myself/about."

0In order, the other parts
/
of the body mentioned

are: left hand, right foot, left foot, head,
and whole self.

a 2
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C, Danish. Dance of Greeting

Y. Formation: Single circle; all facing center; boy on left of

I
2. Directions:

Measure 1.:

Measure 2:

Measure 3:

Measure 4:

- .

Measures 5-8:

Measures 9-16f

b. Chimes f Dunkirk

1. tion:

2. irections:

Measures 1-2:

Measures 3-4:

Measures 5-8:

girl,.

Clap hands twice, turn and face partner and bow.'.

Clap hands tw e, turn and face neighbor and bow.

Stamp left,,stamp right.

Hand's on hips, turn away from partners.with four
running steps..

Repeat measures

All join hands and takd 16 running steps to the left,
turn And rum...16 steps back to place.

Double circle; partners facing each other, boys on
the inside.

Hands on hips, stamp three times.

Clap three times.

Join both hands with partner and skip around each
other in place.

Measures 9-16: (Chorus) partners join inside hands and skip
the circle.

E. Ten Little Indians

1. Formation:, Sin

2. Lyric:

gle circle, facing center'

around

(1st Verse)
-

"One little, two little, three little Indians,,
Four little, five little, six little Indians,
Seven little, eight little, nine little Indians,
Tenlittle Indian boys."

.3 V
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a.

3. Directions;

F. How

1. Single Circle, facing center. One-child is in the center:

2. pric:

a

Do You Db My Partner?

O

(Chorus)

"Tra, la-la, la, ,a-la; la, etc:"

(2nd V'

' "Ten li
(contin

rse)
tle, nine ttle, eight little Indians,
e in revers

lie

order)

As the fi st verse is sung, a single player goes
around th outside 'of, the circle selecting' ten
other players", eadh,of,,whom goes to the inside
of the circle and joins.hands with the others
selected; thus forming a small inner circle
On the chorus, the inside circle takes small
sliding steps, to the right,'while the-outer
circle slides to the left. As the second verse
is sung, the "Indians" return to their places in
reverse order, and upon the start of the chorus,
all join hands in the circle and slide to the
left.

3. Directions:

Measures 1 -4:,

Measures 5-8:

Measures 9-14:

"How do you'do my partner?
How do you do today? :.

Will xou dance in,the circle?
I'will show you the way."

While the children are singirt the words, they
Clap their hands as the child in the center walks
around in the center of the group. When they sing,

will show you the way," he stops in front of one
child bows. When the group sings the chorus,
thise,two skip around the center. ,Repeat; having
the center dancer choose a new partner each time.
(The seledted partner' becomes the "center dancer"
and'the old one goes back into the circle.) Boys
choose girls and vice-versa.

Girls curtsey, boys bow.

Partners join hands in promenade position, facing
counterclockwise, and skip around the dircle as
the chorus is suhg.

Partners continue to skip, around circle in line of
direction.
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Measures 15-16: Boys move forward to their next partner and "4
repeat the dance with the new piritner.

Bluebird

1. Formation:

2. 'Lyric:

3. Directions:

Single circle
0

fading center`, hands'joined.and
raised to form "windows.", One child, "Bluebird,".
is outside the circle.

(Part 1)

"Bluebird, bluebird, through my *indow,
Bluebird, bluebird, through my window,.

bluebird, through my windoy,-,'
Oh Jfhnny Z am tired."

'(Part 1)

As others sing and clap,
out the'windows.

4. Lyric: ' (Part 2)

Bluebird weaves in and

"Take a little partner, tap hint on the 'ihoulder,
Take a little partner, tap him on the shoulder,
Take a little partner, tap him on the:shoulder,
Oh-Johnny, I am tired."

P
5. Directions: (Part 2)

&others sing and clap, Bluebird,stands behind.
someone' and taps hiMtlightJI on iheohouldUrs to
the rhythm.', Repeat with newIliuebifd leading th
old one and each getting a partner until all
players become Bluebirds.

H. La Raspa

....

'40

1. Formation:

2. Directions:

Measures 1-8:

Double circle; pattners facing each other with boys,on the inside.

Partners to both hands. Hop li htly op-the right 'foot,and ext d and touch left hee to the flo4r.
Change to hope ng on the left foot and touching .,

-right .heel to floor. Back to right foot.,
Measures 9-12: 'Partners hook r ght elbows and skip around each

other clockwise.

Measures 1-16: Partners switch to left elbows,and skip around
each other counterclockwise Boys advance to the
next girl on tir right"for their next_parimer.'I

5
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I. Jolly is the Hiller

1. Formation:

2. Lyric:

3. Directions:

Double circle; partners facing counterclockwise,
boys on the inside.

"Oh, jolly is the miller, who lives by the mill
The wheel goes 'round with a right good will,
One hand in the hopper and the other' in the sack,
The girl goep forward and the boy goes back."

Measures 1-2: Walk forward, startingAn the right foot.

Measures 3-4: Continue waking and circle the right arm forward
end around twice to make the wheel.

Measures 5-6: Continue walking, reach forwar d with the right han d
"into the hopper;" then reach backward with the

.'right hand "into the sack."

Measures 7-8: The girl walks four steps forward and the boys walk
four saps backward, giving each:a new partner.

fi

6
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The skill of rope jumping is

preschool years. Boys often

.

when reminded that athletes, particularly boxers, wrestlers, basketball

ROPE JUMPING

o
usually started during the latter part of the

think of rope jumping as girls' activity, but

anNootball players, use rope jumping as a means of developing coordina-

tion and eqpilurance, they usually are more eager to learn the skills.

Hints for Teaching Rope Jumping

1. Have several' long ropes (4' - 20') and as many single ropes as there,
are pupils in the class. The single ropes should,be long enough to
go from armpit to armpit as the child stands on the center of it.

. The pupils who are required to turn the long rope should have the same
number of opportunities to jump as other members of the group.

3.- Instill cooperation, fair.play, and self-reliance.

4. With individual ropes, teach the position of the hands =palms up, and
dlbows close to the body.

5. Pupils should be taught to land on the balls of their feet.

Rope jumping to music is enjoyable andis,motivating to the pupils.

Progression in Moyements

1. Run through the front door.*

2.. Jump once or more and run out.

3. Couple through the front do

4. Couple run in, jump once 'or more ando3ut.

4

*Front door: As the rope is being turned by twolbtudents, one child will
run under the rope as it makes an arch.

7
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5. Simple jumping
It

B. Stunts While Jum in

1. Execute various kinds of turns.

2. Jump on one foot.

3. Touch hands to floor on every other jump.

4. Cartwheel over the rope.

%
5. Stunts with a hall:

a. Bounce and catch.
. b. Toss and catch.

c. Peas ball in and out to partner.
d. Two jumpers playing catch.
e. Two jumpers playing catch using two balls.
f. Jump with small rope inside of long rope.

C. Rope Jumping Rhymes

These rhymes'may be repeated as children perform th various ropejumping activities. Rhymes not only are appealing t. young children,
°

410
but they create an opportunity for oral expression. The teacher
should encourage the children to use their own versio s.

-1)

1. "Lady-Lady"

Lady, lady at the gatp,
Eating cherries from a plate,
How many cherries did she eat?
1, 2, 3; 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, etc.

2. "The Clock"

the clock stands still,
11While the hands go around,
One o'clock, two o'clock, etc.

. "Gracie"
%

Gracie, Gracie, dressed in lace,
Went upstairs to powder her face.
How many boxes did she use?
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, etc.
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4. "Johnny"

Johnny over the ocean,
And Johnny over the sea.
Johnny broke a milk bottle,
And blamed it on to me.
I told Ma and Ma told Pa,
Johnny got a spanking, ha, ha, la.
How many spankings did he get?
1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 6, 7, etc.

5. I asked my mother for fifteen Cents,
To see the elephant jump the fence.
He jumped so high he reached the sky,
And never came hack till theFourth of July.

6. "Ice Cream"

Ice cream, soda water, Delaware Punch,
Tell me the initial of your sweet hpneybunch.
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, etc.

7. "Andy-Mandy"

Andy, Mandy,
Sugar and candy,
Now's the'time to-miss,
To miss, to miss, to miss, etc.

8. "The Monkey"

I had a little monkey,
His name was Tiny Tim,
I put him in the bathtub,
To teach him how to swim.
He drank up'-all the water,
He ate up all the soap,
The next day he died, with a
BOble in his throat.

The music for the rhythms may be obtained
through the Oregon Migrant Education Service
Center, 1745 - 13th Street, SE, Salem, Oregon 97302

9
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ART

A. Collage

Have children, collect any number of odds and ends in a box throughout
the year (bottle caps, strings, rocks, rubber bands, pops cle sticks,
gum wrappers, can openers, gravel, tissue paper, etc.). /Allow the

IN
children to pick what items interest theM and glue them onto construc-
tion paper or thin plywood. Spray ovet with-a transpatent acrylic..

B. Pine Cone Owl

1. Materials: yellow, black, and orange construction paper, scissors,
cones

2. Cut out two big yellow circles for eyes, from construction paper.
Cut out two smaller black circles for the pupil of each-eye. Cut
one long orange triangle for the beak.: Cut out two black four-
toed feet. Clue these pieces onto a pine cone.

C. PaperZollage

1. Materials: one piece 14 x 22 construction paper, scissors, glue
and small pieces of colored paper

2. After a discussion about trees, looking at pictures, and taking
the children on a short tour to view some trees, have them draw
a trunk and branches. Then tear little colored leaves from appro-
priate colored paper and glue onto the branches. This could be
done in the fall or spring.

D. Mobiles

tA mobile for the room can be de using various shapes of.Fonstruction
paper, such as circles, squares, triangles, and recta9gles. Other items
such as small box tops and sides may also be used.

E. Family Portraits

When the child first begins school; have him draw a picture of himself,
then draw s,picture of his family, labelingeach bf the family members.
Have him draw these pictures again in the middle of the year and at the
end of 'the year. Save all of these drawings to compare at the end of
the year.

F. Round Rock Painting

1. Materials: rocks-- preferably smooth, but of ^a11 sizes--acrylit
paints or tempera paints, small brushes

1
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Try to select rocks which lend themselves to some interpretation.
Allow the children to select a rock(s) and encourage their use Of .0

imagination by,4etting him decide what the rocks look dike (animals,
faces, objects)--he may need a little help.

G. Catalog Pictures

This activity magi be used to help teach children different parts of the
body. Cut out pictures of outfits for men, women, and children and
glue them on white construction paper. Halm the children complete the
picture by drawing the head (hair, eyes, nose, mouth,' ears,'neck), the
arms, and the legs.

H. Paper Mache Piggy Bank

1. Materials: Balloon, construction paper strips, newspaper, paste
tempera paints, pipe cleaners, bruihes

4
2. Blow up a balloon to"the desired size. Roll up strips of paper and

tape to the balloon for legs.and snout. Cover with paper mache to
the desired sizO. Paint the pigs in bright colors and decorate with
desjsns of the children's choosing. Add ears cut from construction
paper. Give the bank a coat of shellac and then add a curlir'tail
made from a pipe Cleaner. Cut a slit in the top.

I. Telephone

'Fold the base of the telephone and right sides together on the_center --
dotted line. Fold again, right side out on the top and bottom dotted
lines. Tape together at the neck. Attach a string from the base. of
the receivdt. The receiver should rest between the two sides of the
base top.

SEASNAL ART ACTIVITIES

A. Fall

1. Spatter-Printing

a. Materials: leaves, white construction'paper, small screens,
toothbrushes,-tempera paints
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b. Have the children arrange a few leaves on the construction
Paper: Hold a piece of screen and have the child dip an old
toothbrush in watered-down tempera or ink and sweep over the
screen (if the pieces of screen are tacked to a simple wooden
frame, they are easier, for children to handle). Remove the
leaves carefully, so prints won't smear.

2. Forever Fall

Materials: leaves, liquid floor wax

b. Fall leaves can be used in many arts and crafts projects. Dip
them inliquid floor wax:and dry them on newspaper and they will
ladt forever--or at least long enough to be used in mobiles and
fdr brightening bulletinboardal wall space, or windows.

3. Halloween Goblin

a-. Materials: greeil, black, and orange construction 'paper,
scissors, glue

b. Trace the children's own hands and feet on green construction
paper and have the children cut these out. Fold one inch
strips of blaa construction paper accordion style to make the
aims and legs. Attach the cut-out hands,amNfeet to the arms'
and legs. Cut out an orange circle for the body and attach

.Y,k. the arms and legs to the body. Let the children draw faces
on the body and hang the goblin from the ceiling.

4. Thanksgiving Turkey.

a. Materials: maple leaves, construction paper, glue
1;-

b. Collect maple leaves that have fallen from the trees. Glue
a large maple leaf on a piece of construction paper. The leaf
forms the feathers on the turkey. Cut outs a body and glue it
to the middle of the leaf. Add a face and legs. /

5. Autumn Pressed Leaves

a. Materials: leaves, waxpaper, iron
P

b. Visit the park, playground, etc., and collect an assortment of
red, yellow, green, and brown leaves. Press,the leaves between
newspapers to dry flat. 'Iron the leaves between two waxpaper
sheets: Have the children glue construction paper strips on

3
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the edges of the waxpaper as frames. For an interesting effect,
t pe the leaves onto a window.

6. Straw Skeleton
,----

a. Materials: three multicolored paper strawa glue, scissors,
colored construction paper, penpil, crayons

I

,b. Cut straw to varying lengths for the skeleton parts. On a
piece of onstruction papef, draw a head and face. Glue the
tut straws on to the paper in the shape of a skeleton. Put the
arms and legs in different poses (running, dancing, etc.).
At the same time the class may be discussing different parts
of the body and their relationship to one another.

B. Winter

1. Poinsetta Pinwheels

a. Materials: ired and yellow 'construction paper, scissors,.paper
fasteners

b. Make large red pinwheels for 4Christmas Poinsetta by cutting the
four corners of a square approximately 3/4.of the w to the
center. Then alternate every *her corner to the center and
fasten with a paper fastener. Cut a small yellow circle and
glue it on the center, or, if the paper fastener is a large
one, the yellow circle may Aot be necessary.

2. Christmas Stocking

a. ,Materials: red and green construction paper, yarn, scissors

-b. Have children cut out two stocking shapes--one from red con=
kruction paper, and one from green. Lay the two stockings
together and punch holed all around the edges with a paper
punch. The children can then lace the two stockings together,
using yarn. Decorate with small pictureb cut from old Christmas
cards and.lut a strip of cotton along the top edge../

3. ,Snowflakee/
7

s, Materials: white construction paper, scissors

b. Provide the children with a square sheet of paper. Have them,',
name and identify the shape and then count the corners. Fold

17



into a triangle. Discuss the triangle in the came manner, this
time referring to the size (big and small). Fold again into a
mailer triangle. Have the children cut many little holes in

)

he little triangle, including along the edges. Unfold the
aper and hang from light fixtures or tape onto the walls or
he windows.

4. Silhouette

a., Materials: colored construction paper, bust patterns for
Washington and Lincoln, tempera or ink, toothbrushes, and
screen

b. Place the bust pattern on construction paper. Have the children
spatter paint around it. Make certain there is enough paint all
over, so that the pattern is definite once it is removed from
colored paper:

C. Spring

1. Ducks

a. Materials: white, yellow, and black construction paper, glue,
scissors.

b. Make a white cylinder from a rectangle. Make another cylinder
1-1/2 inches wider and glue these two on top of each other. The
smaller one on top is for the head and the lirger one the body.

Make a bill by rounding one side o f a yellow rectangle and
gluing it where the two cylinders are joined. Cut two black
circles for the eyes. The feet are made by cutting two half
circles on one side of a rectangle.

2. Easter Basket

a: Materials: milk carton, construction paper, tagboard strips,
scissors

b. Cut the top part from an 8-ounce mil carton and cover the
outside with construction paper. Sta le a handle made from
cardboard orAagboard to the carton. Have the childr n cut
out the unny front and backs and gl e to the basket. A ball
of co on can be pasted on the tail of the.bunny. Put some
Easter grass in the basket for the finished product. ,

5
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3. Easter Egg Card

a. Materials: four patterns, glue, scissors, Cloth,or wallpaper,
tissue paper, pencil, paper fastener, construction paper or
tagboard

e
b. Have the children glue cloth or wallpaper onto the tagboard.

Place patterns #2 and #3 on the tagboard after it is completely

, dry. Next, trace tho patterns and cut out, making certain they
cut through both cloth and tagboard. Trace pattern #1 on tag-
board and cut it out. Trace pattern #4 on tissue paper or light
constructpn paper and cut it out. Glue the #4 bird onto #1egg

tagboard. Place egg shells #2 and #3 over #1 and fasten at the
outer edge with a paper fas ener. Shells should move freely so

the bird can be seen. Eat; er greeting can be written on the

inside.

*.p
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READING READINESS

A. Visual Development

1. Left and Right

a. Story pictures.may be taken from comics or picture books without
words, anetut up in order to ellOw the child to msnipulate the
pictures. Laminating the picturewwill increase their durability.
Place the pictures out of sequence before the child. ExpLiin
that the pictures are out of order. Discuss the pictures. Then
allow-the child to place them so they tell a story. -Emphabize
the positioning of the pictures should be fro6 left to right.

,
b. For children Who have difficulty remembering which hand is left

and right, wrap a piece of colored yarn around the right-wrist
and emphasize that one is being the right hand. After the child
remembers without prompting, the same technique can be utilized
for the left. Other things such.as a star,a colored dot made
with a felt-tipped pen may be used.

;

c.- Many games such as the Hokey-Pokey singing game may be used to
teach children to move in a left to right manner.

2. Likeness and pifference in Symbols and Pictures

a. kvariety of activities may be done in the room to develop the
concepts of likenesses and differences. Begin initially with
pictures dittoed from materials like those from:the Continental -7-
Press, Agazine pictures, or concrete objects found,in the Peabody,
Kits... Discuss with the children objects that are the same,before
introducing objects that are different. When both concepts are-

%learned, interchange the objects for same and different discriml-
,,natiOn. One the children understand likenesses and differences
in pictures, introduce the concepts using symbols. Again, many
of these activities can be'developeH.through puzzles, flash cards,
and materials from the Cottinental,Press.

. Classification and'Matching

a. Have on hand a variety of objects such as buttons, toy animals,
colored Chipi, colored,beans, etc. Begin with dimple matching
or sorting tasks such as putting the chips in receptacles by
color. With a variety of different objects, put all animals in
one pile, buttonS in another, fruit in another,'etd. As the
'children improve,,more dikftcult tasks should be assigned.
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b. Have a chart with numbers from 1 to 10. Give each number a
differentoymbol. Provide the children with paper that has
symbols on it, but out of order. Direct them to match up the
correct symbol to each number.

\

4. Recbgniqdn of Names

a. At the beginning of school have the child's name taped on his
desk. During the day-, point out the fact that the symbols on
his card represent his name.

b. On tagboard print the names of each child. Show one car at h
time and ask if anyone can read the name. T6 make it re diffi-
cult, instruct the children not to tell if it is their own name.

4:

c. Make a chart listing various helper-activitiea the children can
do, such as pass out the napkins, cookies at,snack time, be they
leader for a particular activity, etc. °At first, you may have
to discuss as a group the namee,next,to each duty. EVentUally
the children will be able,to recognize their own'name.

(I.' Label the chairs, desks, dogs, clock, etc., in letters large °

enough to be seen anywhere in the doom. Each day point out one
more item that is Labelle, and continue each day to review and
introduce a new one.

Colors'

I

a. With a small grous of ehildren discuss and review the colors.
Show the colored ollipops to.the children. Say, "Ilm selling
lollipops, who uld like to buy one?" If qne, of the children
is le to identify, the-color, he gets the lollipop. Fbr a
var ty, pas= dut colored paper or chips to be used as money.
ve the children identify the color of the lollipop, but also

insist they !.'buy" it with the chips or paper that matches the
color of the lollipop.

b. lsplay a train on the wall-with.eaeh car aidifferent color.
Assign each child a color, use the train on the wall for correct
sequence,of tfie dolored'cara. Build a "child" train by firet
assigning someone tdbethe'engine. The other children 'playing
ascar,s1.411 line up as the correct color is called ou41 according
Jlo-the sequeniefok colors on thea wall. The "train" then marches
around!the:room.

. . .
0

.
,

c: At times during.the
,./

day when thehildren line up to go out 'of the
ra

room, give directioni for children wearing, a certain color (a red

op
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. -shirt or red dress) to "get in line. ", Continue through the colors
until all the children are in line. ,

Mn

d. Beanbags are made with different coloied material.

of
bags

must be tossed into a box or onto a piece of paper of the cor-
responding color.

e. There are numerous coloring books on the market which can provide
practice-in coloring by numbers. This activity can also provide
practice in color identification and matching such as those sug-.

)gested in Classification (above).

6. Auditory Skills

a. The teacher has on hand a box containing a number of articles

beater, etc. The ildren are instructed to "hide their eyes"

that have a distil sound, such as a bell, Whistle, clock, egg

as the teacher takes each object and makes its noise. They are
then asked,to identify the object just from the sound it has made.
For a variety, have the children take turns selecting an object
from the box.

b. Theie-are many opportunities around school for'children to take
walks,and listen to sounds such as the'rustliag'-of leaves,.the
ounds motord and engines, the sound of wjnd and rain, animal
solinds,'qetd..'',If the group is small enough, each time a distinct
sound isheard it should be associated immediately to the object -

making the sound. Wherethe children have returned to the class-
room, the sounds heard should,be reviewed.

Have' prepared, cards with word endings such as ook, ate an, etc.,
aWiell as another, set of'Cards for initial consonat Begin
withAoifte.ending.at a time and have' the children place next to the
ending all the fetters they can think of that will make a word.
(such as c p10,the ook endincto siike cook). Many variations of
this game, may be:used. A word of caution. 'Do not present too
many endingi at one time; the children should become proficient
in each one separately.

.

d. As a preliminary activity (if the children are not familiar with
rhyming words), present, a word such as bow and let them make all
sounds'they can that will "rhyme with bow," such as blow,, grow,
glow, etc. At this point it is not necessary to be concerned
about the legitimacy of the words. The purpose is simply to get.
the.children to master rhyming sounds. The next step would be to
begin to present.nurbery rhymes to the children. If necessary,
show thei how the ending of each phrase rhymes. If the children

3
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are familiar with nursery rhymes,,they will generally be able to
pick up the rhyming words quite easily.

Language Skills

a. Language is an important aspect of reading in that children should
be able to verbalize in complete sentences an event that happened
ova story they heard. Many opportunities should be provided for
them to-listen to a'fairy tale or story; then in turn retell the
story in their,own words (or perhaps,to dramatize it).. This alsO
provides a chance for them to develop the ability to put a story
in proper sequence.

b. Read a story or a fairy tale just'to the end. Allow the children
to talk about how they would d the story if they were writing
ft. This may then be followed y an activity such as drawing
pictures of their own endings. ,

8. Articulation

a. Activities in developing articulation should be geared primarily
to the sounds a child is generally able to make at age five.
With a child.whose English is a second language, greater emphasis
should be placed on oral expressionthat is, the abilify to speak
with complete sentences, There are gales that will reinforce
certain sounds a child has not mastered yet and at the same time
decrease the child's own feelings of inadequacy: An example is
the train. Have the children line up with the leader as the
engine and the child at the end as'the caboose. ,The children
are instructed to follow the engine while at the *tame time making
the sound of the train (shoo -choo, or chug-chug). Many other
similar game may be foyUd In the. book entitled' Talking Time, by
Louise Binder Scott and"JI J. Thompson.
o

9.- Mental Development
/*

a.

.

Providing children with many opportunities to "think for themselves"
is an essential part of growing. The teacher may set up.a situa-
tion where the children decide for themselves how to solve the
problem. The teacher should be alert to everyday situations that
arise where this kind of experience could be emphasized.

Games.that require following direitions as ell as adding addi-
tionailleems help to develop memory retent

I

1) Stmbn Says--A game where fo1lowing explicit directions is
necessary. The Same may begin with one task and eventually
get increasingly more difficult by adding to what "§imon
says" to do.

4
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,Store--The children are told they are_"going to the store" to
buy footh Each will get a turnto say, "I wen to the store
to'buy some ." As the game progresses, each child
must list what the children before him bought, plus adding
one of his own.

3)' The Zoo--This is a variety of the one aboti, except the
children go.to the zoo and each announces, "I went to the
zoo and saw a .,1

c. Because pictures from tSunday paper are largeithan the daily
paper and colored as well, they make good sources for sequence
stories.- -Cut each frame out and for durability laminate each
or glue them onto a piece of tagboard. Have the children place
the frames in the correct order. Instruct them to tell the story
as they have arranged the pictures.

5
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Visual Development.

Left and Right

Resource Materials:

Developing Learning Readiness McGraw Hill
Sullivan Big Book - Book I Behavior Research Lab.
Beginning to.Read, Write, Etc. Lippincott

410w

Likeness and Difference in Symbols and Pictures

Resource Materials:

Ginn Basic Reader Readiness Workbooks
Betts Basic Reader Readiness Workbooks

aContinental Press Likeness and Difference ditto masters, I-III
Perception Plaques
Pui les
Fl

Classification and Matching

Resource Materials:

Lotto Games.
Classification Game
-Design Blocks and Patterns

Colors -

Resource Materials:

Peabody Kit
Sullivan Big Book .I

Auditory Skills

Resource, Materials:

Letters and Sounds (Open Court) .1 4.1k

Helping'-Young Children Develop Language Skills, by Karnes
Tpe Child Opeeksb, by Byrne Harp r. Row'

'First Talking Alphabet Bo r 14cords
. .

coloredCubes
ParquetrNlock

dr



Language Skills

Resource Materials:

Articulation
1

Mental Development

Resource Materials:

Colored Cubes'- Ideal.
Design Blocks and Patterns
Jumbo Peg Boards - Ideal
Helping Young Children toiDevielop Language Skills (Open Court)

4
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ARITHMETIC ACTIVITIES
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MATHEMATICS
p

A. Calendar
4

p

Employ a blank calendar with only the days listed at the top of the
column. Using numbered pictures (perhaps related in some way to the
month that might have a significant theme of holiday) the children.can
stick the correct date under the right day of the month.

B. Geometric Shapes

1. Peabody Kit and geometric shapes--note the lessons in the Teacher's
Guide to teach specific skills.

2. Large shapes c'ut from masonite with a handlq or pull can 'be used
by the child to hold or trace around it.

3. Shapes may be cut from carpet runners or carpet scraps that are
large enough for the children to stand on. The children can stand
on the shapes and certain shapes can be given a specific task to
perform (all squares change places; all triangles open the windows,

4,. Using shapes of various sizes cut from construction paper, have the
children (select different shapes to make a picture mosaic.

5. Cn;out shapes from the lid o a cottage cheese carton. Each child
could then have a setef various shapes for his own use.

4

C, Teaching Number Concept's

1. Matching Numbers to ObUsgar ,/

1



Prepare a sheet of construction paper' showing a.row'of.nuMbers
down the left side. The children can paste or glue counters in
the appropriate space to correspond with"the nuers shown on the
left.

to ®

3 fo

fir 0

2. Number Patterns

The children close theis eyes and the teacher claps or taps a
!Ikarticular numbei of times. The, children then will say the
number of claps they hear.

3. Counting in Sequence
e

Ditto sheets showing'number lines are prepared that have some of
the numerals missing. The children then have the opportunity to
supply the missing Ambers.

4. m er Lotto

2. 4 5 '7 8

1 2. 3 4 "b 'I 8

1 2 3 4 5 b

Prepare a number of large lotto cards from some heavy materia
such as poster board or tagboard upon which random numbeis re
printed. Have a set of smaller cards of a size that can b
placed over each of the numbers on the large lotto cards.
the smaller cards glue pictures of objects to correspond with

sl

h.
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the numerals on the large lotto cards. The children can count
the objicts on the small card and place it over the corresponding
numeral.

5. Fish Numbers

Prepare fish of
number. When

eep the fish.
ish back in.

6. Number Bingo

. 10

9

$

construction paper.for a fish pond% Bach fish has
the child fishes, he must recognize the number to
If he doesn't know the number, he must throw his

Prepare bingo cards using a variety of numbers. The teacher will
draw numbers and the children will cover the corresponding number
on their cards until a winner emerges. Difficulty of numbers is
controlled,by making some cards less difficult.

7. Numbered Steps

Prepare a number of stylized footprints having a numerical sequence
(1-10, or4-20). Arrange them in a pathway. When the child names
the number; he steps on each in sequence. Upon arriving at the goal,
he receives a token.

8. Counting Songs'

tr

Use songs and singing games involving counting such a$: This Old
Man, Ten little Frogs, and Ten Little Angels.

9. Counting in Sequence

Assign each child a number at random and then direct him to stand in
. order of,numerical sequence. This activity can be used to get the

children ready for lunch or for buses.
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10. Number Seta

The children can paste a yarn free-form design on construction paper
leaving the center part opeii. The teacher can write on the paper:
"Set of 6 ." The MUM then gluts in the correct number of
counters (in this case, six) from such things as beans, sea shells,
wads of paper, etc., in the center of the yarn free-form. The
teacher can'adjust .the number of the set according to the ability
of the students.

I

11. Simple Addition

Make some tagboard strips aboutdit x 24 inches. Fold the strips in
half. Glue six counters on the right side and one counter on the
left side of the fold. Display one half of the strip for the child-
ren to count, then open the other half and have the children add the
two sides together.

4 ,
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D. Resouice'Materials

1. Elemepltary SchoolMLathematic Addison - Wesley Publishing

2. Modern School Mathematics: oughton-Mifflin, SRA

3. Trull cassette tapes on tou ting

4t Sesame Street mathematics terials

5. Counting frames

6. Quisionar rods

7. Sullivan Big Book on Math eadiniss

195
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Sound
.

SCLENCE

1. Materials: string, tin cans, different sized boxes

2. A string telephone, can be made by using two empty food cans and
a piece of string. Have the students stand across the room and
talk into 'the cans. Allow the children to experiment with the
phones.

3. Make drums from different sized boxes. Ask questions such as:
Does the wider one give a deeper sound? Do the deeper ones gills
a lower sound?

4. Fill different tumblers with different amounts of eater. Strike
the tumbler and notice different sounde,(like the Union 76 com-
merical on television!). Find the answers to their questions by
experimentation..'

B. Sunlight

1. Materials: two plants of the same kind

2. Talk .about the effect of sunlight on plants. 0/(hat do the light
and the green chlorophyll together produce in the plant? Food.)
Select two plants. Place one in the light and tlieati4er in the
dark. After one week notice the changes in the coloration of the
leaves.

3. Discuss the way plants move their leaves until the lower surface
is protected from the sunlight. Turn the plant and observe what
happens.

C. .Magnets

1. Materials: magnets, nails, paper clips, pennies, pins,lood,
chalk, test tube,- thumb tack, coffee can

2. Place a numbe of objects on a table such as nails, paper clips,
pennies-, pins, od, chalk, etc. 'Have the students find'out
which ones will be attracted'bY the magnet. Ask the children to
state the reasons Why some are attracted and some are not.

3. Put a thumb tack in a test tube and see if the tack can be attracted
through the glass by the magnet.

1
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4. Place a coffee can on its side on top of a thin piece of wood such
as a cigar box top. By moving the magnet under the wood you can
roll the can back and forth..

D. Water Cycle

1. Materials:Materials: clear bottle, water

2. Partially fill a battle with water and stopper the neck. Lay the
bottle on a window sill in direct rays of sun. Observe the droplets
of water forming on'the top and sides. Haw"did they get there?
Transfer the bottle to a cool place. Do the beads of water still
form?

3. Put soil in a glatis jug. Drop in some grass seeds, fern spores, etc.,
and then water generously. Again, stopper the neck tightly. As
long as the terrarium gets light the plants will grow, illustrating
the importance of the water cycle in relation to plant growth.

E. Wax

1. Materials: candles, matches, and a large piece of Wax (2'x 2'x 2")

2. 'Light the candles iii a dark9ned room and discuss why the candles
melt and why light is given -off by the candle. Then have the

. childien make a piece of waxy and have, them carefully melt down
their wax with a match. Let the students watch the wax turn from
a solid to a liquid (this is matter changing form),sthen as it
cools, back to a solid again. Discuss with the students the
ability of wax to change forms. Will other kinds of matter change
form?

F. Water Expansion and Freezing_

1. Materials: a small bottle, cork

1 2. Fill a small bottle with water. Loosely cork the bottle, making

ti
sure the water is up to the cork. Place it in a freezing unit
and you will find that when ice is formed it pushes the cork out.
Water expands when it coold below freezing temperatures. Is this
true of all forms of matter, or do some of them contract?

° G. Water

1. Mate ials: two pans, hot plate, pieces of glass, pieces of cloth-

2. Hire children play with water to find out what floats and what sinks.
Catch steam on glass held over boiling water. Watch the water.dis-
appear from the boiling pan. Place one pan of water in the'sun and
"another in the shade and observe which dries up faster. Why?,

2
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3. Wash two pieces of cloth. Hang gne piece up to, dry and roll the
other into a ball. Which dries faster? Why?

4: Hang a wet cloth near a radiator and one in another part of the
room. Which drles quicker? Why?,

H. , Counting Pulse

1. Materials: thumbtack, matchstick

'2. Put a matchstick on the point of a tack. Place the head of the
tack on the.thumb-side of the wrist. Observe the movement of the
matchstick. Count movements per half minute. Do the pulse rates
of several students differ? Why?' Perform the experiment after
eAercise, rest period, or lunch. What differences do you note?
Bi certain to emphasize to the children there is no "right" or
"wrong" pulse rate - -each person is different according tohis
own conditions.

I. Growing Plantsoin the Classroom

1. Materials: sweet potato, carrots, beets, or other vegetable, Suit-,
able container

2. The purpose-of this experience is to show that many plants will
produce foliage, although. they may not reproduce. SoMe,,plants that
are particularly good for this are sweet poSatoes,,carrota, beets; `

turnips and pineapple. Set the vegetable, root-end down, into
glass pi jar, and keep the lower third covered with water. Tooth-
picks may be inserted to ,keep the vegetable from falling into the
container.

J. Animal SoUnds

1. Materials: cards4'of animal pictures such as those found in the
Peabody Kit

2. The child draws from a can or other receptacle a card having an
animal picture. He eh Gild allow no one else to see his card. He
then imitates the animal. with sounds and MStioni until a classmate
recognizes it. The classmate who recognized, the previous animal
now has a turn at drawing a card and itaiing his own animal. If

animalan is net identified, that ent puts his card back into
the receptacle and draws anothe

'3
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III
K. Growing Seeds

1

1. Materials.: 1/2 pint milk cartons, popsicle sticks, kid hey beans,
. paper strips .

r

I

2. To each class member,distributicmilk cartons, soil, ki ney beans
and popsicle sticks. Discuss wiTh the childrfn why fa rs till

the soil, about, irrigating, etc. Each,child can then plant his
own crop (kidney bean) and label his tiny garden milk carton) with

popsicle stick. The development of theplsnts should be observed
from time to time and encouragement for each gardener to attend his
"crop" will no doubt benecesspry. li

3. EnCourage thi children to bring some seeds from home. G ue the
seeds onto a piece of tagboard with a picture of the adu t plant'
and the fruit that is finally produced.

2 06
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Science Resource Materials.

1.' Haupt, Dorothy. Science Experiences for Nursery School Children,
Washington, D.C.: National Association for Ed. Young Children (.75)

2. Swift, Mildred and Lois Rather. Kindergarten Science, T. S.DefilsOn
and,Company, Minneapolis, 1971.

3. Carmichaely Viola S. Science Experiences for Young Children.
Los Angeles: So. California Assoc. for the Ed. of Young Children, 1971.

4. Reid, Robert W. Science Experiments for the Primary. Grades, F. B. Pearon
Pub. Co., San Francisco. (order from Palfrey's School Supply Co,
7715 E. Garney Avenue, So. San Gabriel, Calif.

5. BeginniiiK'Science.- A Modern Approach (has good manual and charts),
Holt, Rnehart and Winston, 2121 Touchy Avenue, Elk drove Tlage,
Illinoie.

Continental Press (Masters)

Mop Science Observation - Levels 1 and 2
.1

47;00 Science: 'Living Things - Levels 1 and 2 wfiteAcher's manual

o. T.
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